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ENTERTAINMENTS.
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MI** CO RA COBB,

Doors open at 7.16 Concert to commence at 8
o'clock.
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HALL,

CJOHN

LAW.
30 Exchange
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NEW PORTLAND THEATRE.

r

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
93 Exchange

GRAND SHAKESPEAREAN EVENT.
Holiday and Tuesday
Evening' Jan.

Popular Tragedian

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

Supported by a Specially Selected
the

management

M. P. FRANK,

under

WM. R. HATOEN.

or

Tragedy in

Six

Acts,

RICHARD
OK

in,

THE

Battle of Bosworth Field.
DUKE OF GLOSTER, (afterwards King Richard
IU)...THOS. W. KEENE.

Tncifay Evening, January 17th,
Shakespeare’s Masterpiece,

LAW,
199 M ddl Street.

CLARENCE HALE,

H

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
93

Exchange Street

Evening, Jan. 16th.
Colly Cibber’* Version of Shakespeare’s Grand Historical

Exchange Street.

42%

COUNSELLOR AT

KEENE,
Company

K

AARON B. HOLDEN,

I

SETH L. LARRABEE,

COUNSELLOR

AT LAW,
399% Cor gross Street

L

COUNSELLOR

LAW,

AT

100

Exchange Street.

-i-r

MACBETH.
MACBETH, (Thane of Cawdor) THOS. W. KEENE
Reserved Seat* $1.00, 75 and 50 cents; Gallery
35 cent*. Sale of seats commence Thursday, .Janjanlldtd
uary 12th.

|
L

P.J. LARRABEE,

I

J. J. LYNCH,

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
199 Middle Street.

L

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,

Exchange Street.

34

Samaritan Association.

COt'USELLORS AT

-A.T CITY HALL,
Wcdawday 4fier.Mii and K retting,

ADMIS*"'N

FRbE. Eveniuu TickAFTERNOON
ets 36 cl*., or three for gl.OO, to b« obtained of
IV E. Chandler, Music Dealer, 177 Middle St.,
and at tbe door. Music by Cbnndler’. Quadrill. Bend.
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L

Meralty lances!
SIXTH ANNUAL COURSE.

Thnrsday Evening, Nov. 24th,
Thursday Evening, Dec. 8th,
Monday Evening, Dec. 26th,
Thnrsday Evening, Jan. 12tn.
Thnrsday Evening, Jan. 26th,
Thnrsday Evening, Feb. 9th.

LAW,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
31 %

NEW YORK.

T. C. Hersky, Esq., President of Fraternity.
Samuel J. akdersos Esq., Vice President.
E. A. Noyes, Treasurer.
Hr. S. E. Spring.
Hon. William Senter,
Mr. X. P. Farrington,
Hon. George Walker,
Mr. Georges. Hunt,
Hon. A. E. Stevens,
Mr. Geo. W. Woodman,
Hon. Geo. P. Wescott,
Mr. Chas. McLaughlin,
Non. Jacob Me lei Ian,
Mr.
John N. Lord,
Hon. Wm. L. Putnam,
Mr. J. S. Winslow,
Hon. I. Washburn, ,Jr.,
Mr.
J. P. Baxter,
Mr. W. I. Thom,
Mr. J. D Fessenden,
Mr. Nathan Weob,

AT

BRA

Y

LAW,

AT

COUNSELLORS AT

If

you

Committee

on

EMERY

B

COUNSELLOR

on

LAW.
yy

Exchange st

LAW,

AT

olVa Exchange St
FRANK W. ROBINSON,

B

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

34

Exchange Streot

THOMAS & BIRD,

T

COUNSELLORS

AT

LAW,
38 Exchange 3t

V

BYRON D. VERRILL,

W

FRANK 8. WATERHOUSE,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
93 Exchange St

IN ANY OF ITS FORMS,
instant relief, and, after a short time,
be permanently cured, by using
DR. CHARLES CORNBLOOJI’S

Ozone inhaler aim mwm.

MH.
NAYY

HALL,

fl

A.

Admission 50 ccnU.
dlw*

PLANO, ORGAN

Every Thursday Evening.
Class in Wallziuglhe “German”
and Newport every Monday even-

janl2dtf

GRAND ARMY HALL,
Wt

dnesday Evening, Jan. 18th.

AND

HARMONY,

PIANO

AND

Stockbridge’s

MueIc

E. PENNELL,

Store.

CTCl#E? D

HAlf FEVERi

Exchange St

MEETINGS_
PORTLAND RAILROAD COMPANY,
Annual Meeting.
annua] meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland Railroad Companywill be held in the
MonLibrary room, Mechanics’ Hall, Portland, on
for the
day, January 18th, 1882. at 3 o’clock p. m., other
choice ot Direciors and the transaction of any
business that may legally coin- before them.
E. A. NEWMAN, Secretary.
jan9 did
Portland, January 9th, 1882.
~

ANNUAL MEETING.
& Ogdensburg R. R.
of

the Stockholders of the

street, in the city of Portland Me., on Tuesday, the
17th day of January 1882, at 10 o'clock In the fore-

Portland Steam Packet Co.

PROF. SAUCIER.
Will receive pupils on ihe Piano and OrHours 0 a. m. to 3
gan at 5 Oak street.
p. m , and will also give Recitals for
Concerts, Lecture Courses, Private Parties aud other entertainments. Terms
Moderate.
<11 w

annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland S earn Packet Company, will be held
at their office, Franklin Wharf on Tuesday the
17th day of January, 1882. at 3 o’clock p. in., for
the choice of five directors for the ensuing year, an 1
the transaction of any other business that may
legally
1 come before them.
*
J. F. LISCOMB. Secretary.
jan9 dtd
Portland, January 7,1882.
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Instruction in Englishand Classical Studies.

P]y by the

TRADE

On

J. W. COLCOBB,

WM. M.

dU

janll

all
Impotency, and
follow

MARKS,
KxoIianKe,

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Fine Job Priaties » Specialty.
Order* oy mail cr In person promptly atteiaiod t#
Particular attention paid
PnMjphtcl Prln«l»*
,1

I,

B

h

nad

roThStr

AGENTS WANTED ! Exclusive territory, with
competition, and a book which every citizen of
the State shonld possess, worthy the SPECIAL NOTICE of OLD BOOKMEN, and a Splendid Opportunltyfor beginners: sells at sight. Now isyour opportunity to MAKE MONEY, because everybody needs
the book; it supplies a real want. One agent has
sold 200 in four weeks. LADIES as well as GENTLEMEN succeed. Address at once, 8. 8. BBSMKI.I., Publisher, 57 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.
d&wlm*
Jan 7
no

of Vision,

TA8LEI1BPS
Centres.

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarrcguemines
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

WHY THE

C*

CLASSeJI
CELLULOID

Fitted complete with the

EYE

English

are the best

JV1I.ES,
Advertising Agent,

BOSTON
TREJIOBIT ST,,
Contracts for Advertisements in Newspapers in ai
cities and towns of the United States and the
British Province*.

For

Sale 'Wholesale and Retail.

G. E. JOSE & co.
oelO_

F. If. K£WI$OIV

dtt

has opened an office in
Portland and can be found

DOCTORS CANNOT CORE

at

SCIATICA

Ko. 276 Middle St.,
Edwards & Walker’s
Hardware
store, from
Jan. 7th to Jou.iJ3d.
dtf

(Sciatic Rheumatism) except by using

over

BISHOP

SOULE’S

LINIMENT

It lias cured, after twelve physicians had proline only
nounced the case incurable. Try it.
laAKCwE bottlea for Sciatica, Rheumatism and
Neuralgia. Price $1.50; Sold by druggists. F. W.
RYBEK& SON,
Proprietors*. BSohton,

B. C. JORDAN, Alfred, Maine!

janOdlm

Nl«***».

1,000 Oak and Spruce Files.
500.000 ft. Oak, for Car Timber,
Ship Fiauk and Timber.
500,000 ft. Hemlock.
drv pine bcr
100,000 ft.
boar its

Cancers Cured
knife,
mercury
poisonous plasters,
other poisonous medicines used.
Relief guar
anteed in every case as I have 28 different modes
No
for curing Cancers and can meet every case.
charge for consultation, and only for medicine until
the cure is effected. Can give the best of references
as to skill and medical standing from some of the
lead ng physicians of Boston, also, sworn certificates
of cures.
Send a full history of your case with
itamp to O. G. RANDaLL, M. D.f 65 Day street,
Boston Highlands, Mass. If yon call, take the Ja-

NO

OCtl

Advertising Agents,

iron ALL THE LEAPING NEWSPAPERS.
10 SPBCCB STHEE1', NEW YORK
TLe Pause may oe fonort on £ l, a onr office.
4 FA KM ROW
NEW YORK

Duplex, Oxford

and Harvard Burners.

they are the LIGHTEST, HANDSOMEST,
STRONGEST known. Sold by Opticians ana
4*Iers,Made by SPENCER OPTICAL CO.. N. Y
eodRra
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February,

had

126

independent

been started.

Of the 200 to
relate to railroads

ditional powers. Among the public measures to be considered will be important
amendments to the rules of the House of

Commons, a bankruptcy bill, aud the corrupt practices bill, two or three of these being relics of the last session. Quite likely
also the English land laws will be brought
Irish
up for reform, and the omnipresent
question will play no unimportant part in
the debates and legislation. The Liberal
majority will not feel as easy as it did in the
last session, for in the recent “by-elections”
the Conservatives hare made considerable
After the last general election the

gains.

Liberals and Home Rulers had a majority
of 166 over the Conservatives,but the Liber
als over the other parties combined, only
46. The upshot of recent events is that the
Home Rulers are quite inclined to go with
the Conservatives against their former allies,
while, besides this disaffection, Conserva-

gains in the special elections amount to
twenty votes. Hence, it is apparent, the
loss of a few more seats would seriously embarrass the Liberals, even if it did not leave
the Home Rulers actually in possession of
the balance.of power.

Chicago Railway Age for Janu5, we learn that there were foreclosure
sales of railways in the United States during
the past year of twenty-nine different roads,
with an aggregate mileage of 2,617 miles,
and with a nominal investment of $51,277,600 in capital stock and $76,640,900 in bonds,
making a total of $127,922,500. The past
two or three years have been exceptionally
prosperous for railway enterprises of every
kind, but the old embarrassments of some
roads still lingered, and the roads in question had been dragging along under Receivers, or in some other way staving off temporarily the inevitable foreclosure. In the
past six years 257 roads, with a mileage of
22,924 miles and a nominal capital investment of $1,363,556,000, have passed from
the hands of the original owners by means
of bankruptcy foreclosure
proceedings.
This represents over 20 per cent, of the total mileage and of the latest reported railway capital of the country.
From the

ary

The

Davy safety lamp,

the

experiments

of an English commission show, no longer
affords the safety it once did, because of the
greatly augmented ventilation in large modTheir use, in fact, unless
ern collieries.

they

be

protected by

some

further

ance, is said to be attended with

Oomplalnts nod Weaknesses
feuiolo population.
worst form of Female Comtlie
It will cure entirely
Inflammation and Ulcer*
troubles,
ovarian
all
plaints,
tlon, Falling and Displacements, and tbe consequent
Weakness, and Is particularly adapted to tbe

|

no

mftica Flam Horse Cars.

no

so cotuiuon to our best

Spinal
Change of Life.

With Ifeniitfal Pottery

Congress St.,

&ug29dlyr

3

E

for »11 those Pnlnfnl
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REASONS

a

IsaFoeitlveCnre

CLEtUAHI I

GRAY MEDICINE co
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

ftSp^Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221
aiETRnmff tf Stone, cor. Congress and Green Sts.

«

2

LYDBA E. PINKHAWI'S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

Prcmaturo

J3?"*FulI particulars in our pamphlet, which we desire to
free by mail to every one. fl3jr*The Specific Medicine is
sold by all druggists at f 1 per puckage, or six puckages for $5
or will be Bent free by mail on receipt of the money, by
addressing

in

contriv-

the most

nrlian tVio volnpitu nf
V

«EO. P. ROWELL
S. R.

M,W,F ly

V

that
asasequenoe of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
Diseases

Bend

Del 7

New Gazetteer of Maine!

the BEST toilet
removes tan and freckles, and is
two
dressing in THE WOBLD. Elegantly put up.
of both internal
bottles in ono package, consisting
and external treatment.
All first class druggists have it. Price $1. per package.

t

M. A. BOSWORTH.
eodtf

AFTER TAKIHQ.
BEFORE TAKIRB.1cooBum,m'nmoV;
Premature Grave.

MEETING of the member of the Widows’
Wood Society willbo held at the rooms of tbe
society, City Building, on MONDAY EVENING,
Jan. 23, at IVa o’clock, to bear the report of the
committee on By Laws, and to act thereon.
S. H. COLESWORTHY, Secretary.

jan7

BooK, Coni, anil loD Printer
IJ .'inters'

Cents.

c

^ofTRADE MARK
WARE^®“^
Seminal Weakness.

#

g

o

little finger

into the nostrils.

«

ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
%
3 DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP,
and
PIMPLES
g
pi SCROFULA ULCERS,
”
of tie <
TENDER ITCHINCSont" parts
and
smooth;
eoft
body. It makes the skin white,

removal to No. 6
Previous to
Clapp’s Block, we shall sell our Immense
stock of Millinery and Fancy Goods at
Cost.
A rare opportunity to purchase nicest
gooils at lowest prices.

The Great Eng-

A

Given to rrlTato pupil* by the *nbecrtbei

J»n34

|

our

_

Widows’ Wood Society.

TETTERS, HUMORS,
INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,

g

COST.

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

CHAS. H. FOYE, Clerk.
Jan2 dtd
Portland, January 2d, 1882.

EDUCATIONAL

heals the
restores the
taste and

receipt of 50c will mail a package. For sale in Port
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N.Y.
d&wly48
nov24

THE

noon; to choose Directors for the ensuing year and
to transact aDy other business that may legally
come before them.

janl2dtd

111

Soloist,

Warranted to Cure

ECZEMA,

CLOSING OUT STOCK

smell jbeneficial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unequaled fo
the head.
colds in
A greeable to use. A p-

BRANCHES
98 Park Streot

GAGE & STROUT
COUNSELLORS AT LAW
31 Va

S3TROUT,

Annual Mea

jjySec Bills far Particular*.

^

IN ALL

CURE i

e

completely

ORGAN.

ing
Portland & Ogdensburg It? R. Company, will
THE
be held at the office of the Company, 39 Exchange

Admission 25 and 35 cts.

143 Pearl Street.

10

Is

^

MRS, LYDIA E. PINKHAM, OF LYNN, MASS.,

cleanses
the nasal passages of
Catarrhal virus, causing healthy secretions,
allays inflammation,
protects the membrane
from additional colds,
sores and
of
sense

MURRAY,

Portland

PORTLAND MINSTRELS.

janll

|j*

Head,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald WeakSores, Mercurial Diseases, Female Loss of
Dizziness,
and
nesses
Irregularities,
Appetite, Juandice, Affections of the Lxveij
and
Indigestion, Biliousness, inDyspepsia
General Debility. Directions eleven languages.
the
most
will
Bitters
satisfy
A course of Burdock Blood
en earth.
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Purifier
TRIAL SIZE,

fVinf

tive

w. BENSOH’S

ecl7

Stockbridge’s Music Store.

GILBERT'S ASSEMBLIES
ing.

Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples and
Face Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Tumors,

PRICK, $1.00.

v.

1 SKIN

11113

CATARRH. Elys’ Cream Balm

TEACHERS

COICE, SINGING
Tenor

Thursday Evening, January 19th.
music by Chandler.
jaul2

DR.

W.F. PHILLIPS’&eCO., Wholesale lifts.
M.W&Fly

will hold their Fourth Grand Assembly at
AND

mrn

Effectually

Kb.

THE

ARMY

1

The changes of climate affect three-fourths of our
population with some form of CATARRH, and the
sooner the case is taken in hand, the easier the cure
can be effected.
DR. CORN BLOOM is well-known in Boston for
hi* successful treatment of CATARRH, andean furnish first-class testimonials from well known Boston
merchants, and if you have any symptoms of CATARRH you had better consult him in regard to
your case. The treatment is mild and sure to help
you, and the price is within the reach of all.
Don’t delay, hut attend to it at once. You will
Send a statement of your case to
neve* regret it.
DR. CORN BLOOM, 145 Tremont St., Boston, and
he will write y u just what he can do for you. Pamjan2—eodlm
phlet sent free on a plication.

•

kotzscemak,

address.

any

191 Middle St.

MUSIC

Headache, Nervous Headache,

and buoy
increase mental
ancy to tb« nerves, and in that way
of
mind.
Nobody
power, endurance and brilliancy
that has a nervous system should neglect to take
them two or three months in each year, as a nerve
food, if for no dther purpose.
Sold by all druggists. Price, 50 cents a box.
Depot, 106 North Eutaw St., Baltimore, Md. By
mail, two boxes for §1. or six boxes for §2.60, to

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

Evening tickets $1.
Jln*ir by Chandler’* Full Quadrille Band
eodtd
novl8

Sick

They
some cases starving absorbents.
create nerve matter and give power, force

troubled with CATARRH,

FOSTER, MILBURN & CO., Prop’rs, Buffalo, N, Y.

Entertainment*.

Entertainments.

|p

can secure

Exchange St.

S. RIDLON,

Winship,

Fred B. Farrington,
J. H. Drummond, Jr.,
E. C. Jordan,
P. T. Griffin,
Wm. Senter, Jr.,
Wm. H. Schumacher.
E. D. Noyes,
Tickets for the course of six evenings, admitting
Gentleman and Ladies S5; to be obtained of the
Committee

REED,

COUNSELLOR AT

are

cure

Neuralgia, Nervousness, Paralysis, Sleeplessness
and Dyspepsia, and will cure any case, no matter
how obstinate, if properly used. They are not a
cureall. but only for those special diseases. They
contain no opium, morphine or quinine, and are not
a purgative, but regulate the bowels and cure con
stipation by curing or removing the cause of it
They have a charming effect upon the skin, and a
lovely quieting effect upon the nervous system,
yes, in
simply by feeding its ten thousand huDgry,
make or

||
Q ATARR
CUREDcan

LAW.

100

THOMAS

0

pressly to

j^B;

am.w&f&w46

you

DYER,

B.

DR. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md.
proprietor of the celebrated Celery
and Chamomile Pills. These pills are prepared ex-

inventor and

pamphlet giving Kg
pulmonary diseases. SB

HENRY JOHNSON & LORD, Props., Darlington, Yt.

Qimr

be asked for, thirty-five
several of them concerning new lines or extensions, and the others petitioning for ad-

CAN BE

100 Exchange Street.
St

Kg

Kj
patientgj

Price 35 eta., 50 eta., and #1 00 p**r
SOLD EVERYWHERE.

vxrill

early

December, only

measures

imi DOWNS’ ELIXIR.I»1

Exchange St.

LAW,
119% Exchange St.

HENRY C. PEABODY,

Mr. Lewis Pierce,
Mr. W. A.
Mr. W. F. Milliken.

Mr. Charles E. Jose,
Mr. S. T. Fallen,
Mr. M. P. Emery,

dly

lips, and, with consid.

knnnntYY tViAYr

they are as law-abiding as those who call them
The only difference, they
law-breakers.
will urge, between them and their antagonists, is in the particular law disregarded.
It is probable that, if a new election be
ordered by Congress, a Mormon will be returned. That result is to be deplored; but
it is not so deplorable as the injustice of
giving a seat to a man who is not elected.
As long as the majority of the voters of Utah
are polygamists and are favored with a terri
torial organization they will send a delegate
who sympathizes with their political and religous and social views. The only remedy
is to deprive them of a territorial form of
government or to extirpate polygamy; and
iu the way of applying either of these remedies are many difficulties. However, there
ought to be enough wisdom and will in the
national legislature to solve the vexatious
problem and relieve the country from the
disgrace of a polygamous community.

before

so

gone.
cured tho

furnished

and will find no end of business laid out for
it. Up to December 1, aside from all general and political measures, notice had been
given of intention to apply for 244 private
bills, but as the list includes 44 duplicates,
the real total is reduced to 200. Last year,

the fever. It is free from
^B
^^Bcame time reduces
and astilcgent articles, which
are^B
a
nature
as to be in great danger
■of dryingtho
of^B
patient; whereas this medicine H|
■ destroying
or stops the cough, but, by remov■ never dries
tepj
cause, generally destroys tho hectic^B
■ing tho tho
Consecough is entirely

|BBbefore when the
cough is
■j quently,
well. Send address for
Hjis
BB
full directions for cure of

«

to their

Parliament meets

g

BB.

-IN AID OF THE-

PORTLAND FRATERNITY

duly administered its efficacy has been
invariably manifested, convincing the most in—g credulous that
ua
CONSUMPTION
■*
is not incurabjo, if properly attended to.—
CO Consumption, at its commencement, is but a
SB slight irritation of the membrane which covers
tho Lungs; then an inflamation, when theS*.
P* cough it more observable, but rather dry; then
O becomes local fever and tho pulse more fre££& <juent, tho cheeks flushed and chills more comBBS mop., This Elixir in curing tho above com-BM
so as to remove all morbid
Sjpjplaints, operates
and Inflamation from theGH
■irritations
to
the
surface, and finally expel them MB
■ lungs
H|g from the system* It facilitates expectoration.
boon

Exchange S

JAMES O’DONNELL,

COUNSELLOR

WF&wly42

BB>t rung opiate

Office Buildin

85

D

-iAoaaafo

■ and every species of oppression oftheCliest
tJZ and Lungs. 1 n all cases where this Elixir has £5

P. MATTOCKS,

COUNSELLOR

E,S. WEILS. Jersey City, ft.J

cc!9

B Influenza, Spitting Blood, Bronchitis,

■

Hall. 0

City

Chapin’s Bccho-Paib a. A quick, complete
for Catarrh of tho Bladder, Urinary,
Kidney and Bladder Diseases, m molo oi
female. Paralysis, Diabetes,Gravel, Difficulty
Brick
of holding or passing Urine, Gleet
Dust, Gonorrhoea, Inaction, Turbid Urine,
Stricture,
bunging,
other
deposits.
Milky and
Smarting, Irritation, Inflammation, Whites,
Impure or Diseased Discharges, Pains in the
Back and Thighs, Dragging Down, Dripping,
ex-r
Ulcers, Tumors, £c. SI, at druggists,by
press, prepaid, $1.25.
...
be
to
is
Fusra
Injection
Chapin’s
usec^
with Buchu-paiba, in cases of Impure org
Diseased Discharges. AYith Syringe, $1, at*
druggists, sent by express, prepaid, for J1.25.B
ISotnby express, prepaid, on receipt of $9.2p.H

■

JAMES T. McCOBB,
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY,

M

ftlanttBUd®

tho result of

It heals the ulcerated surfaces

readily

_1-1-

and relieves the cough and makes the breath^^■ingeasv. It supports the strength and at the^B

Post

MO.

3'CDTZ

fl Croup, Asthma, Pleurisy, Hoarseness,

18 BEAVER STREET,
AT

A.SI-C

cure

■ Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Catarrh,

LAW,

WILBUR F. LUNT.
ATTORNEY

was

attache of the Press Is

United States. Therefore he cannot be
seated. His opponent, Campbell, was not
elected, and therefore has no valid claim to
the seat. He offered himself to the voters
of Utah and they rejected him. He is in no
sense their representative.
Congress has no
is a monogahe
him
because
to
admit
right
mist and his antagonist a polygamist. It
may shut out Cannon. It cannot properly
throw open its doors to Campbell.
The argument of Governor Murray that
the admission of Campbell will have “a
moral effect on polygamy” is ridiculous in
the extreme. The violation of law and justice involved in the seating of a man who is
not elected to the position he claims tends
to weaken respect for all law and justice and

come

study, la order to discover
■ tho cause, the symptoms, and tho euro—viz:

61% Exchange Street.

I

which

preserve com-

to encourage the Mormons in their disregard
The taunt “you’re another” will

valuable modiciae is purely vegetable:

discovery of
^Btho
■ many years* close

A3 a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphite of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps Is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over SO years duration in every
section of onr country of Vdelpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale nnequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
aud Grocers,
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WILLIAM H. LOONEY,
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SCHNAPPS.

176 Middle, Cor. Exchange Street.

FAIR & PROMENADE CONCERT

■

Vegetable Balsamic

Schiedam Aromatic

faith.

view taken by Congressman Reed and approved by most sound thinkers. Cannon is
not eligible, for he is not a citizen of the

|recelptof

N.H. DOWNS

LOCKE & LOCKE,

j
L

Bt^ervou^DebilityancrWeakness

of the Genieratlve Functions. Clears Cloudy Urine, stops
Bosses and escapes in same. The great Repiable Tonic for General Debility or Special
■Weakness. A complete Rejuvenator for Exhaustion, Faintness. Excesses, Advancing
■Age, Ague, Chills, Female Weakness. &c.
hi at druggists, or by express, prepaid, on
$1.25. L S. WELLS, Jersey City, N, J.
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WOLFE’S

good

The Utah Contest.
general belief that neither of the
contestants for the position of delegate from
Utah will be seated, and that a new election
will be ordered. This appears to be the

—
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with a Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
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of every person claiming to represent our journal.
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LAW,
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DRUMMOND & DRUMMOND,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
93 Exchange Street.
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PHOTOGRAPHER,
514 Congress St.
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Impotence,

and Boys.
Misses’ French Kid School
Boots with low heels:
very serviceable.
Colored Boots and Slippers
for Ladies and Children.
Nubian Waterproof Blacking, poHslies without
DOW’S WEW BLOCK
dec 19

COUNSELLOR

16;h and 17th.

THOS. W.

Street

tion but

Boots in Calf, Straight,
Goat aiid American Kid.
DANCING PUMPS in Goat,
French Kid and Patent
Leather for Gentlemen

(V£jOO\^

COBB,

O.

Frank Curtis,.Proprietor & Manager.

the

Street

flesh, vital,

■L^nn&s^Kexu^I^Wicy. jAl>s<>lnt»3

SOLE BOOTS for Ladies.
PEBBLE GOAT and French
Kid, Hand Sewed Boots
for Ladies.
LACE BOOTS in
SIDE
French and American
Kid and Goat.
The only stock of line, fancy
SLIPPERS in Maine.

CHILDREN’S

If lacking

■nerve force, use ‘‘Wells’ i-laltu
■greatest remedy on earth for

CANADIAN OVERSHOES,
for Gentlemen, Ladies
and Ciuldren.
WATERPROOF BALMORALS for Gentlemen.
CuRK
CALF
FRENCH

Frames, Ea«els, etc.
constantly on hand.

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The namo and address of the writer are In
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publica-

If it’s Liver Trouble, Coustiputton, Dyapep

■will cure you.

proof.

All persons sitting
for their Photographs
within the next two
will
or three days
be enabled to have
part, if not all of their
order for Christmas.
Choice and rich selection of Silk Velvet

FRIDAY MORNING, JANUARY 13.

■sia, Piles, Night Sweats, Decline, Consump
Ition, Palpitation, “WniLs' Health Eeseweb"
train or

DONGOLA BOOTS, water

13lb.

Tickets 60 cts. Don’t forget the Masquerade the
22nd of February.
janlOdtd

Engagement of

Street

W. COOMBS,

CAKDON

Second Course of Assemblies

Friday Evening, Jan.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34 Exchange

NATHAN & HENRY B. CLEAVES,

C

F». M. B.
ARMY
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LAW,
188 Middle Street.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
48 Exchange St.
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Organist.
For sale by the

16 eta.
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AT

ANTH01NE,

Soprano.
Contralto.

Tickets 25 eta.. Children
Committee and at the door.

0. ANDREWS,

AS.

WEBER CLUB
PRATT,

SURVEYOR,
184 Middle Street
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The following are members of the Cumberland
Bar Association:

FRIDAY EVENING, JAN, 13.
•-BY THE-

HU«* CLARA RKRR1IX,

f

LAWYERS,

CONCERT

At St. Lawrence St.

KIMBALL,
ARCHITECT,
180% Middle Street.

C1VIX-, ENGINEERS.

|

MR*. I’. W.

H.

KCHAS.
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It will dissolve and expel tumors from tbe uterue In
canearly stage of development. Tbe tendency to
Its use.
cerous humors there Is checked very speedily by
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroyeall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of tbestomacb.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
»nd IndiGeneral Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression
an

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, Is always permanently cured by Its use.

It will at all times and under all circumstances act in
the fcmalo system.
harmony with the laws that govern
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound Is unsurpassed.
I-YDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 233 Western Avenue,
mall
Lynn, Mass. Pricogl. Six bottles for (5. Sent by
In the form of pills, also In the form of loxcnges, on
Mrs.
Plnkham
either.
box
for
receipt of price, «1 per
freelyanswors all letters of inquiry. Scud for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper.
No family should bo without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'3
LWEIt PILL3. They cure constipation, biliousness,
and torpidity cf the liver. 23 cents per box.
#5" Sold by all Druggist*. "S3*

M.W.F&wly

oel7

NERVOUS

A

Cure

DEBILITY.

Guaranteed.

Dh. E. C. West's Nerve and Brain Treatment: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory, Spermatorrhoea, Impotency, Involuntaoverry Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused

by

ertion, self-amise, or over-indulgence, which leads
to misery, decay and death. On® box will cure
recent cases Each box contains one month's treatment. One dollar a box, or six boxes for five dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
proprietors, John C. West & Co., guarantee six boxes

With each order received for
anied with five dollars, the prothe
will
send
purchaser their written guar
prietors
anteo to return the money if the treatment does not
II. H.
Guarantees issued
effect a cure.
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents in Portland,
and
Tree
at
Middle
Sts.
Me., Junction
to
six

cur«

case.
accom*.

pur.

exports aud imports
during the six months ending last December
is full of ominous suggestions, for while the
experts have fallen off considerably the imports have increased. As a consequence of
The statement of

through

d&wly46

“Gentleman Geokge” has been dropped,
and now Mr. Pendleton Is referred toby
members of his own party as “Courtesy
George,” the Senator having given as his
reason for voting for the confirmation of
Mr. Matthews that ho did so as an act of

“courtesy.”
“The age may not yet be wholly ripe for
reform,” says,” says the Boston Herald,
“but the deatii penalty for homicide will as
surely be abolished in Massachusetts as the
hands of the clock move forward and not
backward.”
the

“The American Christmas,” writes Mr.
Edmund Yates, “is due to Charles Dickens,
who invented, or rather revived, the holiday,
and the American people eagerly took it

up.”

_____________

York Stage Beauties.

IS ew

The Galaxy of Handsome Women Behind
The Footlights.

[N. Y. Star.]
Among the handsome womo n who adorn the
New York stage, there are many who are hardly known os prominent actresses—many who

perform the bumble duties

of members of the

chorus, who trip through the roseate mazes of
the ballet, or who enter timidly with a card on
a tray and say with their hearts in their
months, "The Marchioness, madame.” Many
of these will in a year or two become brilliant

our

this double movement the balance of trade
in our favor, which during the last six
months of 1880 amounted to nearly one hundred and twenty-two miilion dollars, fell in
the corresponding period last year to a little
This is not at all a satisover fifty millions.
factory state of things. It shows that we
are beginning to buy more and sell less than
we did, and
unfortunately what we buy
adds little to the substantial wealth of the
country. A change in the trade current is
much to be desired.
Peofessob Lewis Swift, says the New
York Tribune, will go down in history as
the discoverer of an amazing number of
comets, three of which discoveries have won
for him the pleasant sum of a thousand dollars. nistorv, however, may not state the
picturesque fact that they were made from
the roof of a cider mill in Rochester.

Simce the French Republic was founded
eleven years ago, France has had no fewer
than thirteen ministries, and no fewer than
twenty-eight Ministers of the Interior.

[N. Y. Sun.]
Odd Folks About Town.
Unfortunatellndivlduals that have Duleas Purposes and Walks.
"I want to know

what

that man

charged for,” stall, military-looking

dissaid,

was
man

striding into Director Conklin’s office at the
Zoological garden in Central Park, and bringiDg down his fist with a bang. He seemed to
be satisfied with the reply, and with the remark that it mast not happen again, he strode
oat.
“That’s one of about

fifty cranks we hare
about here, regular visitors, too,” the director
said. “He has been a constant visitor here for
about six years.
Every day he comes here,
goes all around the arsenal, looks into every
case, and then goes over to the lunch room>
drinks a glass of beer, comes back, and blows
the men np for any neglect he has noticed.
Every one knows him around here. He probably knows more about the Metropolitan
museum than any man living, as he spent all*
his time there from the time the first spade was
put in until the building was completely finished. He generally got there before the men in
the morning, and when lunch time came he
hurried down to the animals, carefully inspected them, and went back in time to see the
He thinks that he
resume work.
hands
owns the park; and some time ago, when a
man was removed, he made a very decided objection, but the next day he came in and said
that he was glad to see that the man had been
reinstated, although an entirely different man
had taken his place. There’s another person
that oornes around every day and makes a regular inspection, but he has never spoken a word
Sometimes he wears an ulster, but
to anyone.
if the day is a little warm be comes out in a
drab duster. One woman comes here In the
fall every year, when the peacocks shed their
feathers. There is a method in her madness,
because she follows the birds around, and when
hey drop a feather she picks it up. Peacock
Kate the men call her.”
“There comes one of the semi-monthly
naanlra

large

nnw

on

a

ft An slant

aaisl

nnintinar

to

a

coming down the Sixty-fourth street
"He’s a little off on bugs.”

man

the medium height, plumply
fine form, and with dark eyes
and hair—almost an ideal Desdemona.
She is

incline.
"Is the superintendent about?” the man
asked as he stopped with a lurch that was intended for a bow.
“Yes,” the attendant replied, "here he is,”
pointing to the reporter, who returned the vigorous hand shaking.
"Times have changed since Tweed died,”
the man said solemnly. “Then a superintendent wont in to stay, but now you have a new
one every other day.
However, I want to get
a pass to go on the grass and among the trees
to collect galls,” taking the reporter by the top
button of his coat and leading him aronnd behind the skeleton of a walrus. "I have made
These
a discovery that will startle the world.
galls,” taking a handful of irregularly shaped
a side pocket, “have long
from
wood
of
pieces
been considered by Huxley, Darwin, Spencer,
and others as the work of an insect. You see,
the old theory is that certain hymenopterous
insects puncture leaves of twigs of the oak and
many other trees and plants, and in this wound,
that bleeds sap—just the way some of the members of the Farmers’ club would if they were
lanced. What do they know about the law of
generation? I offered to read my paper, to
give my theory to the world, at one of their
meetings, but they wouldn’t hear it.”
“But how about the wound the insect

about 18 years old.
Pauline Markham is a name that Now York
whioh was young and blooded ten years ago
will remember with a thrill as tho statuesque
Stalacta of the “Black Crook” when that bewildering piece of gorgeousness first burst up-

pocket and bringing up another handful of
galls; "in this wound Darwin and all these
iws. who are good enough in their way, think
the insect deposits an egg, and at the some
time poisons the plant, causing an abnormal
growth, a vegetable tumor, so that a great

stars in the firmament of the footlights, and
some will become fixed stars no doub't, though
the changes in the theatrical planetary system
are generally many and rapid. But of those of
whom we are now to speak some are still quite
humble aspirants for fame, and others are in
their zenith.
One vouner ladv who has excited a ereat. deal
of Interest as a prospective rival of Siddons is
Miss Margaret Mather. She has not yet ap-

peared in New York, being still engaged In
study, but she deserves mention here because
of the interest so generally felt in her. Miss
Mather, like Lochinvar, has come out of the
West, and her only theatrical triumphs were
with George Edgar, as Desdemona and Cordelia, but her genius has already made itself apparent. She was taught and trained by Mr.
Edgar, and is now undergoing instruction from
Mr. J. M. Hill. She is very handsome, but
slightly beyond
shaped, with

a

the world. They will all be glad to know
that the beautiful Markham is living in this
city, prosperous and beautiful still. She is of
English birth, and came here with the Lydia
Thompson troupe in 1869, when her singing
won for her voice Richard Grant White’s extravagant term of “vocal velvet.” She was
two seasons with Thompson, and then became
the Stalacta of the “Black Crook.” She has
recently been playing on the road in a combination, as Louise, in the “Two Orphans” and
is said to act very well. She is the wife of an
ex-rebel General, M. V. B. McMahon, from
whom, however, she is at present separated.
Kate and Emma Bartlett are two New York
young ladies, now playing with Wallack’s
company. They are both very pretty and of
the same style of beauty; plump, tall, browneyed, and rejoicing in a lovely complexion.
They are tho daughters of a minister, and lived
up town in fine society style, being known as
excellent amateur actresses. Their talents led
them to the stage, where they have now beeu
for five years, and all that time at Wallack’s.
Rose Wood, who was born, it is believed, in
Philadelphia, is another of the long-time favorites at Wallack's. She is tall, finely-formed,
with large, placid brown eyes, and with features almost too
regular to admit of the requisite play of expression. She is the wife of Mr.
Lewis Morrison, and is now travelling with a
combination of which she is the leading lady.
Nellie McHenry, otherwise Mrs. John Webster, who is a far western girl, is playing with
the Salsbury Troubadour Company, and has
that peculiar type ol fat and saucy beauty
which makes one good-natured at a view of it.
She is the funny one of the troupe, dances and
sings exquisitely, and her utterly uncalled-for
giggling always sets the tbeatro in a titter.
She is blonde.
Julia Stewart, who is now the leading lady
with Joe Murphy in “Kerry Gow,” is another
of the same type as Nellie McHenry, so provokingly exuberant and chubby that even her
photograph causes an infection of laughter.
She has round blue eyes, blonde hair and a tiptilted nose. She is of Scotch-English parentage and came to this country with Sothern.
blie created the part of the Scotch girl m the
comedy of “Engaged.”
Catherine Lewis is a Welsh girl, short and
plump, with a round, chubby, laughing face,
though her life, if rumor be true, is more tearful than jolly. She is a good singer and plays
foreign characters with excellent force, especially those wherein innocent ingenuousness is a
feature.
Alma Stanley, now playing in “Patience” at
the Standard, is also English and tall. She is,
indeed, very tall—almost the average man Is
height—and has a line complexion, with brown
hair and eyes, and remarkably long eyelashes.
She came here from England with a burleuque
company, and is the daughter of an English
army officer, who named her Alma in honor of
the battle in the Crimea where he won promoon

tion.

Maude Forrester, the successor of the great
Idah Isaacs Menken, in the Mazeppa act with
a fiery untamed steed, is also a native of England, and also tall and large of person. Her
family name is Park, and her father was a
lineal descendant of the famous traveller Mungo Park whose books once so delighted our
grandparents. As a small girl Maude used to
accompany her father in the hunting field, and
is now one of the most accomplished horseSho made her first appearwomen of the day.
ance in Covent Garden, London, in the spectacle of “Babre and Bizou,” and afterward
played burlesque at the Gaiety. She came to
this country a few years ago. Miss Forrester’s
beauty is of the robust order; she is tall and
splendidly formed, with large, serious eyes,
profusive brown hair and a full oval face.
Rachel Sanger, who is on the road with a
combination company that is playing “The
Colonel,” is a “plump and pleasing person,”
with largo, dark eyes, and very long, thick
hair. She sings beautifully, and is charming
in comedy, though her versatility takeB such a
range that she has also played well in burlesque
comic opera and melodrama, even taking the
sombre part of Nadia in “Michael Strogoff.”
She is the wife of James C. Scanlan. Sho first
appeared at the Park Theatre two years ago,
but began her .career in England in burlesque

parts.

is a bright comic singer, who
utly engaged at the Casino. She

Pauline Hall

has been
IB

reci
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by her pink oostumes, has a
beautiful oval face, remarkable for its sweet
expression, and is of medium height.. She
hails, with many others, from that land which
glories in its finest climate, biggest trees and
largest millionaires, as well as its pretty girls
ally made

aware

—California.

explosions.

any

boxes,

uov!6

n

rent liable to be rendered explosive exceeds
six feet a second. The new safety latnp
must, it is said, have some shield to prevent
the current of gas from infringing directly
other preon the flame; but even this and
cautions are said to be of no service In explosions from diffused coal dust—the cause
of the terrible Seaborn colliery explosion in
September, 1880—in which the coal dust
plays the same part as diffused flour in mill

The Pall Mall Gazette expresses surprise
that the Post Office pepartment of the
United States is not self-supporting. “With
about the same income,” it says, “the English Post Office Department gives a net
profit to the nation of nearly £3,000,000 per
annum.” This comparison is stupid. The
United States mail service covers an area of
2,970,000 square miles; that of Great Britain and Ireland, 121,230.

Emily Itigl is famous with our theatre-goers
of the ravishing danseuses of the “Black
Crook” ten years ago, when her Bister Betty
was the great fantastic star. She and her sister
came from Vienna together at that time, but
Betty married and Emily determined to cultivate the legitimate. She is now an excellent
actress, playing foreign parts with fine effect.
She is tall and willowy, and lithe as a serpent
in her movements, with jet black hair and eyes
and an olive complexion. Her sister Betty’s
husband is a Mr. Whituey, brother of the gen-

as one

tleman who is

An

engaged

to

Miss

Alphapetical

Kellogg.

Anecdote.

A B that could C far over the D with groat
E’s, F allowed so to do, tried one day to extract honey from a piece of G’s, liberally

sprinkled with snuff. H-ool Ait-choo sneezed
the bee; "I would sooner be a J, and be, as the
poet says, ‘happy, free and K,’ than try to extract honey from such snuff.” S6ho buzzed tc
his home—a nice house with an L to it, where
(his wife) ‘N all tho little bees were taking)
O, such a nice meal from a sweet P! The old
bee arranged his Q, and said, “you K a nice
lot, ain't you?” One littlo bee, not seeing the
carcasm, answered, “’S, sir!” This put the
old bee in good humor, and he said he’d take
some T with them; and then he said, “U may
have this‘V’for pin money, if you promise

M

that you won’t go near the

cucumber

vines.

They’ll W up if you touch’em!” “Give us
an ‘X’ and we’ll promise,” said tho little ones.
“That would be as bad as tho cucumbers,”
said the old bee. “Y?‘ asked the little ono.
“Pshaw! Can’t you Z? It would be doubling

up.”
I

makes?”
"Yes,” he rejoined, diving into another

bunch or one of the galls is the result. The
egg is supposed to hatch here, and in the spring
to como out a perfect insect,or gall fly. This is
the belief of the farmers’ club. But do you
know that there is nothing so ignorant as an
ignorant farmer?”
"But how about the galls?"
“Ah, yes, he continued, diving for more
galls; "here’s one that I have cut open that
shows the whole thing. I am having drawings
made, and I expect to publish a book on the
subject at some near day. In fact, I was approached by a man, but he was a member of
the Farmers’ olub, and-”
Fortunately the reporter was called away, as
it was afterward learned that he never got any
nearer the theory, although he bad attempted to expound it to every one he met in the

past.

On a Staten Island ferryboat reoently, the
writer met an army officer who was stationed
at Fort Wadsworth, just as a large, moonfaced woman, a far-away look in nor Dm*
eyes, stepped up, and, bolding out a $3 note,
said: ‘’Will you oblige me by taking this, Colonel?’
“I’m cursed if it isn’t my S3 woman.” tbe
Colonel said in a disgusted aside. “Thank
It’s the
heaven. I’m ordered to California!
only way I shall ever get rid of her.”
After informing the would-be donor that he
had told her fifty times that he did not want
the money, she walked away, evidently very
much disappointed.
“That woman has haunted me for about two
yearB,” he said. “She’s a sort of walkingbank,
always ready to pay a dividend of £3. "Whenever I come down to the ferry, I see her waiting to pay me £5. I’ve had that infernal 83
offered to me so many times that il I had takes
them all, I could retire and live on the interest. Of course she is crazy, and imagines that
she owes mo £3. Sometimes she stops the car
when I am in it, and insists on my taking the

money."

As the boat ran into the slip on the New York
woman went into the waiting room to
remain until the Colonel’s return.
One of thefrnost remarkable appearing women
in the city is a very regular visitor on peculiar
errands in Tiffany & Co.’s store. She is about
50 years of age, nearly six leet in height, with
a striking countenance, but a sad, far-away
look in her eyes. A poke bonnet trimmed
with bright feathers and strings covers her
head, and on each side of the face hang two
large white carls. Her dress is always of some
With a roll of
rich, butjf neat! material.
manuscript in one hand in one hand, she finds
her way to the department of repairs, and
waits, sometimes three-quarters of an hour,
witil the chief clerk is at liberty, and then
with a quiet dignity that commands respect,
asks for the loan of a steel pen, or perhape one
tack, which is generally given her, but in a
few weeks she is there again on the same errand, sometimes calling a cab to ride away, or
a car.
..'
taking
"
Wc meet some queer characters about here
once
"About
a battery boatman said, one day.
winter and summer, a gentleman
a week,
comes down here, sometimes in a carriage and
sometimes on foot, and says to me: ‘Have the
dispatches come down?’ I touch my hat111and
go
say: ‘Yes, sir,’ and then he’ll say ‘Well,
boat
on aboard,’ and with that he gets into the
and I pull out into the stream. He generally
has a navy cap on and a blue suit. He steers
the boat himself, but every time be pulls the
tiller rope he’ll say, ‘Starboard, cox’n, or
he
‘port,’ as the case may be. Sometimes
steers up the Buttermilk, and again down by
Bedloe’s Island, and then he’ll look all around
not
as if he was huntin’ for some vessel, and,
dropped
finding her, will say: ‘I guess she’s the
boat
he’ll
that
with
put
down the bay,’ and
about and back wo go. When alongside, he
sings out, ‘In bow—way enough,* as if be had
a full crow of man-o’-war’s men, and, handing
me a
bill, we salute each other, and off he
I followed him one day, and “•
goes.
Poor
went aboard the Staten Island boat.
find
man!
T runton ViA WHnt down the bav to

side, the

bis

ship.’’

The

Truth About the “Staked
Plains” of Texas,

A correspondent ot the Railway Age says—
At Big Springs commenced one of the surprising and interesting portions of my journey.
From here westward for a hundred milos
stretches out the great Llano Estacado, or Staked Plains of our geographies, a supposed desert,
treeless and waterless. I would here express
the wish that it may take its place with the
“Great American Desert” among the geographical myths. In point ef fact, it is an elevated rolling table land, rising gradually towards
Us centre, where it attains a height of 2800 to
3000 feet above the sea level. It has rich
prairie soil, and is covered with a luxuriant
growth of grass. The lookout for wator supply
is not, at first sight, promising, there being

threnghont all Us extent abaolntely no running
water, and when the railway engineers reached
this portion of their work they were prepared
to encounter the dearth of water as the chief
difficulty they had to conted with. This anticipation was dissipated with the first well they
sank, for an abundanco of water was struck at
feet below the surface.
a distance of forty
Since then every well sunk has yielded the
same result, and the division of the road over
the Staked Plains to-day has the best water
supply on the whole line. It seems that the
whole country is honeycombed with subterranean watercourses, the wells reaching water at a
depth varying from thirty feet to a little over
fifty in one Instance. The water Is good, soft,
clear water, and the wells all through the
severe drouth of this fall have given no sign of
any failure in supply. So far as observation
has extended, it has shown that the rainfall on
the plains is quite as heavy as, if not heavier
than, in eastern Texas.
Another genuine surprise was in store for o#
on the “plains.” Last June and July, when
the road was under construction, the camps of
graders and construction men were pitched on
the ground close to the right-of-way, and in
feeding their stocks portions of corn, oats and
barley had been spilt on the gronnd. It had
taken root in the sod without having been
in
planted, and as we passed by there atood

patches along the right-of-way fully developed
oats and barley and stalks of corn that measured at least four feet iu height, with full-sized
Iu short, it is a country that
ears upon them.
is capable of becoming the grauary of the
at
its elevation wheat culture
and
Southwest,
will in all

probability

be very successful.

Massachusetts.
VICTIM’S

THE

The

CHOPPED

BODY

The Murderer Known but net Tet Ar-

Pittsfield, Mass., Jan. 12.—S. A.Yandecook,
aged 50, has boarded with Harris Calkins in

Alford for the past three years. Near Calkins’
house is a gulch, in which is supposed to be a
gold mine, and here has lived for some years
Beckwith. Tuesan old Californian named
day morning Vandecook went to chop wood in
of
the
since
which he has
the vicinity
gulch,
not been seen.
Wednesday morning Calkins
went to Beckwith’s cabin and inquired for the
missing man. Ab he approached the hut he
noticed the air was full of odor of burning
Beckwith said Vandecook had been
meat.
there but a man from Green River, N. Y., had
met him and taken him to that place on busiwould not return until March.
ness and be
Calkins did not believe the story and returned
to consult with his neighbors, and a posse was
organized to make a search. Wednesday afterfound that Beckwith had gone
noon they
away and he cannot be found. The Green
River man says he was not at Beckwith’s and
has not seen Vandecook. The two men had a
difficulty a short time ago when Beckwith
threatened Vandecook, and people in the locality believe Vandtcook was murdered by Beckwith and his body burned.

MAINE.
Death of a Prominent Citizen of Bath.
Bath, Jan. 12.—Capt. Gilbert E. R. Patten,
one of our most prominent business men aud
ship-owners, and highly respected by all, died
at his residence here this morning, aged 5$.

Burglary in Blddeford.
Biddepobd, Jan. 12.—Yesterday the house
of Manuel Means on the Pool road was entered
and watches and jewelry to the amount of
8400 stolen. Means had the jewelry for trading
no

cine to

__

MARINE NEWS.

*

[latee.]
About noon a party of eighteen citizens of
Alford arrived at Oscar’s T. Beckwith’s cabin
but he had fled. A sickening spectacle was
presented. In the stove were portions of the
head, legs aud arms of Vandecook with the
clothing, which had been lighted when discovered by Calkins Wednesday morning. In
another dark room were found his clothing in
a trunk, entirely
hacked to pieces, a bloody
axe and other weapons.
Officers from Great
Barrington, Pittsfield and Green River, N. Y.,
are in pursuit, together with nearly a hundred
citizens. Beckwith’s cabin is just over the
line in New York, but the crime, it is understood, was committed in Massachusetts. A
thorough examination of Beckwith’s cabin revealed that the body after the murder, which
is supposed to have been committed in the
woods where Vandecook was chopping, was
dragged to Beckwith’s cabin and there literally
chopped to pieces. His head, one arm and
part of a leg were found in the stove, the entrails in a basket and parts of the arms and
legs and other parts of the body were found in
The whole body w.as
a pile ready for burning.
chopped into pieces weighing about five pounds
each.

A New Brunswick Bark in Distress.
New Yobk, Jan. 12.—Capt. Jensen, of the
Norwegian bark Mediator, from Pernambuco,
reports Jan. 3d, in lat. 33° 0*', ion. 81* 25', fell
in with the bark Mary Rideout, of St. Andrews, N. B., Capt. Gibson, from Pernambuco,via BArbadoes, with sugar for New York, with
her rudder gone and iu a sinking condition.
Took off t'apt. Gibcon and wife and the sister
of the Ainerioan consul at Barbadoes and nine
Capt.
men and brought them to New York.
Gibson says the vessel sprung aleak in a hurricane Jan. 1st which lasted eight hours.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Safe Robbery at Uxbridge.
Wobcesteb, Jan. 12.—The safe of the savInM hank at TTYhridt-e
was broken onen last
night. Entrance to the room was gained by
breaking the door with a sledge and crowbar.
Charles
The sale was opened with dynamite.
A. Taft, treasurer, says that only a few dollars
of the bank’s money was in the safe, bat as
Postmaster, he loses 554C3 in stamps. There is
no trace of the burglars.
Boston’s Grand Fete.
Boston, Jan. 12.—The greatest social event
that ever occurred in Boston was the ball tonight by “The Tigers,” Boston Light Infantry,
held in Mechanics' Fair building at the South
End. The main or dancing floor upon which
2,000 couple can be accommodated with ease
the galwas more than comfortably filled and
Inleries were crowded with looker on.
least
were
at
there
dancers
15,000
cluding
people present. Among the more distinguished
gentlemen present were Gov. Long and staff,
Lieut. Gov. Weston, Ex-Gov. Head of New
Hampshire, Adj. Gen. Dingles of Block Island and Mayor Green.
Indignant Catholics.
South Natick, Jan. 12 —At a parish meeting of the Catholics one hundrod signed a
paper to keep away from masss until Father
A complaint is made that
Walsh is temoved.
no account has been received of 558000 or 550000
paid toward the church here which is not yet
half completed.

ex-convict. The State officers and possee of citizens have been out to-day hunting for Beckwith and have traced his horse to Green River.
N. Y., where he left it Wednesday. New York
officers are also looking for him. He is said to
have a son in Troy and may have gone there.

WALL STREET.
Manoeuvres of the Veterans—Talk About
the Railroad War, &c.
New York, Jan. 12.—Wall street reports
the discovery that a {[prominent
state) that
banking house was selling a good deal of Lake
Shore stock yesterday increased the bearish
ieeling until it was found that the sales were
made for foreign account.
The improvement in the market came with
In the negotiations
a report of a step gained.
for a settlement of the railroad war a new
proposition, made yesterday, was received with
favor, and an important conference was held.
Another conference was held today, and well
informed people are hopeful of favorable results
A letter from very prominent people in Philadelphia gave assurance yesterday that the railroad war was much nearer a settlement than
most people supposed.
It is certain that gentlemen very near the trunk line managers covered shorts yesterday forenoon and began to
buy long stock. One man, not an operator,
bought over 10,00 shares of Lake Shore between 12.30 and 1 o’clock yesterday.
Others
in position to know what is going on bought
heavily of the Vanderbilt stocks.
The Gould following was bearish last evening, predicting that the Trnnk line negotiations would come to nothing and that the
market would goflower than ever when the
bull pools have unloaded.
People claiming to have the best information bought stock just at the close yesterday
and say that the market will be a purchaser
tbis morning.
It was reported from Vanderbilt sources yesterday that the McCalmonts had offered to sell
their Reading stock to the Vanderbilt party.
Mr. Bond appears to be selling bis Reading
stock. Mr. Gowen’s friends have bought several hundred shares of Bond stock within a
couple of days.
The Vanderbilt stocks loaned from flat to
four per cent, yesterday.
Government
fours
are
reported scarce
on the sending
of 5830,000 to Washington
within a few dayB as security for circulation.
There was a good foreign demand for low priced bonds yesterday.
Leading Wall street and Broad street commission houses were large buyers of Denver

NEW YORK.
The Albany Deadlock.
Nbw York, Jan. 12 —After an unsuccessful
vote for Clerk the State Senate adjourned.
The Assembly took two votes for Speaker
without result and adjourned.
A Reckless Proceeding:.
The Times says the doctors, nurses and other
attaches of the small pox hospital at Blackwell's Island visit the city every day, and
many of them attend the theatres in the evening. No quarantine is exacted.
Union League Election.
At the annual meeting of the Union League
Club tonight the following officers were elected: President—Wm. M. Evarts; Vice Presidents, Hamilton Fish, Noah Daxis, Legrand
B. Cannon, J. S. Schultz, C. R. Agnew, D. B.
Eaton, John Jay, Jos. H. Choate, G. C. Ward,
8. H. Wales, A. P. Man, Chas. Walrus; Secretary, David Milliken, Jr.; Treasurer, George
F. Baker; Executive Committee, class of 1884,
Cornelius N. Bliss, Wm. A. Palin, Wm.
Dowd and Aug. G. Payne.
Fit Subject for Judge Lynch's Teachings.
Edward Eardley, aged 45, was arrested tonight on the charge of incest committed on
VI.
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Willimantic,
having committed
Conn.,
a similar offense on a 14-year old daughter.
High Prices for Religious Teaching.

he

was

sent to State prison
for two years for

yesterday.
Viwo

The sale tf pews of the Madison Avenue
church took place tc-night. Dr. Newman, the
toko charge of the cbnrch
new pastor, will
next Sunday week. Gen. Grant bought one
U.
S. Grant, Jr., also paid
for
$1000.
pew
$1003 for one, Putnam & Hunt $1C30, Shepherd Knapp $650 a nd Russell Saye $550.

Bplit into

Building: Up the Navy.J
Washington, Jan. 12.—The House committee on naval affairs, Mr. Harris fof Massachusetts, chairman, had a conference with the

Secretary of the Navy this morning in referthe preliminary steps necessary to car-

St. Petersbobo, Jan. 11.—This morning
arrived the first news since the 20th of Decemcer from Yakutsk in reply to the orders given
respectively by the Emperor, Count Ignatieff
The telegraph lines
and Gen. Anoutchine.
terminate at Irkutsk, and from that town to
Yakutsk the distance is 2118 versts, or more
Therefore to seek this news
than 1800 miles.
and place it on the wire./, a journey of 3600
miles, occnpylng twenty days, bad to be made
through the snow. The following are the facts
thus transmitted by Gen. Anoutchine:
"There is no direct news of the Jeannette.
In pursuance of the orders conveyed in my telegram the inhabitants of the shores of the governments of Yakutsk and Yeniseisk have been
Informed of the shipwreck and have been
asked to (make energetic researches for the
wrecked men who have not as yet been found.
General Anoutchine.
(Signed)
Several letters for the crew of the Jeannette
have arrived at the American legation here.
Report Received at Washington.
Washington, Jan. 12.—Secretary Frelinghnysen has just received the following telegram from our charge d’affaires at St. Petersburg respecting the fate of the Jeannette and
her crew:
Danenhower and five of the crew of the
whale boat arrived at Yakutsk December 17.
They are comfortably lodged and all their
Melville and six men are exwants supplied.
pected soon. DeLong and crew of the first
cutter were not fonnd November 16, tbo last
date.
Boulonenga reported the Jeanette with
winds and currents till Jnne last, then aban-

ence to

ry into effect the recommendations of the Sec-

retary as approved by the President for the
improvement and strengthening of the navy.

It was agreed that a sub-committee should be
appointed to examine into the different plans
considered by the advisory board.
Secretary
Hunt feels confident that the conference will
result in early and favorable action on the
part of the House in building it up so that it
will compare favorably with the navies of foreign powers.
That Settles it.
Congressman Blackburn writes to Gen. Burbridge that as he (Burbridge) has abandoned
the personal phase of the issue between them
he (Blackburn) bas no longer any interest in
his communication.
Another Call for Bonds.
The Secretary of the Treasury this afternoon
issued the 107th call for the redemption of
♦ends. The call is for S20,000,000 extended
Gs, principal and accrued interest to be
paid on the 12th day of March, 1882. and interest will cease on'that day.
The Alcoholic Liquor Traffic.
Hon William E. Dodge of New York and A
M. Powell of New Jersey, representing thw
National Temperance Society, appeared this
morning before the House committee on the
alcoholic liquor traffic, and advocated the bill
presented by Mr. Dingley of Maine, to appoint
a commission to investigare the liquor traffic in
its relations to the public welfare.
No action
was taken by the committee, |but the expressions of members indicated that the committee
will report in favor of the commission.
The Window Glass Manufacturers
The American Association of Window Glass
Manufacturers assembled for their regular
semi-annual meeting, at the Riggs House. F.
L. Bodine, of the Oohansey Glass Mauufacing Company of Philadelphia, president of the
association, called the meeting' to order, E.
R. Wood of Philadelphia, being secretary.
Representatives of nearly aH the firms in the
country were present. The principal new bus
iness was the passage of a resolution not to
make anv glass during July and August next.

doned.

Hoffman.

BOLTING REPUBLICANS.

.

Pennsylvania Independents

to
Call a
Convention.
Philadelphia, Jan. 12.—In resDonce to the
call issued by Chairman J. D. McKee of the
Independent Republican State committee abont
200 delegates representing almost every county
in Pennsylvania assembled this morning to
discuss the advisability of placing an Independent Republican ticket in the Geld for State
officers and to formulate some definite action
to be pursued by the Iudependeut RepubliJohn J. Pinkerton was chosen percans.
manent chairman and spoke of the arrogaut
conduct of the men who had taken to themselves the leadership of the Republican party
of Pennsylvania which he said gave rise to
A resolution
the Independent movement.
was introduced that a State convention be held
April 26th to nominate a full Independent
It was advocated by Hon. Cbas. T.
ticket.
Wolfe. Mr. Derr offered as a substitute to
the resolution that this body recommend to
the State Central committee that they order
conventions to be held in the different counties
for the purpose of sending delegates to the
convention of the regulars on the 10th of May
and made a long speech advocating reform
within the party lines.
A resolution fixing May 24th as the date and
Philadelphia as the place for holding the next
State convention was adopted. Adjourned.

Readjueter Nominations in Virginia.
Richmond, Va., Jan. 12.—The Readjuster

last night nominated the following
State officers:—Second Auditor, H. H. Dyson,
the present incumbent; Secretary of the Commonwealth, W. C. Elam, editor of the Whig,
the Readjus'er organ; Register of the Land
Offioe and Superintendent of Public BuldiDgs,
caucus

George Brorkenbrough,,lhe present incumbeut;
Treasurer, Thomas Rievelev: Superintendent
of Penitentiary, S. C. Williams, the present
incumbent; Superintendent Public Printing,
R. F. Walker, the present incumbent. The
Auditor of Public Accounts, Mr. Massey, refused to acquiesce in tbe caucus rules and that
offioe was parsed by forfeiture consideration.
Attorney Gederal Brewster Dined.
Pbladelphia, Jan. 12—Benjamin Harris,
Attorney General of tbe United States, was
given a complimentary dinner at the Aldiue
Honse tonight. Hon. Wayne MacVcagh and
other prominent judges and lawyers were present.
_

Terrible Death of a Mill Operative.
Island Pond, Vt., Jan. 12.—Last Monday
Edmond S. Stevens, night watchman at Butter’s mill here, while oiling machinery got entangled and was whirled over the shafting, sustaining scalp wonnds, injury to the spine and
kidneys. He has been unconscious since the
accident and died to-day.

Brown & Bliss' furniture factory on East
Twelfth street, N. Y„ was destroyed by fire
last night.

Loss 9100,000.

-- W

ton

WASHINGTON.

Later Advices from Yakutsk, but no Tidings of the Missing Boat.

(Signed)

TT„:-DAAlfiA

share lots yesterday for foreign
acconnt. The earnings of the road for nine
days in January show an increase of (52C3.325

THE JEANNETTE.
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amounting nearly 2,250,000 boxes, valued at
about 86,000,000. The consumptive demand,
however, has taken it fall, and it is thought
that the opening of the spring trade will justify an advance in prices, which are now very
to

low.
Work of the Committees.
The Honse committee on ways and meaDS
held a meeting to-day and appointed subcommittees on the tariff commission and tariff
legislature; on proposed changes in the internal revenue; on claims for refunding of
customs duties; on refunding tho tax on tobacco, cigars and snuff; on refunding the tax
on distilled
spirits; on miscellaneous claims
for refunding internal tax; on reimbursements
The sub-committees will be
for lost bonds.
permanent for further reference of coming

billB.

Senate committee on commerce to-day
appointed a committee of five members to consider and report upon all the various pending
bills.
'The Fractional Currency Question ReThe

vived.
A bill was introduced in the House to-day
by Mr Browne of Iudiana which authorizes
the Secretary of the Treasury to issue §10,000,0C0 in fractional treasury notes in the denominations of 5, 10, 25 and 50 centB. The bill
makes the notes legal tender to the extent of

§5.

Notes.
,
The President has appointed Eliphalet Whit
tlesey of tho District of Columbia, a memberof the board of Indian commissioners.
An Alleged Murder on Trial.
Bennington, Vt., Jan. 12.—In the trial of
Win. H. Keife for the murder of Wm. O’Brien
which has been in progrees several days, the
testimony was concluded to-day and arguments
began. It is expected the jury will get the
O’Brien was one
case tc-morrow afternoon.
of the leading citizens of Searsburg and had
represented the town in the legislature, while
keefe was respectably connected. The parties
while driving on the highway became involved
in a quarrel during which it is alleged O’Brien
received blows from Keefe from the effect of
which he died.
__

Glucose and Grape Sugar.
Chicago, Jan. 12.—The convention of glucose aud grape sugar manufacturers met yesterday afternoon, representatives of every glucose factory in the Union being present. A
permanent organization was effected under the
name of “The National Glucose and Grape Sugar Association.” Officers elected: President, J.
A. Cunningham; Vice President, J. Firmer-

iek.

Washington, Jan. 12.—The audience which
assembled in tho coart room this morning to
listen to the opening argument to the jury in
the Guiteau case was large and intelligent,
and entering at an early hour waited patiently

arrival of the court, counsel and prisoner."
The marshal gave the spectators due notice
that no one would be permitted to leave until
the recess and ordered the main door locked.
At 10 o’clock the jury entered and a few moments later the court was called to order,
Mr. Davidge then opened his argument with
a disclaimer of any
intention to make a set
speech, but expressed his Bimple desire to render the jury what aid he could in their present
and solemn duty. The time had now come jn
this trial when the jury were to become factors.
Whatever disorder or levity might have
characterized the trial, there was but one sentiment in respect to the conduct of tho jury.
All commended their dignified deportment
and close and patient attention to the evidence
and be could not doubt that as they had received the commendation of ail in the past
they would continue to deserve it in the future
by their decision of the question before them.
As Mr. Davidge traced the process of reasoning by which the prisoner gradually reached
the conviction that “But one little life interposed between himself and possibly great benefits,’’ Guiteau became restless, and for the
first time after the opening of the court indicated by his nervous twisting about the usual
preliminaries to a series of interruptions which
in this instance quickly followed.
“Not often,” said Mr. Davidge, “in the
record of a heinous crime do we have such
plain and pointed evidence as to the first conception of the crime. In this case the suggestion came to the wretch in the night as he was
his bed.”
came to me when the Lord got ready to
have it,” shouted the prisoner.
Mr. Davidge continued:—“ThiB thought or
suggestion came to him on the 18th of May
Still thinking be might obtain the office he
sought to keep his hands clean. He made
another effort on the 28th of May to induce the
the

*

rested.
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ABLE OPENING BY JUDGE DAVIDGE.

plains are the range of immense herds of antelope and (o asional buffalo, and marvellous
stories were told us of their racing the trains,
and of shooting them from the cars, but we
a
were evidently not there
on
good day for
them, as we dia not catch a glimpse of either,
and had to content ourselves with the sight of
an occasional coyote and the ubiquitous prairie

purposes on
ths thieves.

Presentation of the
Jury.

Uin

President—”

Guiteau called out
from the dock, "I
wouldn’t have taken a foreign mission after
the first of June if it had been offered to me.”
Davidge (apparently not heeding him)—On
the 28th of May—
Guiteau—I am talking about the first of
June.
Davidge (pausing a moment)—Just listen to
him.
Guiteau (sneeringly)-They would listen to
you, but your talk is so weak it is hardly worth
listening to.
For several minutes Guiteau continued to interject his comments with the evident intention of annoying Mr Davidge, but finding that
he could not effect this he gradually subsided
tnto a complete silence.
“There is here, gentlemen,” Mr. Davidge
continued, “but a single point for discussion
and consideration—the subject of insanity.
The court will tell you that in this land of law
it is not allowable for a man coldly and deliberately and treacherously to slay another and
then say that he had no malice. The court
will tell you when it comes to charge you that
to constitute the crime of murder the existence
of malice is wholly unnecessary, and that, indeed, the crime committed is infinitely worse
in the absence of that element than if it was
present. In the beginning of the trial an in
effectual attempt was made in the direction of
showing that the death of the President was
attributable to malpractice of the surgeons
who attended him with so much fidelity and
ability. That attempt was short lived, however, and was very speedily abandoned, so
that there is now but a single question for you
to determine, and that is the
question of in-

sanity.

In the progress of the trial

many vague and

general expressions have crept into the
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Guiteau again interrupted shouting,
better look out; Reed is going to speak toHe may tear you to pieces. He s
morrow.
had lots of experience in Chicago handling
such fellows as you are and he’s sent some of
them to the State prison.”
Continuing Mr. Davidge explained that in
the use of the term he meant no reflection upon Reed, but that it was an easy thing for the
and
prisoner after the act to strike the wall
simulate insanity for the benefit of a gentleman who would shortly appear as a witness for
the defence.
Guiteau—“I never feigned insanity. I never
claimed to be insane after the 2d of July. I’m
saneias you as you are Davidge, and a better
man, too.

Mr. Davidge— “Do you hear that, gentlemen? Contrast that with what you have seen
day after day in this court room.” As Mr Davidge proceeded to disintegrate the evidence
and argue its worthlessness Guiteau occasionally interrupted. Once he called out sarcastically “You don't believe a word of that Davidge. You're just talking that stuff for

money.”
Davidge continued to discuss the evidence
which he had arranged chronologically and
caused a ripple of amusement as he described
“There is,” he
Guiteau’s career in Boston.
said, “in Boston among other things—and you
must know all things are in Boston. If you do
not know it you have simply to visit Boston—a
temple or building erected by the disciples or

believers in the doctrines of the atheist Tom
Mr. Davidge ascribed the peculiar
Paine.”
conduct attributed to Guiteau when ho lectured there, to the fact that the company were
not in accord with him, and their ridicule
angered and disgusted him, but he (Davidge)
ridiculed the idea that anything had been
shown by this evideuce to indicate insanity.
The counsel dissected with startling perspicuity the testimony of one witness after another
and pointed out the weakness and unreliability
of those opinions of witnesses for the defence
which had been based in many instances upon
the most meagre acquaintance, alluding to one
witness (Daniels of Virginia) who had neither
been asked nor had expressed an opinion as to
Mr. Davidge said “in
the prisoner's sanity.
my opinion he was their best witness, for I
more
have infinitely
respect for a man who
does not express an opinion than for those who
are so ready to express one with no data upon
which to base it.”
"I’ve just got my speech written out,"called
Guiteau, “but I’m afraid it will be a month beforejl get a chance to deliver it, judging by the
way Davidge is going on.”
The hour of three having arrived Judge Porter suggested an adjournment, which was assented to by the counsel for the defenco.
An exciting discussion Then ensued upon
Judge Cox enquiring of thexounsel if they desired to say anything upon Uuitea s ^request to
be heard..
“I want,” shouted Gaiteau, “to make the
closing speech. 1 wouldn’t trust the closing in
my case to the best lawyer in America.”
The district attorney in a ringing speech
protested again«t Guiteau’s being again allowed to take a seat at the counsel table. (Applause from tlie audience, which with shouts
of “G uiteau” and cries of “order” from the
bailiff, made an exciting scone for some mo-

ments.)

Guiteau was finally heard shouting through
the din, “The American people will read my
speech and they are greater than this court.
The American people are trying this case. If
you undertake to put on a gag law the court in
banc will right me.
(The speech will make
eight columns in the Herald and it reads like
It will go thundering
an oration of Cicero.)
down the ages and dont’t you forget |it and as
for you, Corkhill, President Arthur will soon
dispose of yon.”
Mrs. Scoville was deeply affected and wept.
Judge Cox finally told Scoville to read over
the prisoner’s speech and let the court know in
the morning if there was anything in it he desired? to have go before the jury, and without
stating whether he would permit the prisoner to
speak or not Judge Cox ordered adjournment.

case.

We have beard of crazy men, of men off their
balance, of insane men, and hence it was necessary to apply to the court for a clear and perspicuous definition of what is insanity in a legal sense. Medical experts have defined insanity from the standpoint of medicine, and it was
necessary to have it defined from the standpoint of law. Even if a man be deficient in intelligence he shall not be permitted to commit
murder with impunity. It takes one degree of
intelligence for a man to make a contract, another to make a will and another to do any other act. But when you come to crime, such a
crime as we have here, murder, murder most
foul and unnatural, the law requires a very
slight degree of intelligence indeed. It was in
order
to
make
this
question perfectly
clear
and to abridge your labors so far
as to prevent your
being led astray by the
introduction of irrelevant matter that the prosecution asked the court to state what constitutes malice and insanity or legal intent.
The
court has spoken and it has not spoken in any
vague or ambiguous language. It has laid
down two instructions for your guidance which
I will now read.”
Here Davidge read Judge Cox’s instructions No. 1 and No. 2.
In commemicg
on the first and second instructions
Davidge
said:
That is, gentlemen of the jury, if any human
being has any degree of intelligence which enweuxou

evidence.’’
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and if he hag sense enough and does know that
the act is in violation of the law of the land or
wrong, then no frenzy, no passion will afford
any excuse whatever; t hen no disease of his
moral nature will constitute any excuse whatever; then no belief, however profound, though
a man
through reason and reflection may
reach the conclusion that the act is the suggestion of and commanded.by Almighty God, will
afford any excuse whatever for the perp etration of the crime. His sole and exclusive excuse is disease of the mind,
obliterating the
sense of the difference between right and
and
wrong
absolutely controlling the judgment
and reason of the party.
Thus you will see that the degree of reason
necessary to make a man responsible is very
limited indeed. Thus you will see that a man
may be here who has been stvled a crank or off
his balance and even partially insane, and yet
may be abundantly responsible for the crime.
What is tire act committed here? Murder, murdeV, murder by lying in wait, what is commonly called assassination. How great a degree of
intelligence does it tako jtoinform a man that
that is wrong? What degree of intelligence
was necessary to make a
lawyer know that it
was in violation of the law of, the laud to kill?
What degree of intelligence was necessary to
make a religious man to know that the everlasting edict had gone forth from Almighty
God. Though shalt not commit murder?”
In the beginning it was sought to show that
the prisoner was off his balance. Now the court
tells you to look for that degree of insanity that
disables a man from knowing that what he
was doing was wrong.
This explained is the
test you are to apply upon the question of
inspiration. I think I will be able to show
to your satisfaction how little there is in this
claim.
At Davidge’s request a recess for an hour
was taken.
Mr. Davidge resumed his argument at 1.05,
and took up what be termed the first branch of
the defence, to wit:—That through the diseased brain of this prisoner when he committed the act he was unable to appreciate the
difference between right and wrong in respect
of his act. “It seems to me,” said Davidge,
“almost mockery to argue upon such a claim,
but since some evidenoe has been introduced
upon this point I feel it my duty, representing
as I do tne Government, to leave no claim unanswered. I wish in the future, when-this
man has met his doom,no human being to raise
a question as to bis guilt or the propriety of his
punishment, and before I get through I expect
to be able to- make it perfectly clear to you,
geutlemen of the jury, that this defence is not
only a false defence but a fabricated one.
Mr. Davidge reviewed at length the evidence
adduced by the defence in their effort to show
insanity in the family. The family Bible had
been dragged down from its shelf and had
proven a perfect God-send, as showing what
otherwise never would have been remembered,
that some collateral relation in some remote degree had afforded by his or her mental condition some sort of support to this theory which
is set np in the defence of this monstrous
crime. “The father, Luther W. Guiteau,”
continued Mr. Davidge, "had been held up to
the jury as in some sense an Insane man.
Would any one have ns believe but for the necessity of the defence that this man’s name
would not be revered, and his reputation and
honor defended by every member of his fain*ly?” Mr. Davidge then took up in order the
member of the Guiteau family
case of each
upon whose mental condition evidence had
Jieen offered by the defence, and recited in
connection the counter evidence of tho prosecation, summing up the force of this evidence
with the remark, “But the unanswerable testimony of the experts settles tho question of
how much effect this Collateral insanity conid
have npon the mental condition of the prisoner. It is bat the merest mockery {o discuss
this question in view of the undoubted ability
of this man to distinguish between right and

XLVII th Congress-lst Session.
SENATE.

Washington, Jan. 11.
On motion of Mr. Morrill the Senate bill to
restore certain articles of silver ware to Mrs.
Isabella S. McCrea was passed.
Mr. Morrill made an ineffectual effort to
have taken up the bill fixing the term of colMr.
Edrevenue.
of "internal
lectors
favored
the
bill,
munds, who said he
an
time
to
amendfurther
prepare
desiring
ment adding many other officers of the United
States.
Mr. Ingalls hero rose and read from Mr.
Beck’s speech oh the tariff as follows: “I
•would promptly repeal the arrears of pensions
act. It was oonceived in sin and brought forth
in iniquity. Ibis a fraud upon the American
people and a standing monument to the ignore
ance, selfishness and cowardice of the AmeriHe said having introduced
can Congress
the measure and having been chairman of the
committee on pensions when it passed he (Ingalls) proposed to give the Senator a chance to
His own belief was that
prove his allegation.
the bill was just in principle but had been misHe therefore ofunderstood by the country.
fered a resolution declaring that in the opinion
the
act
not
to be repealed.
of tlie Senate
ought
Mr. Beck asked that the resolution lie over
to enable him to present the proofs for his asThe morning hour was extended to dispose
of routine business.
A resolution calling upon the Secretary of
the Interior to communicate (certain decisions
relative to land grants made to the Northern
Pacific aud calling for the opinion of the Attorney General upon the subject, was passed.
At 1.25 the Senate resumed the consideration of the Sherman funding bill and Mr. Garland argued to show that the relation of the
banks to the government was that of mere fiscal agents and that Mr. Vest's amendment
was a logical and legal sequence of funding.
Mr. Allison
enquired for information
whether npon Mr. Garland’s construction of
its language Mr. Vest’s amendment making
the new bonds the sole basis of bank circnlalation would require banks having 31 per cents
those and take 3 per
on deposit to surrender
cents? He did not so understand it.
Mr. Garland—We will try to make it broad
enough to cover that. Referring incidentally to
passages in the reports of tb6 comptroller and
Secretary of the Treasury upon the subject he
said the opinion seemed to be entertained by
those officers that by some means the banks
were able to perpetuate themselves after twenty years as claimed by the Senator from Ohio
(Sherman). The country should know that fact
for it did not yet know it.
Mr. Sherman explained that he claimed exactly the opposite, that banks had no power to
revive themselves, but that he thought any
set of people, either stockholders or outsiders,
could organize.
Mr. Plumb renewed his amendment so to
require the use of all funds now in the Treasury for the redemption of United States notes
in excess of §100,000,000 in the redemption of 3J
per cents. He also gave notice of additional

propositions.

The debate was continued by Messrs. AlliTbo fact beson, Sherman, Vest and Plumb.
came apparent at 4.20 that several Senators desiring to speak had not yet participated in the
discussion and the bill was informally laid
aside till Monday.
Mr. Vest reported favorably with the amendments from the committee on commerce the
Senate bill to authorize the building of a
bride across the Missouri river at the most ac
cessible point within five miles above the city
of St. Charles, Mo. Taken up aud passed as
amended on motion of Mr. Edmunds so as to
reserve to Congress as well th to the Secretary
of War the right not only to make changes in
the bridge structure for tho benefit of river
navigation but to order it3 entire removal.
The Senate at 4.25 went into executive session and at 4.35 adjourned until Monday.
HOU8E.
Mr. Robeson, from the .committee on rules’
submitted a report increasing the membership
of the following committees: Ways aud means
to 15, judiciary to 19, banking and currency to
13, commerce to 19, agriculture to 19, foreign
affairs to 15, military atfairB to 15, post office
and post roads to 15, public lands to 15, improvement of tbc navigation of the Mississippi
river io 15, invalid pensions to 19, war clairps
to 15 and Accounts to 11.

Mr. Bayne of Pennsylvania introduced a bill
bank deposits, the stamp
and to reduce the tax on
the circulation of national banks. Referred.
Mr. McCook introduced a bill to reorganize
the judicial system of the United States. Referred.
Mr. Prescott introduced an apportionment
Rebill providing for 319 Representatives.
ferred.
The House then went into committee of the
whole on the census appropriation bill.
to repeal the tax on
tax on bank checks

Adjourned.

STAR ROUTES.

wrong.”

Guiteau interrupted once and shouted out;
“I have always been a Christian man, and for
six years been strictly virtuous. Don't forget
that, either.”
Mr. Davidge then passed to the review of
the evidence offered by the defence as to the
habits of life and history of the prisoner from
birth up saying, “It will be for yon, gentlemen
of tho jury, to determine whether there is a
single fact or a single jot or tittle to show this
prisoner was not perfectly responsible for his act
on the second of July. Yon will find they have
carefully picked out and held up to your view
everything in the entire career of this man
which may be considered odd or peculiar and
it is for you to consider how much value can
be attached to this evidence when you come
to consider whether this man did not know on
the second of July it was wrong for him to
kill the Chief Magistrate of the nation.” Mr.
Davidge took up the Oneida community and
spoke of Guiteau as “Wallowing there for six

yoars.”

Guiteau angrily shouted, “And I say it is
false; I did not wallow. I am just as pure as
you are, Davidge, and a good deal purer. I
went there to save my soul, not from lust. Put
that down Davidge and don’t you forget it.”
Mr. Davidge discussed the evidence of Chas.
Keed who conversed with the prisoner Tuesday before the shootiDg and who thought be
appeared a “little off his balance.” “And this,
mark yon,” said Mr. Davidge, “Is the extent
of his evidence as to that day. He was never
asked if he thought he was unable to distinguish between right and wrong. Is it so
very strange, gentlemen, this prisoner should
appear queer when at the t very time he was
carrying in his breast this monstrous crime.
This witness, (Reed.)”
“You'd better let
Guiteau interrupting,
Iteed alone, Davidge, lie’s a bad man for you

to tackle."

No New Developments Reported.
Washington, Jan. 12.—In the star route
cases in ciurt to-day Mr. Bliss proposed if in
the case now before the court (that of Minnix,
Cabell and Dickinson) the prosecution failed
to establish the existence of a conspiracy the
counsel could agree to let the other cases stand
ad jonrned until it became the pleasure of the
court to take them up. In the event of failure
to show the existence of such conspiracy of
coarse the prosecution would be nol pressed
ibis proposition led to
before this court.
some discussion by the counsel and the court
made a statement defining the meaning of
conspiracy under the law, and said he was not
fully decided whether or not these cases fell
within the scope of those statutes which form
the basis of these cases. Without action upon
Bliss’s proposition the first witness of to-day,
C. P. Webster, notary public, was called.
The Western Nall Manufacturers.
Pittsburg, Jan. 12.—At the monthly meeting of the Western Nail Association the card
rate was advanced from $2.25 to $2.40 per keg.
Reports on the
The attendance was large.
state of trade were most encouraging.
N. W. Sykes, a prominent citizen of Norfolk, Va., and of the firm of Joseph L. Guy &
Co., wholesale liquor and tobacco dealers,while
Wednesday
going to his home in Berkley latewhile
in the
night, was seized from behind
streets of that suburb by an unknown man, big
bead thrown back and his throat cut just under
the ohiu. He is in a critical condition.

Joseph Alston, colored, yesterday plead guil-

ty to murder in the second degree for killing
Heniy Tate last September at Newark, N. J.

The penalty is 20 years imprisonment.

Small

Still

Pox

Raging

to

an

Alarming Extent.

CROWDED

HOSPITALS

11
12
12
12
12
14
Boston.Liverpool... .Jan 14
Marathon..
Anchoria.New York..Glasgow.Jan 14
—

butter, 160.506 do cheese, 825,200 lbs lard,
83,675 do tallow, 1102 qrs beef, 122 sheep car__

liectipii of ifltt*** Central.

WITH PAFor I jrtiand,
for connecting

TIENTS.

Galatia.New York. .London.Jan 17
Servia.Now York.. Liverpool.Jan 18
City of Montreal...New York Liverpool.. ..Jan 19

Portland, Jan. 11
cars 35 miscellaneous merchandise,
roads 74 oars miscellaneous

19
Silesia.New York..Hamburg.,..Jan 19
20
...Jan
Gity of Paw.New York..Aspinwall
Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow.Jan 20
Samari;...Boston.Liverpool.Jan 21
(Mty of ilcrMn.New York.. Liverpool. ...Jan 28
Sardinian.Portland....Liverpool... .Jan 26
Toronto.Portland. ...Liverpool... .Jan 19
Colon..New York..AspinwalL...Jan 30

Polynesian.Boston.Liverpool.... Jan

chandise.
Jan. 12.—Thirteen new
small pox were reported today. The
hospital contains about 70 cases and is crowded
to its fullest capacity.
Washington, Jan. 12.—The National Board
of Health reports that daring the week ending
Jan. 7th there were nine new cases of small pox
in Brooklyn, N. Y., one case of varioloid’in
Whitehall, N. Y., 81) new cases of small pox
and 55 deaths in Pittsburg, Pa., 14 cases and
nine deaths at near Milan, Tenn., and two
deaths in Lake, Ills.

Pittsburg, Pa.,

cases ol

Cincinnati, O., Jan. 12.—Sixty-flve now
of small pox occurred during the past
week, an increase of 25 over the previous

cases

The
week. Twelve died daring the week.
total number under treatment is 109. Major
Hicks, sentenced to be hanged January 27th,
is down with the small pox in the Covington

jail.

FOREIGN.
Terrible ;Fate of a Process Server.
London, Jan. 12.—A correspondent at Ballinrobe, county Mayo, telegraphs that the
dead bodies of the process server Huddy and
his nephew, who recently disappeared from
that neighborhood uuder circumstances cansing
suspicion of foul play, have been found chained together in Lough Mast. Five persons supposed to be implicated in the disappearance,
have been arrested.
Supposed Plotters Against the Czar Arrested.
St. Petersburg, Jan. 12.—On January 2d a
woman employed to repair a railroad, while
working on the Gatchina, Lessing and Moscow
Line, one verst from Gatchina, close to one of
the Emperor’s habitual hunting resoits, saw
several men taking observations and measures
She went up and asked what
on a bridge.
they were doing. They replied that th»y were
engineers. The reply not being satisfactory to
her she hastened to the Btation and informed
the gendarme on duty, who succeeded in arresting one of the suspicious persons. Several
uaou

water
W. True &

iui

mcuouicuicuia

His arrest led to that of
were found on him.
two other persons, one a false doctor with a
Au inquiry has been instituted.
false beard.
Heavy Failures In Paris.
Paris, Jan. 13.—A dispatch from Paris ai •
nounces the failure of M. Pauard. a leading
middle man in the sugar market. His liabilities amount to $400,000, consisting of sugar
The dispatch also anrefiners’ acceptances.
nounces the failure of Leabeaud Sons, merchants of Paris and Bordeaux, with liabilities
of $150,000.
Foreign Notes.
Mr. Gladstone has again omitted 10 per cent,
of the rentals on his Hawarden estate.
Tbe weavers at Ashton-Under Tyne, to the
number of 600, who recently struck for higher
wages, have returned to work, the employers
naving conceded an advance of 1 per cent.
Official returns of the French vintage give
only a little more than 24,CC3,C03 hectolitres,
showing a diminished production.
A Berlin dispatch says the restriction placed
on the freedom of tbe press increases daily.
"The hank of
The London News says:
Lyons & Loire continues the transaction of
business.”
A dispatch from Borne says the Pope is not
inclined to comply with the law requiring him
to fill up a census paper, but a monsignore
filled up the return, showing that there are
500 persons living in the Vatican, one-third of
whom are females.

to

Oo._

Dry (Sooda Wholesale Market.
The following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected daily by Storer Bros. & Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle Btreet:

Heavy SB

in.

mKTATUKR ALMANAC.JANUARY 13.
Souris**..7.34 I High water,(PM).. 5.38
1,14
Sun sots. .4.44 | Moon sises.

UNBLEACHED COTTONS.
7%@ 8%. Fine 7-4.14@17

7%|Fine8-t.I»ffi22
Light 36 in. 6 ffi 6 I Fine 9-4.••22®28
'Fine 10-4.... 27%@32%
Fine 40 in. 7%@ 9
36 in.

Med.

marine

BLJEAC3ED COTTONS.

Fine6-4.1&
Fine 7-4.19
Fine 8-4.21
Fine 9-4.25

Best 86in..ll%i
Vied. 36 in..

8
ughtSetn.. 6
Fine 42 in.. 10

@20
'u.23

Fine 10-4
OB, BTC.
Drills...
Corset Jeuus....
Satteens.
Cambrics.

Fine 6-4....11
T

Tickings,

......

8@

THURSDAY,

9

7 n. 8
8@ 9%
6@ 6%

Denims.12%@10% Silesias.10@20
Cotton Flannels. 7 a, 16
Ducks-Brown 9
@12
Fancy 12ya@16ya Twine S Warps 18@28%

Batting—Best.11%@13

%

Good..
Stack market.

following quotations ol stocks were receive!
yesterday by Woodbury & Moulton (members of the
Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and ExThe

change streets:
evening,
Boston Land. 8%
Water Power. 6%
22
Flint St Pere Marquette common
C. S. & (-lev. 7s.1 01%
Hartford & Erie 7s. 67%
4. T. & S. F. 96%
Boston & Maine.144
Eastern. 36
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 03%
L. B. St Ft. Smith.*2
Houghton & Out. 60

doling.
8%
1 01
67

96Vs
146
37

60

Marquette,

13ya
69%
76%
34%

Summit Branch..13%
Denver St Kio Grande. 68%

Northern Pacific preferred. 74%
■*
11
Common. 36%
[Sates at tho Broker’s Board, Boston, Jan. 12.

Company.87%

Blue Hill

.20c
126
Douglas Mining Company.
Twin Lead. 1“
Deer Isie Mining Company.30c

Ldgemoggin MiuingJCo.

3IUUVOU

1U1UUUJ

Eastern It.
New

vu

...

The transactions at the Stoch Exchange aggregated 405.0'*0 share".
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Goverumen tsecurities:
United States 6s, ex. .100%
....102%
United States 6’s ext
114%
United 3tates new, 4Va s, reg..
United States new, 4%'s coup.114%
States
new,
4's,
reg.118
Unite'
United States new, 4's, coup.13 8
Pacific C's of ..127
■•••

The following are the closing quotations of stocks:
Chicago & Alton. 140

Ihicago & Alton preferred.
736%
C. B. Quincy.
Erie. 41 %
Erie preferred.

£2%

I-ake

Shore.714%
8S

Michigan Central.

N'ew Jersey Central.
Northwestern... —.126
Northwestern preferred....138%
New York Central.
Rock Island
Milwaukee & St. Paul.108%
St. Paul preferred ..121%

lo{>

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
An incendiary fire Wednesday night destroyLoss about
ed the village of Kemp in Texas.

$20,000.

Mails from China and Hong Kong will be
due in New York next Wednesday.
Judge Gilbert in Kings County Supreme
Court, New York, yesterday granted an order
removing John M. Guiteau as attorney for the
defendants in the case of Thomas Fell to recover $3,767 from the Fell Dynamic Motor Co.
John is a consin of tbe assassin of President

Garfield.
Tbe Wisconsin legislature convened at MadiIn tbo Assembly L. F. Gilson, Wednesday.
son was elected Speaker.
In the Senate Geo.
B. Burrows was chosen President pro tern.

Wednesday night near Paris, Ohio, on the
Dayton & Western division of the Pan Handle
road, the westward bound express train was
wrecked by a rail purposely removed. The
engine and mail car were badly damaged. A
fireman was seriously injured, but no passenwere

hurt.

gers
The Ontario, Can.,
at

legislature was opened
The speech from the
Toronto, yesterday.

throne outlines a number of measures principally of local interest to be introduced during
the session, and contains a feeling allusion to
the death of President Garfield.
Fire in Toronto, Out., last night damaged
the stock of Gillespie, Mead & Co., fur merchants, $50,623, Gillespie, Auslev & Martin,
straw goods. $6003 and Houston, Fostor & Co.,
dry goods, $5000.

3T0R

IMPIf*ATK>S?8

T«38

i*8XT

TWWBTY-S'Gail

H0UB3.

Wab Dep’t, Office Chief Signal
Offickk Washington, D.C..
/
Jan. 13, 1 A.M
/
For New Bus-land.
Increasing cloundiness and snow, easterly to

southerly winds, falling barometer, stationary
or slight rise in temperature.
[special bulletin.]
Heavy rains reported from the Mississippi and
Ohio valleys, and rain,
snow and cloudy
weather in the Like region: clear weather con-

tinues in New England with westerly winds.
Slightly ccoler weather prevails on the Atlantic coast. Colder weather in northern Now
England and in the extreme northwest.
Indications are that rain will prevail in the
southern portion of the Middle States and in
the South Atlautic States, and snow in New
England during Friday followed on Saturday
by colder fair weather in the Middle States.
Tennessee river has reached the danger line at
Nashville and recant heavy rains will cause
dangerous Hoods inTennesseo and Cumberland
rivers. At all stations and the Mississippi will
probably reach the danger line at Cairo during

Sunday.

FINANCIAL AND COftfcERCiM
Daily Wholesale Irfurkti.
POBTLAJTD, Jjau. 12.
Sugar was easier to-day and Vec lower granulated
is now quotea at lOVfec and Extra C at 9%c.
At tlie West Breadstuffs and Provisions are in fair
demand but prices are lower.
The following are to-day** quotation* of Wo;r,
Grain, Provision*. &©.
Portland

PlOU/t
Superfine. 5 76@6 25

c-rniu.

H.

M. old Corn,

oar lota
iSxtraSpring..8 60@6 75
25&7 75 New Corn.
car lots,

70@77

IX Spring
7
Patent Spring
—

73574
66
Oat*,
Sacked Bran
00@24 00
00
27
25
Mida..
Wheats.8 50@9
Cotton Seed,car lot 31 0i>
Michigan Win**
lota
35
©0
G6
ter best.... 7 60@7
bag
80
Corn,bag lots..
Common
77
25
Meal,
Michigan. ...7 00(57
60
Oats,
St. Louis Win25 0<
fair ..7505775 Bran,
ter
28
Winter good .775* 8 00 Mi da,
13b
Winter beet. 8 25@8 50 Rye,
..

..

..

ProvinioB*.

Produce.

00^11

60
16 a
*25(512 60
Turkeys......
13a16 | Plate.13 00513 60
Chickens..
Fowl.
10@12V3 Ex Plate..13 75@14 00
Pork—
Eggs. 27(528
Backs.. ..21 00@21 26
*uons,& bbl. 3 00@3 25
Clear.20 00520 26
Crnberrles, $> bbl
Mess.18 60(519 00
Maine 9 005)10 00
Cape Cod, 1100@12 00. H&.aS.111/23(512
tiewcd Uoge.... 8$ 9
Xugar.
bars
Granulated.10 Va1
ft.. 12V8@12 Vi
Extra C. 9%, rub,
Tierce ib$U2
@121/8
Frui’
Muso’tl Raisins2 70@3 30 Pail. 13 5131/2
fctCSIStt.
•^ondon Layers3 10@3 15!
8 6?
994 @10 Pea.
Valencia
Turkish Prunes. 7-Vfe@8e1 Mediums.3 50@S 06
.2
Yellow
Eyes. 75@2 8/
itranges.
Mutter.
I
@
Palermos ^bxOO
Creamery.32(5 3 6
-ieseina.$*box 0 oO(®0
Gilt EdgoVennont32i5.{6
00
00@7
Valencia#*oase6
^6‘* Choice
22(525
Jamaica fcHOO..
.19a 21
Good.
Lemons.
75
Store....,.16@J7
•Tessina.4 60@4
Cheese.
.8 6054 OO
Sweet potatoesS

50 Mega Koef.. 11
Ex Mess.. 12
17

25@5

..

j

Malaga.3 00@3 25 Maine.12Va@l4
Vermont... .12y»@14
Nuts.
N Y Factory.l2Va@14
Peanuts—
00 Skims. 7Va@ 8
1
60@2
Wilmington.
00
Apple*.
Virginia.... 1 76@2
Tennessee...1 45@1 75 Per bbl.2 75@3 00
9@19° Cooking.1 26(51 50
Oastana^lb.
12%@16c Evaporated.*. 16@17
Walnuts
I2V2 *i5c Dried Western..,.6^®7

Alberts

12^i@15c I

Pecan

do Eastern....

6ys@7

roiBiocsi

Early Bose. V bush:-

ofc_,

Maine Central.96c@l
@00
Grand Trunk.
@90
Prolific*. Eastern.
@90
GrandTrunk.
ISH5
Jackson*■*••*..
The doove prices are for car lots of Potatoes; small
bis about 6c higher.
00

.........

Freeh Beef Market.
Press daily by Wlieoler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides. 8 @9% Hiuds.10 $l2v*

Corrected

for the

iZfi'.6

@8

Rumps.1S®1«4

ltounds. 8
Loins.13

@ »%
Si 7
@10 ■

Bump Loins..

Grain Market.
Jan. 12.
The following quotations of Grain wore received
telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
PORTLAND

Union Pacilio stock. 117%
Western Union Tel. Co—.*3%
California Mining Black*.

.fan.

12 —The following are tbt
Mining stocks to-day:
7%
Best A Belcher.
Bogie...v. 7%
Con. Virginia.
J
..
Eureka
ould & Curry.
?%
1%
Hale & Norcross.
Sas Feasctscia
Closing ouotations of

Onion Con.

Time. Feb.
9 43 .129%
960 129%

1030 128%
11 31 128%

1230.128%
10*

Call.

128%

.'.128%

Mar.
180%
130%
130
129%
129%
129%
120%

61%
61%
61%
61%
61%

62%
62%
62%
62%
02%

67%
66%

vr

76.f0

iadedSpring

67

67%
67%

44

43%

Foreign imports.

LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Toronto-127bars iron to A
cascs oranges to Perry & Flint, 3166

E SMY6M Hi CO.

Wa-

jNoSdo

unsettled; export
bush,
options; receipts 6,776 bush: exports 29,647
on spot;
sales 1,617,000 bush; including 165,000
ungraded 66®71c:No 3 at 69®69%c;No 2 at 69%
70M,pm-old; No 2 White 79%:
White Southern 72o76edock: No 2for January at
69®69%c dosing 69c: February at 69%(qj70%c,
at 713/*c.
closing 69% c: March 71%@72c closing
Oala %&%
May at 73@73%c. closing at 73%o.
lower and fairly active, closing firmer; receipts 16,bust*: sales 303,000 busn.
BVShn.h1 exnorts
2 at 60%
No 3 at P0%@60%c: White do 61c; No
(6)51 Vt c for new, 62%c old; do White at 51% new,
Mixed
White
at
53o:
52% c old- No 1 at 51%c do
Western 49®52o; White do at 60®53c:Mixed State
5fl352%c: White do 62®66%c. including 30.000
bush No 2 for Januarv 50®50%c. *ns»r firm:
fair to good refining quoted 7%@7%c; refined is
easier- white Fx 0 at «%<K«3/*: Yellow do 7ti®
8%: Yellow at 6%@7%; Confectioners A at 9%
crnshed T*%o; powdered at 10®10%o: granulated
at 9%@93ic: standard A 9@9%; Cubes at 10c.
:nmtedat
3,lsnf steady. Re«i-®l«*un> nominal
Tnllnvy scarce and firmer; sales bo.ooo
81 %c
and
lower;
heavy
moderately
Perk
lbs s%«8%.
at 16 62%
active trade; sales 350 bbls mess on spot
17 60®
old 17 2B®17 50 for new: do for February
l ard 7%@HV
18 on- do March 17 70®18 00.
unsettled
fairlv
closing
active,
100 lbs tower and
steam on snot at
and denressed; sales 826 tes prime
reil 25®11 30; 330 eitv steam 11 12%@1116;
Butter firm on
fined quoted 11 50 for Continent.

Sfn?»

—

Cllqve?ghts to Liverpool firmer; Wheat ^ steam 3%.

Flour quiet and unchanged
Chicago, Jan. 12
ChiWhoat is in fair demand at lower rates: No
28 «wsh: 1 28% Januarv:
at
St.rine
27%@1
eatro
3 at
No
1
for
March:
29%
12«% for
in fair demand
1 17®1 18 rejected 8«®93c.
and lower: regular at 61 %c: gilt edge 63%c
61 tee January: 61 s/*o February: 62%,B'62%o for
March- rejected at 61c. Oats In fair demand and
o -ash: 44%
lower- regular 61 %c- gilt edge at 44M
for Januarv, 44o for Februarv and March. K.ve is
steadv and unchanged. Barley easier 1 05®1
Dressed n’ogs lower at 7 25®7 30. Pork dull and
Februarv
at 17 15®17 20 ash 17 32®17 25 for
17 47%®17 46 for March: 17 62%@17 p6 April.
05
Lard in fair demand but lower at 1102%®11
for
cash: 1112% for February: 11 27%®11 30
6 40:
March: 11 40 April, "ulk Meats—shoulders
shor* rih. 9 OO short, clear 9 25.
At the afternoon call of the Board Wheat closed
easier 1 27Vs for January:! 28% February:l 29%
March Corn easier anil declined %. Oats are lin
changed. Pork easier but not lower. Lard dull and
rnir-hanffed.
36.UCU uni* wmr, os.w u iw- wn™
112 000 bn oh wi 80.000 ’ush o»ts. 8,000 bus*
u« 20,000 bu«b barlev.
«b(nmen*s 13 000 b*>t» flour. 49 000|bn*h wl-eat,
bust
112 ooo hush corn 72.000 hash oats 0,000
r-« 16.000 hush bartov
st loms, .Tan. 12 -Floureasier but not lowei.
Wheat very unsettled: No 9 Red Fell at 1 39 oast*
for February: 1 423/» March: 1 4256 Anril;
1 41
1 4314 for Wav 1 i 6% vear: No 3 do 1 36 asked:
No 4 do at 1 19V2 bid. non dull and lower at 6876
for easb and .Tanu«rv; 66%c February; 6R«.0 bid
Mareb. Oats dull and lower 4614c cash: 4636c for
Pork lower to sell
.January: 4016c bid February.
at 19 10 bid cash and January; 17 26 bid February
11
06.
Lard nominally lower at
Seeeipts 4 ()0O bbts flour, 16,000 hush wheat.
81 6"° bush norn 19.000 bush oats. 00,000 bus*
....
3 ooo b"«b harlev.
Sbinments-5,000. bbls flour, 16,000 hnsb wheat
32.000 hush ~orn. 2.000 hush oats. 2.000 bus*
Ja-lev 1 (too bush rv*
nmnn Jan 12 —Wheat quiet:No 1 Wliite spot
at' 3514: January 1 363440' 8676: February at
1 3676: March 1 38%; April 1 40'A®1 40%; No 2
Red no sales: No 2 White nomiinally 1 31@1 31%.
Receipts 4,000; shipments 1,000 bnsh.

February?

c«;b

07^

___

New York,Jan.
lands 12o.

11.—Cotton is quiet ;Middling np

New Orleans, Jan. 12.—Cotton quiet: Middling

uplands 11 %c.

Mobile, Jan. 12.—Cotton is firm; Middling up-

'^AVANNAH^Jan. 12.-Cotton
n

MEMPniV^Jan.
lands at ll%o.

is

firm; Middling

12.—Cotton firm; Middling up-

European Markets.
By Telejrraph.l
London, Jan. 12 —Consols at lOOVs.
London, Jan. 12 —American securities—United
States bonds, 4s. 120%.
LjveRJ*o°l Jan, 12—12.30P. M.—Cotton market
-moderate inquiry; Upland* at 6 ll-16d;0rleans at
6 13-I6d; sales 10, 00 hales; speculation and export 1,000: futures steady.
MABRIADES.
In Brunswick, Dec. 31, Hiram A. Ellis of Augusta
and Miss Nettie Ward of Topsham.
In Topsham, Dec. 26. Albion W. Hunt and Mis*
T,ouisa M. Roberts; Alfred Lincoln and Miss Lizsle
R. Roberts.
In'Kast Plttston. Deo. 24, Geo. Fairfield of North
Vassalboro and Miss Ellen A. Tyler of EastPitts-

Jan. 12

Granville, (Br) McLean, St John, NB—

Gallagher &

Co.

SAILED— Barques Tatay, ar. I Daring;
riwa; schs Edw Waite, Z shemian.
CORRESPONDENT.

OUR

EASTPORT, Jan 8—Ar, sch Black Warrior, Stevens, New York.
In port, sch

loading.
CALAIS,

Franklin,

Walter

Jan

for

New

York

years.
In West

We have

at

Weblter. Baltimore.
Ar at Moville llth
ai

Cambric Edgings and
them

lost, steamer Scandinavian,

:<1E!II«B4NDA
from Shields for Carrizal,
Dec 28 in distress, had exSpithead
put
perienced heavy gales and lost long boat, three
and sails; also stove
yards,
yard,
topgallant
royal
forward house and batch house. She was towed
to Portsmouth 20th, to discharge and dock for repairs.
Sch Eugene, of Calais, from New York for jack
sonville, was towed into Charleston 11th inst bv US
steamer McCulloch, with loss of satis and spars in
On the 1st inst some gasoline on the
the late gale.
deck exploded, burning the mainsail and part of
deckhohse. The mate. Geo W Bell, and a seaman
named Milton Strout, both from Maine, weresevciely burned. At the same time. Albert F Ficket. eea-

DOMEkTIt: POBl'k.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 4th, barque F S Thompson, Potter, Departure Bay.
Sid 4th, ship Lnctlie, Talbot, Antwerp.
NEW ORLEANS-Ar 6th, snip Mt Pleasant, Wallace, Greenock via Lamlash.
MOBILE—Ar llth, sch Eagle Rock, Hammond.
Boston.

CEDAR KEYS—Cld 7th, sch

tirook, Newport News, Va.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar »tb,

sch

Vineyard,

Rose-

40

very

in
patterns
matched goods, which
cannot
we
duplicate

into

fell overboard and was lost. Strout is now at
the hospital.
Sch Edward A DeHart, of Boothbay, arrived at
Charleston Hth inst from Kingston, Ja, with loss of
loremast and topmast.
Sch Ella Pressey, which grounded in the river below Thomaston, 1st inst. remains in same po ltion,
waiting a high tide. Part of her cargo was taken on
board schr Helen Thompson 7th inst
Sch A F Ames, (of Rockland) Achorn. from Perth
Ambov for Boston, with iron went ashore on the
bar near Station No 8, morning of llth, and came
She was assisted off by the
off badly damaged.
Station men and beached at Race Point, where she
remains full of water and liab e to break np. Her
sails and rigging have been taken oft. The vessel
registers 280 tons and is owned at Rocklond.
sch Chas N Simmons. Babbitt from Horse Island
for Baltimore, before reported ashore on Stone
Horse Island, was hauled off llth by steamer Chas
Pearson, and proceeded without apparent damage.
Seh Jas T Morse, before reported ashore at Sandy
Hook, was floated night of 10th inst.
Sch Sarah B Bar. is, from Olo cester for N York,
loes ef jibboom,
put into Newport llth inst with
headgear, and anchor, having been in collision with
an unknown schr in Vineyard-Sound 10th.

some

are

Choice

Ship Union, Barstow.

man,

Among

Insertings.

Liverpool 10th Inst, ship Virginia, Larrabee,

which

of

invoice

Hamburgs, consisting
of Nainsook, Swiss and

[from MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.!
Sid fm Turks Island 7th inst, sch Cumberland.

later In the

season.

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROFT,
494 Congress St.
nitf

&

492
Jan5

Cure Your

Corns1

USING

BT

SCHLOTTERBECKS

Dorn. Wart <te Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
CURE IS QUARANTBBD.'jn
For sale by all Drv|ginln.
43 cento*
Try it and yon will be convinced like thousands
who rare used it and now testily to its value.
.4 «k (or Mchlom rbeck’M Corn and Wart
Hoi rent and take no other.

tar A

Fries

SPdrt

nov23

Leonora, Bonsey,

New York.

FERNANDINA—Ar 7th, sch Fannie L Child, fm

Boston.

BRUNSWICK—Old 7tb, sch Sadie Wilcutt. Jack-

son.

Full River.

GREAT
REDUCTION!

TYBEE, GA—Ar 10th, sch Mary Lord, Lord, from

New York.

ST MARYS, GA—Ar 31st, brig Myronus, Jarvis,

New York.
Sid 31st, brip

Angelia, Mitchell, Demarara.
GEORGETOWN, SO —Cld 9th, sch Kit Carson,
Harding, Curacoa.
CHARLESTON—Ar llth, sch C Hanrahan, Whitmare, Baltimore!
Alsoar llth, sch Eugene, from New York for
Jacksonville, (see Mem.)
w Lmriiivtjivi'i,

ov-jxi

s*

—

wood. Baltimore.

NORFOLK—Cld 10th, brig Sea Breeze, Starrett,
Wilmington, NC.
BALTIMORE—Cld 11th. sch William Frederick,
Ames, Portland, (and sailed.)
Ar 11th, schs Jacob N Haskell, Crowell, Boston;
Addie M Bird, Fales, do; Isaac Orboton, Achorn,
Charleston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 10th, barque St Mary,
Hallowell, Pisagua 92 days.
Cld 10th. schs Melissa A Willey, Willey, Charleston: Samos, O’Neil, New Haven.
Ar 11th, Bob Nettie Walker, Ingalls, Newburyport
NEWCASTLE, DEL—Passed down 10th, ahip

We shall

begin to-day a
grand closing sale of all
our Ladies’, Misses’and
Children’s Suits, Cloaks,

H S Gregory, for New Tacoma.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 10th, sch S L Davis,
from Boston.
Ar at do 11th, sch Annie D Merritt, Kelley, from
Cape Hayti for Philadelphia.
Passed up, sch Agnes 1 Grace, from Cedar Keys
for Philadelphia.
Passed out. ship H S Gregory.
NEW YORK—Ar 11th, brig Mary Fiuk, Upton,
Minatitlan; schs Hope Haynes. Gomage, Jacksonville 8 days; E & G W Hinds, Hill, St Andrew, NB;
Mercy T Trundy. Crowley, Calais; Allie Oakes, Merriman. Rockland; E G Willard,Adams, Boston; Mary Rilev, R ley. Providence: Loduskia, Eaton, do.
Ar 12th, son Geo K Hatch, Murphy. Sagua.
Cld 11th, ship Reuce, Adams, for San Francisco;
Scud, Sawyer, Barbadoes; brig Sarah & Emma,
Munroe. Sagua; sch Ruth Robinson, Miller, from

Pensacola,

Passed the Gate lltb, Bohs Mary
New York for Boston; H N Squires,

Tackets, Dol-

Ulsters,
mans

f ur

ana

Linen

also Boys’

Garments;

Kilt Suits and Overcoats
at

an

immense reduction.

B Smith, from
Weehawken for

Portland: John Somes, do for Providence; Volant,
Elizabethport for do.
NEW HAVEN—Cld 10th, sch Francis Coffin, Bellatty. New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 11th. schs Albert Jameson,
Candage, New York; Laconia, Crockett, Rockland;
J L Richards. Romer. New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar lltb, schs Danl
Pearson, Sumner, Irom Boothbay for Norfolk; Geo
Walker. Thompson, Horse Island for New York.
Ar 10th, barque SbawVINEYARD-HAVEN
mnt, Schwartz, Salt Cay TI. for Boston; brig Em stine, Norton, Port Joheson for do; sch M B Mahoney, Perkins, do for Winterport.
Sailed. Bcbs Mary A Rice. Reno, J W Brown, L T
Chester,. Belle Brown, Tel-grapli, H L Curtis, E C
Allen Geo Walker. Cora Etta. B L Eaton, Wm G R
Mowry Helen. Swallow. Hattie Turner, Monticello,
Sarah, M B Mahoney, Susan Stetson.
HYANNIS—Ar 10th, sch Am Chief, Snow, from

EASTMAN BROS. &
BANCROFT.

—

492 & 494

Congress

jaii2

St.
sntf

New York.

BOSTON—Ar lltb, schs A O Gross. Greenlaw,
Potomac River; It Leach, Brown, Elizabethport;
Emma McAdam. Yonng. and Wm Todd, Wood, Hoboken; Joseph M Hayes, McFarland. New York for
Rath; Eri, Sherman, Machias; Mentor, Hinckley,

Bath.
Ar 12th, sch Ada Ames. Adams, Perth Amboy.
Cld 12th. brig Arcot, Cates. Annapolis, NS; sch
Marv D Haskell. Carter. Caibarien.
SALEM—Ar 11th, sch F A Pike, Noble, Calais for
New York.
MACHIAS—Ar 9th. schs Chalcedony, Bryant, and
J Baker, Chase, Portland.

—— — --—..

Sid 8th, ship Magellan, Strout. Pisagua.
Ar at Callao Dec 17, ship Bombay, Peterson, from

Liverpool.

Sid fm Sierra Leone Dec 24, sch I-amoino, Leach.
Boston.
At Port Elizabeth, CGH, Dee 2, barque Lorlnda
Borstel. Christiansen, New York.
Ar at Marseilles Dec 28th, barque Com Dupont,
Crockett, xouion.
At Liverpool Dee 28. ships Challenger. Thompson,
for Philadelphia; Columbia, Fernald, lor New York)
Paramita, Soule, for do.
Arat Callao Dec 17th, ship Bombay, Peterson.

Liverpool

At Klo Hncbe Dec 8, ech City of Chelsea, St mwood. for New York.
Sid fm Port au Prince, Dec 28 sell Maggie Abbott
McIntosh. St Mark, to loan for New York.
Ar at Kingston, dam, Deo 30th, barque Matthew
Baird. Pray, New York.
At Baracoa Deo 30, sells A L Palmer, Lewis, for
New York; Mary E Douglas, Lewis, for do; Mary E
Webber, Harris, for Charleston.
Arat Cardenas 4th inst, sch Fben Fisher,Rey-

nolds, Boston.

8POISEN.

Dec 22, lat 18'66N, Ion 123 SOW, ship Isaac
Reed, Colby, from San Francisco for Liverpool.
Dec 23, lat 18 50 N, Ion 123 30 W. ship Samaria,
Patten, from San Franoisco for Queenstown.

■ —...

...

..

COBBESPOKDEKCE SOLICITED

Address, THE BOARD OF TRADE,
Sionx City, Iowa.

janll

snd&wlw2

FINANCIAL.

J. B. Brown & Sons,
BANKERS,
218 Middle

St.,

Portland, Me.

DEPOSITS RECEIVED.

Bills of Exchange on Great Britain,
Ireland and all the continental cities,
bought and sold.
Travelers and Commercial Credits issued, availa-

ble in all

parte of the World.
Collections made in the United States, Canada
Europe.
telegraphic transfers of mocev, made in this

and

Country and Europe.
•jan2

Information

furpished regarding

Municipal Bonds of ILLINOIS, MISSOURI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,
regarding litigation and

lers of

Also buyers and sel-

sales.

same.

JOHN V. ZEBI.EY & CO.,
3 Broad 8s., (Drexei Building,) New York.

BONDS.

-FOB

SALE

—

a

eodtf

ASTRAL
AN

sure

clearer, softer, stoadler light than gas.

llmt

Ton

W. W. WHIPPLE &
0«t3

OIL.

BEST.

(fl OF VOI'B
ER, PRATT’S CENF1NE.
Re

IIOX7SK

or—

HENRY CLEWS

a

CO..

1SNEV ST., NEK YOBK.

(NEXT DOOB IT) THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Securities bought and sold strictly on commission,
and carried as long as required, on favorable terms
and on a moderate margin. Deposits payable on demand received. Four per oent. Interest allowed on
dally balanoes. Members of the N. Y. Stork Kx
change.
marltieod

MUNICIPAL
-AND

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

SAFEST

m.w&s3m

BANKING

BY-

SWAN & BARRETT,

PRATT’S

eodtf

Western Bonds

auglS_

6a
Portland City,
7s
Maine Central R. R. 1st Mort.,
7s
Maine Central R. R. Consol,
6s
And. & Kennebec R. R. 1st Mort.,
6s
Eastern Car Trust,
8s
Jackson. Lansing & Saginaw R. B. 1st Mort.,
Guaranteed by Michigan Central R. R.
8s
R
&
K.,
Dayton Michigan
Guaranteed by Cin., Hamilton & Dayton R. R.
6s
Land
Gen’l
Mort.
R.
R.
Grant,
No. Pacific
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and Coupon,

■

Wanted at Sioux City, Iowa,

FOREIGN PORTS*
Ar at Hong Kong 8th inst, ship W J Rotcb, Ray,
Yokohama.
Sid fm Hong Hong Nov 19, barque Laurens.Snow,
Manila.
At Burrard Inlet Deo 27. ship City of Brooklyn,
Paterson, for S'dnev, NSW. ldg. ready in few days.
A r at Valparaiso Dec 8, barque Silas Fish, Williams. Newcastle, NSW.

....

Vegetable Canning Establishment

...

Furnishes
26

.

in stock

now

first

our

delphia.

76

Gardiner, Dec. 16, Chat. 0. Wadsworth,

aged 20 years,

HAMBURGS.

Portland.
Jan 7—Ar, sch Alitia, Lindsey, Portland.
Jan 9—Sid, sch Emma Crosby, Crosby, for Phila-

_

this Friday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
No. 69 North street.
In Westbrook, Jan. 12, John Larrahee, aged
years 7 momhs.
iNot'c® of funeral hereaftor.j
In Farningdale, Deo. 24, Reuben Dean, aged
years 9 months.
In West Gardiner, Dee. 24, Fred Fogg, aged

Dyed

or

Day.

or
It.cqnn, (IlMha, Mhnavla, Ac. Clcna.cil
Dyed. Kid OIoTa-.Cleiin.ed Erery Day.
sneodtf
oc7

4—Ar, sch G M Porter, Johnson,

novli)

this city, Jan, 12, John G. Higgins, aged 60

Employed.

Pressman

Tailor’s

brig Mcr-

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

DEATHS
In

13 PREBLE STREET.

Erery

master.

ton.

^(Funeral

43%
43%

"JJ?

"iivMiPextrk

^-Oats-^Mar.jJ

J

*

Dsnnuc UftrkfU.
fBv Telegraph.)
Nsrw YOKE. Jan. 12—Evening.—Floor market
at 0 9"®7 00 for W I: 1600 bbls
bush
No 2 at 3 0O@4 10. Wheat—receipts 81,000
with
dull and heavy and in some cases shade easier
trade
demand.
imited export and borne
5479 bbls;
bbls;
exports
of
Flour
19,819
Receipts
nnn
o of
ft CUVn A. 1 O' Snnprflnft
Western and State 3 90®4 60;common to good ext.
00; good to choice
Western and State 4
to choice MTiite
ters- extra at G 1039 00; common
8 25;fancy do at 8 50
253
Whec! Western extra 7
extaa Ohio at 5 lftgjS 25
b 9 00; common to good
Lomfl at 6 00(ft9 00
common to choice extra St.
chmce-tt
Patent Mtaneeota «xtra at 8 0f)@8 60;
00.
including 1900 bblf
8
at
extra
60@9
double
recovexnorts 140,298 bush; opened %@% lower,
ered most decline.closing weak and about % over
for
export
inside rates and scarcely anything doing
with more active business in options; sales 3,0ol,on the spot: un000 busb, including 138,000 bash
at 106 t1 20; No 3 do 122%; un
at 1 38: No 2
graded Red at 1 23@1 46%
undo 1 42%@1 43% new; 1 44%@1 44% old,
No 1 do at 1 40@
graded White at 1 32@1 38%;
%(a
Corn
opened
is
strong.
1 41 %. Barley
very
weak and
% c lower, recovered % of decline,closing
inquiry light and a fair trade m

167 Commercial street:

Chicago-Wheat-

7%

B%
7%

Fellow Jacket...
Gould A Curry levied assessment of 40c ^ share.

by

-Corn--—.
Feb. Mar. May.
62
62% 67%
62
62% 67Vs

2.,

Mexican.

Northern Felle.
>phir.
.
Savage
Sierra Nevada.

_

Foster’s Dye Bonse,

New Orleans.

(By Telegraph.)
New Yoke, Jan. 12—Evening. Money loaned
between 5 and 3, closing-offered at 3;prima mercan
tile paper at 6 a7. Exchange steady 482 for long
and 486 for short. Governments are generally urm.
State bonds dull. Railroad bonds in light demand
at slightly higher rates.

all

Cleared.

Ar

York Block and Money Market.

for
the
J.

*twitciiell,

janlS

Portland.

R.. 4%s.107

our

Steamship Circassian, (Br) Smith, Liverpool via
Halifax-H & A Allan.
Sch J W Raymond, (Br) Collins, Westport, NS—

FROM

93%
62

store last night, also to Messrs. C.
Walker & Co., for receiving our stock, and to
aided us in caring for it.
so
who
promptly
V
CHAPMAN &CO.
fire in

boom.

Sch Ethel

22%

tbiir

tender

THEthanks to the Portland Fire Department,
their efficient labors in stopping the progress of

(.'•nla, Paol. nud Veil. Clranwil

Arrived.
Steamship Toronto, (Br) Gibson, Liverpool via
Hal’fax—passengers and mdse to D Torrance & Co.
Steamship Franconia, Mangum, New York—mdse
to Henry Fox.
Steamer City of Portland. Larcom, Boston-for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Sch Georgia, Coffin, Horse Island for New York.
RETURNED—Sch M L Newton. Colwell. Eastport
for New York. Was struck by a squall just inside
Portland Light and broke mainboom. Put back for
a new

CARD.
undersigned most respectfully

news".'

PORT OF PORTLAND.

@26
@30
..27%@32%

Best.16
Medium... 11
Light. 8

_

urnouio

Daily Domealic Receipt*.
oonreyanoe—3 000 bush Oommea;

By

TOR

.Jan
Catalonia.New York..Liverpool
Circassia;..Portland... .Liverpool.Jan
Frisia.:Now York..Hamburg.Ian
Gleuap.New York..Para.Ian
City of Brussels... .New fork.. Liverpool.. .Jan
Celtic.New York..Liverpool... .Jan

274 do

DAILY REPORTED AND

NEW CASES

FROM

LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Circassian—1«,825 bush wheat, 12,1*02 do corn,! 1,3*7 do peas. 125
sacks oatmeal, 181 bbls co per ore, 54 do potash,02
do lara, 32 do pork, 1480 do apples, 12 cases poullbs baeon, 187,try. 21 do boots and shoes, 184,274
casses.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NAVt.INC DAM WP 8TCA1HBIP«i

Foreign Export*.

THE WESTERN PLAGUE.

Davidge

saw

Murder in

A Second Dr. Parker

continued: “This witness
the prisoner at the jail, as he
(Reed) again
bis evisays, at the instance of Scoville; and
dence as to that occasion is manufactured
Mr.

GUITEAU'S TRIAL.

HORRIBLE CRIME.

FRIDAY MORNING, JANUARY 13.

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

8TO O K.S
bought or carried

on

Daily telegraphic quotations

margin.
from

New

York

GKO- I Stock Exchange.

CO., Agents,

21 MARKET SQUARE.

Bonds

Railway

sneodt25Ja

SAMUEL
oct8

194

HANSON,

Middle Street.eodtt

m

ttte

FRIDAY MORNING, JANUARY 13.
THE PRESS
Y ay be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Fnsenden, Marquis, Brunei & Oo., Andrews, Arm,tr >ug, Cox, Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland,
Boston
a Maine Depot, and
Robert Costello,
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of the
city.
Auburn, Willard Small a Co.
Augusta, F. Pieroe.
Itangor, .J. H. Babb a Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
•'

Jell arson's Bookstore.

Bridgton, Daniel Diekons.

Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Gtunarrland Mills, F. A. Verrill,
Uamariscotta, E. w. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon and Shirley a Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer a Oo,
Gorham, J. Irish.
Ha Upwell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler a Estes.
Lisbon, C. K. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls. A. W. Bridge, F. A. Millett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Sabattus, 11. H. Johnson.
Saccarapua, at the Fost Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B.
Thom acton, S. Delano.
Vinalharen, B. Lane.
Waidoboro, G. Bliss.
WaterriUe, J. M. Wall.
Wiscasset, Gibbs a Bundle'.

Kendrick.

ADVERTISEMENTS

to-day.

large audience present.
PROP.

great pleasure to his audience and his imitations aroused a great deal of enthusiasm. He
the violin sowas ably assisted by Prof. Hill,
loist, and Miss Fillebrown who eave several

recitations in

warranted
all
Linen, Gents’Colored Border, 15 cents; Ladies’
Colored Border 8 cents; Ladies’ fine HemH. I. Nelson & Co.

Give Him a Rest.

b; long suffering proceed-

inir fmm tn/nid livflP hilinncmflaa

in^iiractinn

constipation or sick headache, take Burdock
Blood Bitters, which give rest to the weary
and reinvigorate all the organs of tho body.
Price $1.00, trial size 10 cents.
ja9dlw
German Favors.—The largest assortment
in New England at
Owen, Moore & Co.’s.
janl3d.1t

Humbugged Again.
much said about the merits of Hop
Bitters, and my wife who was always doctorand never well, teased me so urgently to
.,et her some, I concluded to be humbugged
again; and I am glad I did, for in less than
two months’ use of the Bitters my wife tras
so

cured, and she has remained so for eighteen
months since. I like such humbugging.—H.
T., St. Paul [Pioneer Press.]
Wonderful Bargains in Hamburg Edgings
for 5,6, 8,10, 12J cents per yard at
H. I. Nelson & Co.’s.
janl3d3t
Dr. O. Fitzgerald,
the man who makes so many worderful cures
will visit Portland, Falmouth Hotel, Monday,
the Kith inst, for one day only, and will examine all who may call on him free of charge.
dtd

janlO

Good Brown Leggings for 25 cents per pair
H. I. Nelson & Co.’s.
at
d3t

janlS
PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

Decembers, 1881,
OFFICE HOURS:
From 8.00 A m. to 8.30 p. m., Sundays excepted.
Sunday s, open for Carriers and General
from 8 to 10 a. m.

Delivery

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Boston and intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.46
Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.25 and 9.00 p.m.
Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.45, 6.10.8.10,
3.00
and 11.10 p.m. Oloeeat 8.16 a. in.,
and 9.00 p. m.
Intermediate or Way Mails, via Boston & Maine
Railway—Arrive at 12.45 and 8.10 p. m. Close at
m.
8.16 Am. and
Great Southern & Western—Arrive at 12.45 6.10,
r
,«,.! 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.25,
*L.00 and H.SfO p. m.
Bangor and connecting routes--Arrive at 1.20 p.
in.
Close at 11.45 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 a
m. and 1.2o p. m.
Close ait 11.46 a. m. and 4.46
anu ».uu p. m.
Morning Northwestern, by Grand Trunk Railway
Arrive at 8.40 a. m. Close at 7.00 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.06 and 9.00 a.
m. and 1.20 p. m.
Close at 6.30 and 11.46 a. m.
4.45 and 9.00 p. m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor. Mt.
I>esert. Jonesport, Machias, Machiasport, East Machias, Mill bridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamer
—Arrive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p. m.
Eastport, via each steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a. m
Close at 6.00 p. m.
Foreign mails, via New York, day previous to sailing ol steamers—Close at 8.16 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East—Arrive at
2.05 a. tn. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the norm—
Arrive at 1.20 p. m. Close at 11.45 a. m.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. 11.—Arrive at 12.25 p. m. Close at 1.00 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island—Close at
11.45 a. m. and 9.00 p. m.
Swanton, Vu, and intermediate offices, via P. A O.
K. R.—Arrive at 6.45 p. m. Close at 7.46 a. m.
Bartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P. A
O. R. R.—Arrive at 11.16 a. m. Close at 2.00 p. m.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via P.
A R. R. K.—Arrive at 1.35 p. m. Close at 12.25
p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P.
A R. R. R.—Close at 7.00 a. m.
Carriers’ deliveries are made dally (Sundays excepted,) in the business portion of the city at 7.00
and 10.00 a. m., and 2.00 p. m. In other sections
at 8.00 and 11.45 a. m., ana 3.00 p. m. Collections
are made on week days at 7.00 and 11.00 a.
m.
and 2.00 and 8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 6.00 p. m.
m.

12.25,

12.25p.

—

Supreme Judicial Court.
VIRGIN.

C. Frost vs. Henry J. Holmalicious prosecution. The plain-

Thursday.—Arthur
Action for

land.
tiff in

this action

sioner

Rand, December

was

arraigned
24, 188Q,

before
on

Commis-

complaint

of

TJ. 8. District Attorney upon a charge of passing a counterfeit trade dollar. Ho was discharged,
it appearing that the trade dollar was not counterfeit, and now brings this snit claiming damages in
thesnmof $1000.
Locke A Locke.
C. Hale.
the

Superior Court.
BEFORE

JUDGE BONNET.

Thursday—The grand jury came in th’s morning
and reported twenty-eight indictments, one hundred
The
and ten being for violation of the liquor law.
following indictments are made public:
Quiun M. ford, sending a threatening letter.
Wm J. Roach, perjury.
Frank Hall, breaking, entering and larceny.
Robert Gibson, break! g, entering and larceny.
The complainJohu Milon, ansa It and battery.
ant havin_- acknowledged satisfaction, the respondent was discharged upm the payment of the coats—
$18.47.
Herbert L. Green, burglary.
John D. Flynn, assault and battery.
George Jackson, two indictments; cheating by
false pretences and for forgery
Arraigned and
pleaded guilty. Sentenced on the first indictment to
six months imprisonment at bard labor.
Wm. Thompson
Assault and battery. Arraigned
and pleaded not guilty*
James E. .none ban, cheating by false pretences.
Arraigned and pleaded guilty. Sentenced to pay a
tine and costs amounting to $126.34. Paid and was

discharged.

chriRtmiher Moore, hurvlarv.
Arraigned and
'leaded guilty.
diver 1*. Hadloek and Koecoe Moulton, alias Kos
'oulton, larceny of goods from the Eastern ltail.out Co. Arraigned and pleaded guilty.
Thomas OeCost and Emma J. De Cost, alias
Emms i. Hewlett, liquor nuisance. Arraigned and
pleaded not guilty.
Charles K. Adams, on a search and seizure, was
sentenced to pay a line of $ 11/0 and costs, in default
tli r>of, ninety days imprisonment at hard labor in
the county jail. Committed.
I’eier E. Deehan, liquor nuisance. Arraigned and
pleaded not guilty.

Personal.

Manager Field, of the Boston Museum, has
sent a check for a "liberal sum for Harry Bascomb’s relief, and a movement is on foot to se-

subscription

in bis aid.

Contributions
sent to Leander Hall, superintendent of the
Hartford hospital, will be judiciously expended in his behalf.
Henry D. Walker died suddenly on Monday,
Jan. 9th, at his residence in Boston aged 52.
cure

a

native of Fryeburg, and pas .ed a
portion of his life in New York, where

He was

good

a

manner

applause.

Handkerchiefs

BEFORE JUDGE

MAYNARD'S CONCERT.

Maynard gave a very good "concert in
Congress Hall last evening. His playing gave
Prof.

Wanted -"T”
A Nice Bent.
Wanted Allen a Co.
For Kale.—W. C. Barrows.
Wanted.—A Protestant Woman.

p.

ready.

Cora Cobb. The programme, which has been
published in the Press, is very attractive, and
there is every indication that there will be a

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Card.—Twitchell, Chapman a Co.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES,
'wen, Moore a Co.—1
H. I. Nelson a Co.—3
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Chamberlain a llomsted.

I saw

are now

To-night the Weber Club will give a concert
at th8 St. Lawrence street church, assisted by
Mrs. C. H. Pratt, Miss Clara Merrill and Miss

CITY AND VICINITY.

When enfeebled

repertoire

His

for

that called

nswolt.ina

Mi*

HnlvillA

will

ahnrtlv

nrfiSfint,

Brief Jottings.
Remember the assembly to be given by the
Mechanic Blues at Army and Navy Hall to-

night.
The Fraternity dance drew a large and brilliant party last night to City Hall.
Chandler,
as usual, furnished delightful music.
Mr. Chapman was mistaken in giving the
Hanover Insurance LCo.’s risk on his stock as
$13,000. The risk was for $5,000, making the
total insurance on stock $123,000,
The late Robert Follansbee, formerly of this
city, was insured with the Mutual Life Insurance Co. of New York for $3000 with additions
for dividends amounting to nearly $1500.
Palmer, Andersons & Dow had $5,000 insurance on the Smith building,injured by the late
fire, in the Queen of London, and W. Al-

len, Jr. $5,000 in the New Hampshire.
There wererl39 sleighs passed a given spot
on Congress street in ten minutes, yesterday.
At the regular meeting of the Portland Law
Students’ Club this evening William H. Clifford, Esq., will lecture on the subject of “PaMembers of the Bai
tents and Copyrights.”
and friends of the Club
cordially
to attend.
The Methodist Episcopal church at Skowhegan has arranged a course of lectures which
will be opened next Wednesday evening by
Edward H. Elwell, Esq., lecture on “Conversation;” following him will come Dr. Hill,
invited

are

Hon. A. A. Strout on
“George Fox;” Hon. 0. W. Goddard on “Con"
stantinople;” Hon. Clarence Hale on “The
Assassins of Rulers;” and Rev. James Mc-

subject, “The Sun;”

Whinnie, whose subject has not been

announc-

ed.
About one hundred persons participated in a
social gathering Wednesday evening, at the
residence of the Rev Dr. Seward, pastor of

Plymouth church.,»The Misses Ford and Hemingway and Mr. McHenry contributed music
for the occasion, besides which there was a
solo by Mr. Twitcbell and a recitation by Mr.
William Seward. The affair was a most enjoyable one.
dividend of 5 per cent., which is now payable
their office
David Murdock, sentenced Tuesday to three
month’s imprisonment for liquor-selling, was
pardoned yesterday by Governor Plaisted.
Embezzlement.
Just before Christmas a very fine looking
young man, of good address, arrived at the
Preble House and took a room. He appeared
to be travelling both for bnsiness and pleasure
and ingratiated himself with the various gentlemon with whom he came in contact. He
appeared to be well provided with funds and
about to engage in business provided he found
any occupation that would suit him. About
New Year's he left for Boston, and almost the
same day of his departure Marshal Bridges received a letter from Capt. Yates, commandant
of police at Nashville, Tenn., describing the.
person of one L. R. Brown, who was wanted
in that city on a charge of embezzlement.
The description of Brown answered that of
the young man who had been stopping at the
Preble—and making so many pleasant acquaintances—to a dot, and the marshal immediately wrote the Boston Chief of Police, giving a description of Brown and, at the same

time, sent a despatch to Capt. Yates, at Nashville, giving full details of Brown’s sojourn
here. The resuit was that Brown was arreBted
in Boston and was there met by Mr. Jesse
French, of Nashville, wbo went on to identify
him.
Mr. French is a large merchant in the Tennessean city and Brown was employed as his
travelling salesman. He is 24 years of age
and dresses in excellent taste. He is charged
by Mr. French with appropriating $1400 and
with tbe money. Capt. Yates has
Bridges a letter thanking him for
his promptness and telling him that if it had
not been for him he doubts if the arrest would
have been made. Whether he made anything
out

Marshal

out of his Portland acquaintances is not knownDr. D. M. Tolford.
Dr. D. M. Tolford of this city, died at his
residence on Congress street, at noon yesterday of diabetes. He had been out ol health
Last season he went south and
for two years.

returned considerably better but the improvement was only temporary.
Ho was confined
to

his bed since the 14tli of November.
Dr. Tolford was nearly thirty-eight years of
vt_

_t_

:„

Tv

*1

a

a

it

of Capt. T. B. Tolford, well-known in this
He graduated at Portland High School,
city.
son

He aftervery young, under Mr. Hanson.
ward attended Bowdoin College and graduated from Columbia College medical school.
He practiced modicioe for a time in a New
York hospital and then settled in Portlaud,
where he has been ever since.
He was a man
of excellent character and was liked by all who
He was a fine scholar and ranked
high in his classes at school and college. He
was a physician of ability, and was rapidly
gaining distinction in his profession when he
knew him.

drew Mining Company.
Miss Dix, the well known philanthropist, is
lying at the point of death at her hospital
home in New Jersey. Twenty years ago this
noble woman began to interest herself in the
welfare of the insane, and aotuated by this
motive she has visited State after State and
nrged upon legislatures the dnty of caring for
the unfortunate. She was a welcome visitor
at the Maine Insane Hospital and has many
"
warm friends in Augusta.
Passed Assistant Paymaster H. K. Smith is
of several officers who have applied .for a
charter with a purpose to organize an Army
and Navy branch of the Boyal Arcanum in

one

Washington.

to

her dock

at

5 p.

was

She had a

m.

damage, or
brought two

no

ex-Secretary Evartsmade
herself a favorite in Washington society, not
alone by her snowy complexion, gray-blue
eyes and golden hair, but as well by her cups

She
any loss on the voyage.
cabin and thirteen steerage passengers, and
the exceedingly large cargo of 2800 tons, the

most of it for the west.
The Nestorian of the Allan Line will go to
Boston and not come to Portland. The Prussian sailed from Glasgow January 4th for St.
Johns, ST. F., Halifax and Portland. The

Scandinavian will leave Glasgow January
18th for Portland, the Austrian February 1st
and the Waldensian February 8th.
Richmond.
A bam owned by A. E. Purington, situated
about two miles from the village, on the county road, ocntalning twenty tons of hay, was

totally destroyed by fire yesterday morning.
Loss about 8700; insured for about two thirds
its valud. A hay press owned by O. F. Knight
which was in the bam, was also destroyed by
the flames. Cause of fire unknown,
posed to bo the work of tramps.

a

and froi.t the moment when the first drop of
milk touohed it until it was done it was stirredIt was allowed to boil for several minut es, and
when it was served in delicate cups it was

it,

thick and almost jelly like, and was capped
with whipped cream. This is the way that
Baker’s vanilla chocolate should always be

prepared.

the

copy of

CHAMBERLIN & HOISTED,

Mnrnliv-noire in the

Are offering GREAT BARGAINS
Bleached, Half-bleached, Turkey Red and Cardinal Table Damasks.
in

Dundee Circu®

to over 3000 people while large numbers had to
He was escorted to
be turned from thejdoors.
the platform by Provost Moneur, while the
platform itself was filled with all the Balies’
and Councillors, and clergymen of the city.
Mr. Murphy made one of the most telling

temperance speeches we have ever read; a
speech that bears the stamp of thorough honesty. It is not wanting in pathos or humor; in
fact it abounds in both. In the course of it
he made the following sensible remark*:
“How many loved friends have been injured
by this habit? How many men who have
launched their ship with hope bright and radiant as the colors in the rainbow, and have
expected to make a successful voyage, but who
were not acquainted with the treacherous eddies, and knew little about the rocks that were
ooucealed under the flowing tide yonder, have
allowed the ship’s keel to touch them and their
If we can by God’s
vessel to go to pieces.
blessing point out the dangers that are hidden
under the surging tide we will be enabled in
some measure to make it easier for thoso who
come after us. (Applause.) I shall speak to
I
you of myself principally, ond at the outset
have nothing to say against liquor sellers.
us
The great difficulty with
temperance people
is that we have had a good deal to say of that
class of people, but if you want the liquor sellers to quit selling liquors, the people must
quit buying it. (Applause.) I believe in legislation; I also believe in grace. It is time for
the people to begin to be sober themselves, and
when you become a sober people there will be
But if you
no dimculty about legislation.
have legislation before you have sobriety you
will not keep the law. You will need grace to
keep the law at the best, and I say get grace
first, and then it will be easier for you to keep
the law—that is, quit drinking. There is nothing political in this movement. I don’t know
what your politics are, and I don't care. I
suppose you will find out what mine are before
I leave you. (Laughter.)”
At tho close of the speech a number of
clerks were busily employed taking the names
of persons who came forward to sign the
pledge, and it was found that 414 who had
never taken the pledge before had signed.
The Provost was decorated with the blue ribbon by Mr.

A splendid assortment of Napkins at VERY LOW PRICES.

An abundance of Cotton Sheetin all widths.

ings

Pillow Case Cottons and Linens.
Now is the time to begin to buy
these goods, and WE are able to
furnish the above named at greatly

reduced prices.

He had a very large circle of
taken sick.
intimate friends who will sincerely regret his
loss. Dr. Tolford was a member of Atlantic
Lodge, Greenleaf Royal Arch Chapter, and St.
Alb%ps Cpmmandery Knights Templar, and
one of four members of the 32d degree in the
State. He was also a member of Maine Lodge
of Odd Fellows.
Roller Skating Rink.
The masquerade at this place last evening
proved a brilliant success. There was a large
number in costume and the hall was filled
with spectators. Chandler furnished excellent
Next
music and the affair was enjoyed by all.

Wednesday evening the Portland

skaters will
dedicate the new rink at

go to Lewiston to
Those wishing
that place, by Mr. Huckins.
to go can leave their names at the rink here.
Accident on the Maine Central.
The through freight train on the Maine Central met with a slight accident yesterday near

Farmingdale which dolajed the trains on that
road about two hours.
It appears that the
track was frozen into a bed of ice and when
the wheels struck the slippery mass the locomotive was thrown off the track.
No damage
was done to the roiling stock of the road and
no one was hurt.

just closed oat a lot of
samples of extra fine Hamburg*,
that we shall sell in strips of 4 1-2

$2.00.

if low prices will sell them.
and avoid the rush which is sure to come
when we slaughter goods in this way.

WANTED.

A

WANTED.
retail

INjanl3d3t*store,
a

a

FIVE

wa*

79fi*

fpotm

invalids.

Amount.
Tear.
48.00
1878 .¥
210.00
1879
1880
16,337.67
1881
2,269.00

*17,854

67

The number of applications received in the
year was 87 less than in 1880, and the amount
expended #790 less than in 1880. This falling
off in applications is probably due to the large
number of new U. S. claims allowed, also increases and arrearages under the act of Congrees of 1879.
The Crew of the Almon Bird,
All but one of the surviving members of the
crew of the wrecked schooner Almon Bird left
Rockpdrt, Mass., for their homes in Rockland,
and vicinity, Monday.
Capt. Packard is still
doing well, and there is a good chonce that he
may escape without the necessity of amputat-

ing his feet. The member of the unfortunate
Hamilton of
crew who is left behind is Fred
Rockland, whose hands and feet were both
He cannot be moved at presterribly frozen.
ent, and the physicians express grave doubts
His father is still
as to his ultimate recovery.
with h:m, and he is receiving the best of care
in every way.
Capt. Saunders of the Cora
Lee, the fishing schooner which rescued the
has returned from an uncastaways,
suffering
successful search for tb» trawls which he deserted with such unhesitating generosity in
order that he might bring the rescued seamen
to the shore without delay.

terns that would be cheap at $1.37
1-2 and better grades equally as

YARNS.
We wish to close ont all onr
yarns and shall offer our entire
stock of yarns of all grades at
about half price in order to close
ont at once.

cheap.

FIRST-CLASS traverse runner pung, at a great
bargain. Apply to W. 0. BARROWS, 84

janl3dlw*

Portland St.

OF THE

STUDLEY,
How often Ladies maker the

4tf

Gooding

State, County, and Municipal Securities.
Bank Stock.
School District, Corporation anl

Water Bonds.

Railroad Stocks and Bonds.
Loans on Collateral.
Loans on Real Estate.
•.
Interest and Rents accrued
Total Assets,

Net Surplus....

233,375.00
1,104 020.00

653.794.00
219,780.00

..

to

Gow, 666 Congress Street
Maker, anti Cpliol.terer.,
Dealers in Fine and Medium Furniture.

CABINET

nv 4 VP TV DAD

r.

O

%TTll-VTUI

1UO

0.1 rip

mill],

n.

mnnafnctarer nod Importer
of Havana cigars, Wholesale and Retail.
ERNESTO PONCE, cor. Exchange and Middle St.

CIGAISS.

BURLEIGH & Co.
184 Middle Street.

J.

C'lLO

men’s. Youth’s & Boys’
Fine Goods & Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
CLOTHING,
0. J. & F. R.

FARRINGTON, 182 Middle St

in full

variety and
COAL
factory Prices.
JOS. H.
No.

Specialy

at

POOR,

Satis-

Commercial St.

253

and Casket manufacturers,
and Furnishing Undertakers.
CFFIN
S. S.

arch 15, 1881,

STREET,
<

Decker Bros'

Pianos,

indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

aa

Also a choice

RICH A SON,. 133 Exchange St

Brown Sts
Congress
Kid Gloves. Ribbons,
Worsted
Laces, Embroideries,
Crewels, Ac
E. S. MERRILL, 467 Congress St

PLUMMER,

CORSETS,

China and Gloss Ware.
R. S. RAND,

CROCKERY,

569 Congress St.
GOODS, Silks, Shawls, Dress
Goods, Woolens, Linens, Ac.

DRY M1LLETT A

CARD

SAMUEL

THURSTOA,

3 Free Street

Block, PORTLAND.

sep29

dtf

CIeau»ing, Carpet Cleaning
and Feather-Bed Renovating at FOREST CITY
DYEING,
DYE HOUSE 13Preble
Preble House.
St, op.,

Wedding
Cards
Fine Stationery'.
ENGRAVING^
S. LOWELL, 613

Calling

Congress St
Ranges and Stoves. Sole
improved Highland Range.
W. NASHTNo. 6 Exchange St
and Upholstery.
Fine, Medium and Common Goods,
PORTLAND FURNITURE Co., 40 Exchange St.
Carpet*, Crockery,
and House Furnishing Goods.

FURNITURE,KAiON A

HOOPER,
C(J., 128 Exchange St
A Kerosene Fixtures, Lamps &c.
Old Fixtures Rebronzed.
CLEVELAND A MA RSTON, 128 Exchange St

G&S

&

goods
Lamps
Fixtures Rebronzed and Gilded.
GAS Fixtures,
LEVI S. BROWN, 28 Market Square
Kerosene

/'

KIVTS* Furnishiux Goods, Neckwear.
Underwear Ac. Fine Shirts to order.
CHARLES CUSTIS A CO., 493 Congress St
Wholesale un.l Retail.

GROCERIES,

Pine Teas, Coffees and Fancy Qroeeries.
GEO. 0. SHAW A GO., 585A6870ong. A 236 Middle

a

tSt.

Store.

dealers

manners,

York
Hath

large

Diaries

INSURE

YORK,

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

rhia Company will take riskg at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and i»sn
open policies to merchants, making risks binding a
soon as water-borne.

Year

Printing,

jan4

ding Dec. 81, 1880:

—AND—

assortment of
for 1882 at

FRANKS. CLARKS,

Bookseller and Stationer,
515
dec29

From many of

the best Manufacturers, also

ASSETS,

$12,608,356.71
Dividends to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1880

Sell

on

Instalments

Repairing and Tuning done

Wm. P.
144 1*2 Exchange

decl4

in

or

rent.

the host

JEYVELRY,
Clocks, Charts, and Silver
A CO.. 61 Exohange St
WM.
ware.

SjSNTER

Watches,
Solid Silver and Plated Ware.
JEWELRY,
621 Congress,
CARTER
BROS.,
Diamonds,

cor.

Casco St

Watches,

Clocks.

St., Portland, He.

Losses

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Paid in

Clocks, Silver &

Watches,
Plated Ware, Fine Watch Repairing.
JE iVELBY,
ROBERT B. SWIFT, 613 Congress

Thirty Days

J. D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vioe President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vioe Preeldemt.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.
Feb. 9,1881.
feb9dlmteodllm&wBw6

JERSEY MILK.
Having made an addition

to my herd of Jerseys
prepared to fnrnisli a few more families with
pure Jersey milk, delivered every morning, Sundays included. IhaveaUo Sweet Corn put up e*for family use. Addros.s, Y. H._Soule, wood

I

am

jiressly

nov21eod t

n

FINE

ART

STORE

«P Congress
California
1050

sent

J. B. DONNELL.
d3t*

CLARK,

Sign of the Gold Hat. eedtt

jan7

Bargains

No. 4 Elm St

EASTMAN A CUTTS,
Milliner*.
Nos. 1 A 2 United States Hotel

Building.

Music Rooks, Strings, Musical
Instruments and Merchandise.
IRA 0. STOURBRIDGE, 166 Exchange St

MUSIC,

BOOKS, Piano*,
MUSIC
Organs, Musical instruments, Ac.
HAWES. 177 Middle St
MUSIC

C.J£.

Eyes in Great
The best make.

Exchange Street.

HANGINGS, Interior Decorations, Drapery Work, Upholstery Goods, Ac.
BOSWORTH A MORSE, 691 Congress St

Cliickering
A Son. Ed McCainoron
PIANOS;
Pianos.
BAILEY A

A* Hons, Lindermnn
A Maine Piano Uo.’s
NOYES, 72 Exchange St.

makes.
Orgaas
Five makes of Pianos and four of Organs.
PIANOS
SAMUEL THU KSTUN. No.3 Fro* St Block
and

of best

Krnnich &

Organs. Weber,
Bach Pianos, and Smith Am. Organs.
PIANOS
435
W. M. FURBUSH A
A

Congress St

All kinds Frames
Ecanir MPy.
to order,
Fin« Gold Frames a Specialty.
R. H. KNIGHT, 37 Temple Street.

made

to

order,

Pin*

Prcblo^House.

Harness

Leather

Hardware,
and Horse Goods. Wholesale and Retail.
SADDLER*
GEORGE M. NELSON A CO. 119

Exchange St.

STOVES, Ranges,

Furnaces Or

Kitchen

Jo Supplies.

Agents for the “Crawford Range.”
KNIGHT A HOWARD. 233 A 235 Federal St.

and shall offer rare
in iob lots and
broken sizes. Close buyers
will not fail to examine

Erices,
nrsrains

goods before purchasing. Rubber goods as low
the lowest.

Wyer Greene & Co.,
480 CONGRESS
janlZ

STOVES,

und

Purnnccs,
Ranges.
Solo Agents for the “Falmouth Range."
STOVES,
F. A C. B.
172 A 174 Fore St

Eleased

Special Meeting.
.SPECIAL MEETING of the Stockholders of
the American Turning Company will bo held
on Thursday, January lath, 1882, at three (3)
o'clock P. M., at the Thomas & Bird, No. 38
Exchange street, Portland, for the purposed tilling a vacancy In tho hoard of directors.
Per order, Board of Directors.
GEO. E. BIRD, Clerk.
Portland, January lltb, 1882. •

A

dlw

SUBECUREFO^DBUNKENNESS.
Word, Vasaeg20iidSm

janl2dtd

on

Goods.
K0HL1NQ, S9 Exchange St

fllAILOR and Draper. Pine Goode and
A Firstrclass Work a specialty.
D. E CORNISH, 249 Middle St.

Monday, December 5th.
We shall exhibit a choice stock of Holiday goods
consisting of a thousand and ono pretty and inexpensive, useful and fancy articles for presents for
adults and children, not an old stock carried over
from former years, bat all new and fresh goods.
Articles for children to purchase In great variety.
Prices from one cent upwards.
All are cordially invited to look at these goods
•
whether they purchase or not.

J. M. DYER & GO.,

hand. Satisfaction
Tailor
Fine Goods always
F. A.
231 Federal
on

guaranteed.

SMITH,

St

Cofflns.
Robes, and evory requisite for funerals.
UNDERTAKERS!,
MCKENNA A noTGHKR- 424
Caskets.

Clock Maker,
Oliver Gerrish. at iita
WM. SENTER A CO.’S, 61 Exchange Street,

Street^

JAS.G.McGLAUFLIN
has

a

St., Head of Portland*

good stock of

cuBtom

HARNESS,
for all

kinds of work.

HORSE COLLARS
to order and warranted to fit.

HORSE BLANKETS,
Surcingles, Halters,

Brushes,

Currycomb,

and

WHIPS.

Congress St

WATCH

Congress

61 Preble

made

and draper.

fj

HOLIDAY GOODS.

hand the best

Always
TAILOR.
German, Frenoh and English
W. H.

eodtf

grand!

AMES,

Square.
Ranges, and Pnrnnees,
Sole Agents for Magee Furnace Co.’s Goods.
A. N. NOYES A SON. 12 Exchange St

ST.,

OPP. PREBLE HOCHK.

511

Ranges and Purnacce.
j STOVES,
Agent for Wood, Bishop A Co.s’ Goods.
29 Market
D.
W.

repairs contemplated,

shall dispose of our
large stock of fall and winter goods at extremely low
we

as

Congress

—

Before making the extensive

Millinery Goods,
MILLINER*
Velvets, Satins, Ribbons, Flowors & Laces.
402
St.
A. E,

BARNES,

AT

THE PEOPLEVSHOE STORE.

NASH,

Thankful for many favors of the past, I shall bo
to receive all of my old, and a large miner of now patrons.
jan9 dtf

PHYSICIANS’ PKESCIilPTIONS A
SPECIALTY.

C. O. D. with privi-

237 Middle Street,

our

CO.,

ODD FELLOW’S BUILDING.

SUCCESSOR TO

lUolM,

E. R. FOWLE,

Shirts
Furnishings, Underwear and Neckwear.
Under
MERRILL A

Bags,

Car. Congress & Myrtle Sis.,

janO

a Fine

PICTURE
Flour.

Homooopatbist,

F. L. BARTLETT & CO.

ARE

to examine.

lege

Clocks and SHve.

SON,

Just received and for sale at 39
Commercial Street, by

H. P. S. GOOLD,

salboro', He

mar

dtf

CYRUS F. DAVIS,

DR.

Druggist & Apothecary,

Goods

If 1LLINEBY A FANCY ROODS,
V eivets, mowers anu rveai naces..
XTX.
MRS. J. DKYDEN, Cur. Congress and Casoo Sts

Sc

Materials.

jinlO

After Proof.

The

Congress St.

Artist's

d3mo

40 PER CENT.

WE

BOUND TO CLOSE OUT AN
WILL
EXAMINATION
YOU.
TO
PROVE

—

JEWELRY,
Silverware Manuf’rs, Gold and Silver Platers.
ATWOOD A WENTWORTH, 609 Congress St

OPTICAL

manner.

Hastings,

GOODS

WINTER

pharmacy.

Glass
Goods.
Variety of Shape and Color,
0. H. FARLEY, No. 4

Total Amount of Premiums for the Year UPRIGHT PIANOS

$5,728,622.27.

low before taking stock.

Congress St
SYLVESTER,
Watches, Chronometers,

PAPER

GRAND, SQUARE

Blanket at any price you want.

Gloves, Furs, Hats, Bags or anything in his line he will close very

Robes,' Ac.
SUSSKRAUT, 232 Middle St.

FERNALD,

d2w

Formerly of Harris A Williams.

a

and Dealer In Furs,
HATS.
G. A.

MRS,
Milliner*.

WILLIAMS,

E

C.

$7.50, $8.00, $8.50, $9.00 to $1350; a Buffalo from $5.00 upwards,

ia

and

and request my friends and customers and the
former patrons of H. F. Perry & Co., to hereafter
bring their orders to me at

NUMBER 96 EXCHANGE ST.

WOLF ROBE for

MERRY, the Hatter, 237 Middle St
and Furs, manufacturer

Caps

tailor,

JOB PRINTERS.

OF NEW

cause

a

CO.,
& ELKS. Special Fine, New
Goods. Buffalo A Wolf Robes a specialty

assortment of Cloths for Gentlemen’s Wear.
Merchant
237 Middle
AUG: S.

DIARIES.
A

Fine Book and Job

he sells

and
Harness Leather, Wholesale and Retail.
HARNESS
163 A 166 Middle St
CHAS. J. WALKER A

MERCHANT

dec29dtf

Mutual Insurance Co.

be-

sell them low for the same;

Tools.

CO.,
A Flue AssortTailor.
ment of Imported Goods.
F. A. SMITH, 231 Federal St.

513 CONGRESS STREET.

ATLANTIC

regular

a

what you want there, and that he
buys his goods for cash and can

Cutlery,
Glass and Builders’ Supplies.
HARDWARE,
T. L. MERRILL AGO., No. 9 Market Square

Watches.

Specialty.

Having purchased the well-known and finely
equipped office of HENRY E. PERRY & CO 1 am
now thoroughly prepared to execute any and every
description of

keeps

he

Because

Wholesale Stock to Retail from;
because you can always find just

tackle.

OWEN,

Wedding and Visiting Cards

!N HIS LINE!

Congress St,
Ready made Clothing

JEYVELRY,
Ware, Manufacturers of Masonic Goods, Ac.
J. A. MERRILL A CO., 239 Middle St

KATE ENGRAVER

I D. LITILE & CO., Agents.
tllw&w2w

ANYTHING

St.

Fancy Goods, Hosiery,
Gloves, Worsteds, Yams, &c.
A. B. BUTLER, 247 Middle St.
Goods,

CLOVES, Laces,
Ladies’ Furnishing Goods, wholesale and retail.
KID
607 A 609 Congress
MOORE A

Exchange street.

Purchasing

LITTLE, 227 Middle Street

small wares and

Office mo. 31
janlO

Before

Goods, Fancy Goods, Silks, Fine
DRY
Dress Goods, Cloaks, Shawls, Ac,
241 A 243 Middle
BINES

Diamonds,

William S. Lowell,

HATTER,

THE

Gloves, Laces,
Embroideries and Worsteds.
CORSETS.
W. E.
Cor.
and

Homeo. Medicines, Books and Cases.
Homeopathic
M. D. 410
S. E.

stock of first-class

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

ENGRAVED CARDS.

MERRY,

HOftKery7Kid

and

CALL and SEE

$4,309,972.53

IN TO SEE

THING, men’s Boys’ and ChildJ dren’s, Wholesale and Retail.
BOSTON & PORTLAND Clothing CoM 256 Middle.

HAIR

Jj29

STEPPING

Furnishing Goods,

CLOTHING and

pishing
Gins
Agent for Du pout’s POWDER, and
221 Middle
RENPROCK. G. L.

Gaiter
Undergthe Falmouth Hotel,

FOR

Confection.,

Hair Jewelry and Ilstsaa
Hair Goods of all kinds made to order.
A. BLOCKLINGER, 6. 7 Congress St.

H. KELLOGG, President.
D. W. C. SKILTON, Secretary.

Hartford.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Boom

Fine goods and low prices.
Grocers.
W. L. WILSON A

1,119,284.02

)
State of Connecticut,
County of Hartford,
j
Hartford, January 3d, 1882.
Personal'y appeared. H. Kellogg, President and
D. W. C. Skilton. Secretary, and made oath to the
truth of the foregoing Statement, by them subscribed, according to their best knowledge and belief.
Before me,
M. N. CLARK,
Notary Public.

Co., 222 Middle St.
Shoe*: Fine and Medium Goods at
low prices.
J. H. WETHERELL A CO.,
Successors to CYRUS LOWELL, 225 Middle St.
and

BAILEY.

Made to Measure at 222 MIDDLE

REASONS

GROCERIES!,

Whitney Gaiter Shoe Co.

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid Ou and After Feb. 1,1881.

Probably the handsomest and weightiest
steer in Kennebec county, if not in the State,
is owned by Edward Lyon, of Manchester.
This animal, which is half Durham and half
Hereford, with a white face and dark red body
was thirteen months old the first day of January and girts six feet three inches. When
weighed, at the age of eleven months, he
tipped the beam at 1975 pounds.

ever.

THE WHITNEY

22,238.70

_

CYRUS F. DAVIS, No. 603 Congress St
A Blank Books.

GROCERIES,

atealed

Janl2d2w

OTb

Stationery
Clark’s Circulating Library.
BOOKS.

CO., Exchange A Federal St.
Teas and
Elonr.
8.T. SOULE A CO.,
47 Free Street
Flour, Fine Teas, and
Coffee, Pure Spices, Butter, Ac., Ac.
WILLIAM MILLIKEN A CO., 632 Congress St

322,409.45
874,884.00

Dillingham’s house,

Chronicle says Seth C. Burnham, of
Farmington, sold a 51000 bond a few days ago
to a party who paid entirely in gold wh ich has
been in his possession thirty-two years. At interest it would have amounted to several thousand dollars.
Judge J. B. Severy, of Farmington, has
been elected Financial Secretary of the College at Colorado Springs, Col.

lower than

new

janlOdlw

$4,309,972.53

Total Assets,

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Journal says the production of men’s
in Auburn increases from week to week
and is double that of last year at this time.
Shipments of all classes are gaining, footing
up 1366 cases this week against 1339 cases last
week and 781 cases for the corresponding week
of last year.

slimy nrettv strips and

designs at prices

178,255,31

LIABILITIES.

STATE NEWS.

goods

run

203.829.00

Cash Capital.$2,000,000.00
Reserve for reinsurance..
137,487.14
Reserve for unadjusted losses. 1,053,201.37

_W.

J. A. Smith & Co.'s shoe factory and J. D.
in Turner, were burned
Wednesday night. The shoe factory was insured for 53500 in the Phoenix Company ef

Season

been very careful to select only
with a
smooth
those
Goods
finished edge and which do not
show imperfections every few

on

as

pastor of the Unitarian church of Brunswick
will take place next Monday evening, 16th
inst. Rev. H. N. Brown, of Brookline, Mass.,
will preach the sermon; Rev. Grindall Reynolds, Secretary of the American Unitarian
Association, will make the ordaining prayer;
and Rev. John W. Bellows, of Waterville, has
been invited to give the right hand of fellow-

com-

On the 31st day of December, 1881

Real Estate.
United States Stocks and Bonds.

The business will be continued at the old stand,
No. 92 Crons St., by the undersigned who have this
day formed a co-partnership under the firm name
of BIBBER, MeMANN A CO.
FREDERICK A. BIBBER,
FRANK B. MeMANN.
Portland, January 5th, 1882.

MATEMALS,Architects’ A
ARTISTS’
Engineers’ Supplies, Picture Frames, Art Goods

FURNACES,
plaint that Hambnrgs are pretty
but do not wear well. In making
FURNITURE
we have
this

Conn.,

Follows:

FRED A. BIBBER,
WALTER H. MORRILL,
FRANK B. MoMANN.
Portland, January 5th, 1882.

Art

Children’s Christmas Toys.
FRUIT,Foreign
GEO. H. CUSHMAN, 486

H. I. NELSON & CO.

are as

pany.

CO., 473 Congress
A POTHECAKV; The Careful Prepa a
xi. tlon of Prescriptions a Specialty.
E. DANA ,1R., 683 Congress St
photography
by LAMSON, opposite Falmonth Hotel.
Absolutely permanent Photographs a specialty.

agents for the
0. M. A D.

INSURANCE CO.

The Assets

day
McMann,
Frederick A. Bibber and Frank B. McMann are
authorized to settle all debts dne to and by the com-

urnee.

Y, 229 Middle St
Designs and Choice
gT^LORISTSJPuuerul
X Flowers a specialty.
W. E. MOR I ON A CO., 616 Congress St
and Domestic, Candies,

253 Middle Street

hand and in Bank, in hands
of \gents and in coarse of transmission. $ 497,387.07

is

< chemical.,
Apothecaries
Imported Perf
Soaps, Toilet Articles Ac
FREI) T. MEAHEK A

FINE Gents’
Furnishing Goods.
ALLEN ACOMPAN

inches. Consequently we can war.
rant our Hambnrgs to wear well.

Cash

that the

hereby given
partnership
&
NOTICE
lately subsisting between Bibber, Morrill
dissolved by mutual consent.
is this

Ants. Pratt’s Astral Oil.

and

Our Selections

The capital Stock of the Company
all paid in. $2,000,000.00

ship.

W. W. WHIPPLE A CO., 21 Market Square

Custom and

—

Of Hartford

X»_

and
WILLIAM

Statement

—

elect twelve directors, in three classes; four for
three years, four for two years, and four for
The following board was chosen:
one year.

Brunswick.
ordination of Mr. Alfred

dtf

jan5

INSURANCE

Annual

Notice of Dissolution of Partner-

H. LAMSON, 201 Middle street
A POTIIEC'AHIEHi Draws, Paints, Oils,

DRY

Owen, Moore & Co.

janl2

General MerchanRegular sale of Furniture
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a.
oetSdtf
m.
Consignments solicited.
and

CHAS.

BROS,

d2w

Union Mutual Life Insurance Company.
A |meeting of the Union Mutual Rife Insurance Co. of Maine was held in the office of
Hon Joseph Williams, Clerk of the corporation, in Augusta, Wednesday. It was voted to

Three years—Frederick IS. Iticnaras, Camden; John E. DeWitt, Portland; Percival Bonuey, Portland; Henry C. Hutchins, Boston.
F. King, Portland;
Two years—Marquis
Thomas A. Poster, Portland; Daniel Sharp,
Boston; Geo. D. Deblois, Boston.
One year—Henry L. Paine, Portland; Josiah
H. Drummond, Portland; Edw. R. Seccomb,
Newton, Mass.; Geo. Stanuard, Brooklyn,N. Y

Moore & Co.

Shirts and
merino
Lot men’s
sizes,
Drawers, Extra
large
marked from $1.00 to 63c.
Lot All Wool Scarlet Drawers,
■Small sizes, only 75c.
Boys’ merino Shirts and Drawers,
large size at 35c.
Boys’ clouded Shirts and Drawers
36c.
men’s Heavy Portsmouth Wool
Shirt and Drawers, all sizes 1.00
Boys’ Unlaqndered Shirts, small
size, only 35c.
Ladies’ Hand-knit Jackets, very
cheap at 75c.
men’s Heavy Kid Gloves, fleece
lined $1.00.
men’s Cloth Gloves, in fine quality
50 to 75c.
Odd Lots Soiled Underwear, very

rooms on one

FOR SALE.

C. SAWYER A CO.. 6, 7 A 0 Preble St.

watches, Fine
American
Jewelry Silverware, Clocks, Ac.

1. F. LORD,
CANDIES
Allen

prices.

young man, 16 or 18 years old.
Address “T,” Press Office.

janl3

BAL TOOI.S.GARDEN
Field and Flower Seeds, Fertilizers, Ac.
AOIIICCLTl
WM.

and Fine

offer at much less than wholesale

409: from

pension and awaiting evidence to complete
their claim at this office.
The total number allowed was 543; not alSome 70 claims are awaiting
lowed, 254.
proof, as the evidence field is insufficient to
bring them within the law. Of those to whom
pensions have heeD allowed during the year 12
Certificates have been issued
have died.
during the year for reimbursements of cities
advances made to pensioners as
towns
for
and
follows:

feb2G

We have a surplus stock of the
following goods which we shall

just received a large lot
line, White, Embroidered Flannels,
at a great sacrifice, and shall sell
the same at a great bargain. At
$1.00 we shall offer several pat-

CLOTHING
4

t

Owen,

I have

Salesman to travel. To the right
man. good position and permanent situation.
ALLEN & CO., No. 229 Middle St., Portland.

The following Trade Circular is respectfully presented by the undersigned Retail Houses of Portland, with a view to
show the extent and variety of articles
handled, and the names of those large
dealers who make this City the best
market and trade centre for the people
of Maine.
Parties not prepared to visit Port
land, may order goods from the following classifications with perfect reliance
that their orders will be promptly atSatisfaction guaranteed or
tended to.
money refnnded.

successor

FLANNELS!

Wanted.

O. W. ALLEN

BAILEY,

for Ladies and Gents, to Measure.
BOOTS
B. F. WHITNEY A

EMBROIDERED

A Nice Rent.
floor, with Sebago, and Soap
stone tubs set in kitoben, wood and coal room
and closet. Apply at No. 6 Horton Place, leading
from Dow St.
janl3dtf

t. O.

FRANK B. CLARK, 616-Congress St.
and Shoe., Fine Cn.torn Work,

jan5

_

PROTESTANT Woman, to do general house
work in a family of two, without children.
Apply at 146 Dahforth St. from 9 a. m. to 11 a. m.
dlw
Ian 13

thing
Come early

W. P. GOSS.

eodtf

janl3

are bound to close every

2tgp“We

The above
Inserting to match.
are all of nice fine quality, and not
the coarse, cheap stuff that the
city is flooded with.

GHABBERLIN & HOISTED.

for the first time; 49 of this number have been allowed; balance not allowed, a
majority of them received no United States

ship.

We have

cheap.

widows, 228; from mothers, 110; from fathers
25; guardians of orphan children 10; guardians
of adult persons, 12; sisters, 2. Of this number of
applications, (796) 133 are new cases making

The

HAMBURGS!

Murphy.

presented at this session of the Council. The
amount appropriated for pensions in 1881, was
$23,000; amount expended $17,715.00. The
number of applications received since January
iftfil.

of Linen Towels.

large variety

A

Report of the State Pension Agent.
Major S. J. Gallagher, State Pension Agent,
has prepared his annual report, and it will be

1

& Elm Sts.,

Congress

Cor.

Dundee,

Scotland, Advertiser, containing a full account of the reception of Mr. Francis Murphy,
formerly of Portland, and his speech in that
Mr

75 Pairs Ladies’ Serge Congress, only
50 cents; former price $1.00.
60 pairs Ladies’ Fine French Kid, broken sizes, $2 00; former price #4.50.
30 Pairs Ladies’ Kid Button slightly
damaged, only $1.; worth $2 50.
200 Pairs Ladies’ Rubbers, only 20
cents; worth 50.
120 Pairs Men’s Rubbers, only 50 cents;
worth 75
70 Pairs Childs’ red top Boots, 75 cents;
worth $1.25,
40 Pairs Men’s flHe tap sole Calf Btfots,
$2,50; worth $3.75.
30 Pairs Men’s Grain Bals. $1.25; worth

yards each, at about hair price of
of same quality.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS goods
The above
samples represent
many new aud choice styles, with

but sup-

Francis Murphy at Dundee.

a

PINE

warm

TEMPERANCE.

We have received

GOODS LESS THAN

OF

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange SI.

COPARTNERSHIP.

Before Removal we Offer the Following
SAMPLES

PORTLAND, ME.,

OF

SALE.

of chocolate. The Mexican Minister used to
say that in his own land no beverage was so
delicious. It was made of the best already
sweetened chocolate, broken and placed in a

spot to melt. When afterward put into
farina kettle boiling milk was poured upon

RETAIL TRADE

OUT

A daughter of

was

a

he held Ligh Masonic positions. He was Secretary of the Aubnrndale Watch Company,
and also Secretary and Treasurer of the An-

brought up

rough passage but sustained

CL OSIN S

F. O. BAILEY Ac CO.,

CIRCULAR.

TRADE

county.

SOMERSET COUNTT.

AUCTION SALES.

THE BUYERS* GUIDE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Charles McCrillis, of Palmyra, has threshed
8100 bushels of grain this fall in fifteen weeks
and four days.
Monday afternoon Mr. Henry Flanders, of
Cornville, had a large malignant cancer removed from his foot. After several attempts
to draw the cancer out with a plaster, in accordance with the advice of an irregular physician, he became weary of repeated failures
and concluded to submit to the knife.
The Reporter says Messrs. C. M. & A. J.
Baker, of Bingham, will make this year three
millions ok lumber drivers’ boot calks.

application

at

clearing

port yesterday afternoon at 4 o’clock, and

MISCELLANEOUS

The Democrat says S. A. Austin, at West
Peru, is getting oat considerable poplar for the
tooth-pick factory at Dixfield.

The Circassian also took out 5 cabin7 intermediate and 3 steerage passengers.
The Toronto, Capt. Gibson, of the Dominion
Line, from Liverpool the 29th arrived at this

NOTES.

in this country Mr. Henry Pettit’s new drama,
‘iTaken from Life,” a piece of “The World”
and “Mankind” stripe, which was brought'
out in London, at the Adelphi Theatre, December 81, and is reported by cable to have
met with prodigious success.

oxford

8251,927.

much

One of the most interesting of the dramatic
incidents immediately at hand is the production in New York, at Booth’s Theatre, by Miss
Mary Anaerson, of the historical drama of
“The Daughter of Roland,” announced for
Saturday night. This piece, an old favorite
on the French stage, was written bv Count de
Bournnier, and translated and adapted for
Annie E. Ford,
Miss Anderson by Miss
daughter of the eminent theatrical manager,
John T. Ford, of Baltimore.
Mr. Samuel Colville sailed for England yesHe visits
terday aboard the Cijy of Brussels.
Loudon and Paris in search of theatrical

sent

KNOX COUNTY.

The Rockland Courier is to be consolidated
with the Rockland Gazette, and will hereafter
appear under the name of the Courier-Gazette.

boxes cheese, 54 barrels potash, 12 poulty, 127
barrels
cases
1,380
canned
meat,
bushels
com;
|2,063
12,902
apples,
trc. lard, 65 hogsheads tallow, 1,162 quarters of
Cargo valued at
beef, 122 carcasses sheep.

includes Hamlet, Richard HI, Shylock, Macbeth, Richelieu, Bertuccio in Tom Taylor’s
He
“Fool’s Reverge,” and other great parts.
has played these in all the great cities of the

WEBER CLUB.

Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.

stitched 12$ cents.
janl8d3t

a

critics at the west and south.

Ocean Traffic-

Smith,
The steamship Circassian, Capt.
sailed from this port yesterday afternoon for
Liverpool with a full cargo, composed in part
of 16,325 bushels of wheat, 216 bags of wheat,
3,853 bags peas, 2,987 bushels peas, 125 sacks

oatmeal, 776 maple blocks, 188 barrels coffee,
373 boxes honey, 3,245 packages butter, 2,890

strong company. Mr. Keene is not
known among us as an exponent of Shakesforpeare; only since last season has he come
ward as a star in the legitimate drama, and
has earned great applause from the public and
claimed,

Tickets

Woodford's Corner, H. Moody.

Damaged

KEENE, THE TRAGEDIAN.
Daring next week Thomas W. Keene, the
latest addition to the stellar lights ol the
American stage, will appear in this city, in
Shakespearian drama supported by, it is

country and has generally met with gratifying
approval. In Pittsburg, Pa., he played against
who preceded him many years in
an actor
some of these parts, and left his rival empty
benches; In Chicago he played two weeks before packed audiences. This experience followed him through Cincinnati, Baltimore,
Philadelphia, and other cities on his line of
route, and he stands before the public now as
one of the few interpretators of Shakespeare’s
greatest characters now on the American
stage. Here he will play Richard III and
Macbeth, two of his strongest impersonations.

Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. O. Andrews.

NEW

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

Pl^JCSS.

and

Harness
janio

repaired,

cleaned

and oiled
«odtf

MISCELLANEOUS.

Wit and Wisdom.

PLIESS.

TKE

on

A Collection of Fables After tlie Manner
of ASsop.
[London Echo.]
Mr. Bret Harte has gone to the author whom
that popular lecturer, the Rev. Jackson Wray,
aptly describes as “Rare old JEaop,” and has

produced a new book of fables whose chief
fault is that it is so small. The letterpress aud
illustrations
(Hamilton, Paternoster-square)
only occupy fifty-four pages; but though the
volume is thin the fun is not so by any means.
We open the book at the first page and read
the following:
THE GOOD SAMARITAN.
A certain man went from Jerusalem to Jericho
and fell among thieves, who beat him and stripped
him, and left him for dead. A flood Samaritan seeing this, clapped spurs to his ass and galloped away
lest he should be sent to the House of Detention as
a witness while the robbers were released on bull.
Moral.—'The Perceiver is worse than the Thief.

It would have been impossible for any Londoner to have written a more appropriate fable
than this, even if be had been a reporter at the
Clerkenwell Police Court, in the constant hi bit of listening to the pearls of ministerial wisdom that fall from the lips of Mr. Barstow. Mr.
Bret Harte, indeed, seems to have either tke
gift of prescience or of ubiquity. When we
road the following fable we can almost suppose
that he had been accustomed to sit at the table
of the London School Board, aud listen to the
debates on the conduct of the managers of the
St. Paul’* Industrial School.
THE KIND-HEARTED SHE-ELEPHANT.

kind-hearted she-elephant, while walking
through the jungle where the spicy breezes blow
■oft o’er Ceylon’s Isle, hee ilessly s t foot up 'n a
which she c ashed t» death within a few
A

fiartiidge,

nches of the nest containing its callow brood.
•'Poor little things!” said the generous mammoth,
•‘I have b en a mother myself, and my affection
shall atone for he fatal consequences of my neglect.” bo saying, she sat down upon the orphaned

birds.
Moral.—The above teaches us what home is without a mother; also, that it is not every tenon who
should be entrusted with the care of au orphan asylum.

Swindling advertisements, especially those of
that heartless class of swindlers who prey upon
simple people who have little money and no
employment, appear to be as common in America as in England, ^hose whose necessities
make them over-confident would do well to
read the following:
THB

PHILOSOPHER

AND

THE SIMPLETON.

A simpleton, having had occasion to seat himself,
aat down on a pin; whereon he made an outcry unto
who happened to be holdJupiter. A
post in the vicinity, rebuked him,
ing up a
saying: ‘T can tell you how to avoid hurting yourse f by sitting down on pins, and wi 1, if you will set
them up.” The simpleton eagerly accepting the of-

philosopher,
hitching

petisheih. and replied, “Never sit
subsequently acquired a vast fortune
by advertising for agents, to whom he guarantied
£3 a week for light and easy employment at their

rum
which
down.” He

homes.

Moral —The wise

man

saith:

“There is

fence,” but the fool sendeth
•ample, and is taken in.
It is often possible to convey
in the

on

no

nigger

20 cents for

a great moral
leeson in such a way that “truth embodied in a
tale mi* enter in at lowly doors,” even where
“truth in closest words may fail.” Many years
ago Arthur Hugh Clough wrote:
“The wise man waits; it is the foolish haste:
And, while the scenes are in the sltdes, would play,
And, while the instruments are tuning, dance.”
How much more effectively is the lesson conveyed in Bret Harte’s fable of “The Prudent

Is it more blessed to give than to "receive
New Year's Day?—Lo#ell Courier.

Every one has a will and a mind to think
lor himself, yet many will go about hackin
and coughing until a friend recommends Dr.
•Bull’s Cough Syrup for that cough.
A Lowell firm recently sent a lot of bills
West for collection. The list came back with
the result noted against each name, one being
marked dead. Three months after the same
bill got into the new lot that was forwarded,
and when the list came back the name was
marked “still dead.”

Signal Victory.
The value of electricity as a remedial agent
has gained a signal victory over prejudice,
A

Thomas’ Eclectbic Oil stands foremost in
Testimonials from
this class of compounds.
all parts tell of the wondrous cures of rheumatism, neuralgia, turts and sores, eto., effected by its agency.
hair in a solution of tea will darken
it, says an exchange; but some folks don’t like
to have their tea darkened in that way.

neuralgia,

Sick headache, nervous headaobe,

paralysis,

dyspepsia,

sleeplessdiseases, positively cured by
Dr. Benson’s Celery and chamomile Pills.
They contain no opium, quinine, or other
harmful drug. Sold by druggists.
and brain

ness

youthful Pennsylvania granger, about to
chastised by his father, called upon his
grandfather to protect him from the middleA

be

Lydia

Compound
drooping spirits; invigorates and
the
organic functions; gives
Pinkham’s Vegetable

revives the
harmonizes
elasticity and firmness to the step, restores
the natural lustre to the eye, and plants on
the pale cheek of beauty the fresh roses of
life’s spring and early summer time.
A Louisville astronomer has noticed a singular phenomenon in the heavens in the Bhape
of "a double comet, or comets, attended with
nine smaller ones, all in a circle, closely resembling Saturn’s rings.” This phenomenon
merely strengthens Kentucky’s reputation of
manufacturing the most demoralizing whiskey
The Louisville astronomer
in this country.
evidently struck his head against every lamppost on his way home from the saloon.—Norristown Herald.
_

Josh Billings Heard From.
Newport, R. I., Aug. 11, 1880.
Dear Bitters—I am here trying to breathe
in all the salt air of the ocean, and having
been a sufferer for more than a year with a
induced to mix Hop
Bitters with the sea gale, and have found the
*
*
I have
tincture a glorious result. *
been greatly helped by the Bitters, and am not

refractory liver, I

was

afraid to say so.
Yours without

a

struggle,
Josh Billings.

THE THUDENT TIGER.
A

prudent tiger having
of

observed

a

procession

remains

a sainted Brabmlu to the
tomb, communicated the inte ligence to his wife,
who said: “My dear, we are almost out of meat,
and though the deceased, from the austerities of his
pious life, was in poor condition, I make no doubt
that among his surviving friends we may encounter
others more succulent.,r “Miserable Tigress.’ exclaimed her lord, “cannot you see that if we permit
the oeceased to be .canonised, pilgrimages will be in
• itute-l to his tomb, and the producer and consumer will be brought together in accordance with the
true principles of political economy? Bather let us
then offer a chromo for each new pilgrim.” This
prudent advice being followed, the tiger enjoyed a
free breakfast table to the end ol his Jays.
Moral Beware ot breaking the egg that hatches
the golden goose.

Some of the fables iu the book seem almost
to have been written with an eye to passing
events. Take, for instance, the following, and
read it in connection with the extraordinary
incidents of the trial of Guiteau:
THE WOLF A5D THE LAMB.
A wolf one day, drinking fr >m a running stream
observed a lamb also drinking from the same
stream, at some distance from him.
“I have yet, to learn,” said the wolf, addressing
the lamb with dignified severity, “what right you
save m

muuujf

eviutuu iww

iuo

auwu z am uiiu&*

lBg.”
"Your premises are Incorrect,” replied tlie lamb,
with bland politeness, "for if you will ake the
trouble to examine the carrent critically you will
observe that it flows from you to me, and that any
disturbance of sediment here would be, so far as you
are concerned, en’irely local.”
"Possibly you are right,” returned the wolf; “but
if 1 am not mistaken, you are the person who, two
years ago, used some influence against me at the
University
‘•impossible,” replied the lamb; “two years ago I

not born.”
added the wolf composedly, “I am
wrong again, but it must convince every intelligent
person who has listened to this conversation that I
am altogether insane, and consequently not responsible for my actions.”
With this remark he at once despatched tbe lamb,
and was triumph antly acquitted.
Moral.—This f ible teacues us how erroneous may
be tbe popular impression iu regard to the distribution of alluvium, and the formation of River Deltas.
was

“Ah, well.”

One of the chief defects of American humor
that it is so frequently leavened with a
strong dash of profani. y. From this fault Mr.
Bret Harte is comparatively free, and even a
rigid Scotch Presbyterian could hardly grudge
a laugh over the following:
is

THE SHARK

AND

THE

PATRIARCH,

During the Deluge, as a shark was conducting a
thanksgiving service for an abundant, harvest, a
prudent “atriarch looked out and addressed him
thus: "My friend, I am much struck with your

countenance; tray come into the Ark aiid
The probabilities are a falling bavy r*ins throughout the region of
the lower universe during the next forty days.”
“That is just he sort of halr-piu I am,” replied the
open

make

one of us.
rometer and be

shark, who had cut several rows of wisdom eetb;
“fetch on vour deluges.” About six weeks subsequently the Patriarch encountered him on the summit of Mount Ararat in very straightened circum
eta ,ces.
Moral,—You can’t pretty much most always tell
hew things are going to turn out sometimes.
Mr. Bret Harte, who has found a congenial
illustrator in Mr. F. S. Church, must be congratulated on bis new book; but, considering
how great is tbe dearth of honest, hearty fun,
he ought not to supply the cravings of the public in such homeopathical doses.

Nellie has a four-year-old sister Mary, who
complained to mamma that her "button shoes”
were "hurting.”
“Why, Mattie, yon’ve put
Puzzled and ready
them on the wrong feet.
to cry, she made answer, "What’ll I do, mammy? They's all the feet I’ve got.”
Avoid a galloping consumption by the timely use of Hale’s Honey of Horehound and
Tar.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.

"Summing up.”
charge, sergeant?”

is

the
Captain—“What
Sergeant—,‘This time it’s

But this man is the most
troublesome fellow in the regiment, Bir. He
goes out when he likes, and gets drunk when
he likes; in fact, he might be a horficer!”—
Punch.

drunkenness, sir.

Recherche Affair. Recherche
Affairs are sometimes Met with in Parlors and
Ball-Rooms, but more generally in the Society
is

This

a

A Recherche Affair is an Affa!r where the Society Editor is
invited to the Refreshment Table. When the
Society Editor is told his Room is Better than
his Company, the Affair is not Recherche.—
Denver Tribune Primer.

Departmental Newspapers.

of Police has a gold badge
set with diamonds. The poker and bunko men
of that town have good taste.—Detroit Free
Press.

Chicago’s Chief

am m

tne.uacK ana ssiae.

There 13 nothing more painful than these
diseases; but the pain can be removed and
the disease cured by use of Perry Davis’

Pain Killer.
This remedy Is not
pr Petroleum product

a cheap Benzine
that must he kept
away from fire or heat to avoid danger
of explosion, nor Is it an untried experiment that may do more harm than good.

Pain Killer has been In constant use
for forty years, and the universal testimony
from all parts or the world Is, It never
fails. It not only effects a permanent cure,
but It relieves pain almost instantaneously.
Being a purely vegetable remedy, It Is Bare
lu the hands of the most Inexperienced.
The record of cures by the use of Pain
Killer would fill volumes. The following
extracts from letters received show what
those who have tried It think:
Edgar Cady, Owatonna, Minn., says:

About a year since my wife became subject
to severe suffering from rheumatism. Our
resort was to the Pad Killeb, which speedily
relieved her.

Charles Powell writes from the Bailors'
Home, London:
I had been afflicted three years with neuralgia

and violent spasms of the stomach. The doctors
at Westminster Hospital gave up my case in
despair. I tried your Fain Killer, and it gave
I have regained my
me immediate relief.
strength, and am now able to follow my usual

occupation.
G. H. Walworth. Saco, Me., writes:

I experienced immediate relief from pain in
the eide by the use of your Pain Killeb.
E. York says:

pairs Gent’s Double Sole, Hand Sewed, MoLeg Boots, all widths, only $7.00. Gent’s
Jersey Congress, all widths. Gent’s Jersey, Cloth
Com
ress, all sizes and widths. Gent’s Cloth
Top,
Top, in Lace and Congress. Hand Sewed, only $6.00.
Gent's Grain, Balmoral, B, C, D, and £. Gent’s
Calf Balmorals, all widths, sizes and half sizes.
Gent’s Pine Styled Goods a specialty. Please call
and examine. Ho trouble to show goods.

I have used your Pain Killeb for rheumatism,
and have received great benefit

S00

rocco

«

ftENTT.TCMlilN’S
Fine

and Medium Goods, in nil the Leading Sty les

Cloth Top, Button, Now and Stylish, all widths
and sizes. Ladies’ Fine New York Boots, 50 cents
per pair less than elsewhere.

CHILDREN’S JND HISSES’
gohool Boots, good, solid, durable goods, and the

money each and every time. -No
Shoddy Goods at Any Price. “Our Motto,” Good,
Durable, Stylish Goods, at prices that defy compaworth of your

nion.

Barton Seaman says:

Have ueed Pain Killeb for thirty years,
and have found it a never failing remedy for
rheumatism and lameness.

Mr. Burdltt writes:
It never faile togive relief in cases of rheumatism.
Phil. Gilbert, Somerset, Pa., writes:
Prom actual use, I know your Pain Killeb
is the beat medicine I can get.
All druggists keep Pain Killer. Its price
Is so low that It Is within the reach of all,
and It will save many times Its cost In doctors’
bills. 2fic.. 50c. and 91.00 a bottle.

PERRY DAVIS A SON, Proprietors,
Providence. R. I.
eodiwly

HOLIDAY^

MUSIC.

$37“Send the price mentioned below, and receive
by return mail one of these splendid new Music
Books for Holiday Presents'.—

Norway Music Album,

$2.50 Plain; $3 Cloth; $4 Gilt.

WANTED!
Your Diffl-nlt feet, Your

Corns, Bunions,

and In

growing Nalls perfectly fitted,

BOYD'S
*’

Oil

"

••

Goat,

Button.
Side Lace.

.Fr Kia.
•.Cloth Top.
Widths, AA, A, B, C,and D.

Sizes, 2Va to 10.

Sizes,

0 to

58 Song*.

11.

ORDER
Your Boots by Mail. Postage prepaid. Boots
any address in the U. S.

9tn% to

Elegant.

PRICE

Gems of English Song.
Tbe

-of-

best and newest.

Gems of Strauss.

Each BOOk

Franz’s Album of

®3 Fine cut,

Brightest

mnsic.

German Songs

Song.

$2.50 Cloth.

I

Creme de la Creme,
2

Vols.

Standard Piano Music.

Charming Nursery and Kindergarten
Songs.

PIANO SCORES, containing all the airs of
OLITKTTE.
MASCOT.
PATIENCE.

60 cents.
60 cents.
50

cents.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
tn tb sat

dec] 3

&wtf

GKATBFII I.—COMFORTING.

BROWN,

THE SHOE

DEALER.

SION OF THE GOLD BOOT.

At 421 CONGRESS STREET.
dee31

eodtf

DODD’S

newspaper Advertising Agency,
IMl WASHINGTON »T„
RONTON
Advertisements received for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the Lowest
Oontraci Prices. Any information cheeriully given
and estimates promptly furnished,
in. of tb» Puns. «» t for Inspection at any time
■Mantes furnished.
Send for Circular.
A List of 100 eholee newspapers.

angles.

Sum to be assessed
Area assessed. 246,256 sq.
Kate per 100 sq. ft., $0.56
Area
Names

$1,370.35

Rate

Amount

2375 $0.66 647-1000 $13 22

Walter Corey.
Julia Greelv, Trustee
Sarah J. Stincbfield..
Portland Sav’gs Bank
Samuel Pattersoif....
Rutus Tibbetts.

12 12
14 01
20 03
30 09
20 69
21 21
21 77

2178

2518
3600

5407
3717

••

3811
3913

•*

Anna S. Tiffany Vi
Ellen S Selfridge V,

27
27
24 04
22
23

4002
4183
4320

SylvannsDMerrill Vs

24 69
43 49
88 27
67 56
17 19
19 66
60 21
29 60

John Bond Vi. 4437
J. B. Brown, Est. 7815
H. Hnnt, Est.15863
10343

Stephen Houston.... 3089
Matthew Barns. 3633
Elias Banks.10820
TT Meade. 5320
Juliet H Jordan. 7i29
3707
Alvin Deering
Henry B Smith. 3668
L Eugene Weymouth, 7672
City of Portland......43800
Libby & Dimmock... 4129
3990
Wm 8 Dim mock

20 63
20 41
42 14
243 73
22 98
22 20
11 10
1110
20 10
18 19

....

1995
1995
3613

3269
2023
2030

1126

Samuel Richards.... 2030
Willard E Batchelder 2700
Wm. J. Dav. 3776

1130
16 02

11 30

4731

21 01
18 26
40 67
22 65
2017
19 86
26 33

oouu

*o

3600
W Libby. 3600
Thomas B. Reed. 8600
Sarah SD Howe. 3600
3600
Walter Corev

19 48
19 48
19 46
19 48
19 48

3282

James H. Barton—

7308
4070
Moody F Walker
Curtis A Parsons.... 3626
3570
P
Edward Chase.
••

....

...

«
....
....

Mary

.......

Danforth, “K,” Vaughan nud Orchard
Mtreett Newer.

The first section of 41L feet is 12 in. glazed pipe.
2d section of 640 feet is 16 in. glazed pipe, 3d secthen 225 feet
tion of 255 feet is 18 in. glazed
of brick 24 in. in diameter and lo feet wooden box
24x24 in ; laid 9 feet deep at point of
9
feet at southerly end of curve. 9 feet 135 feet southend
of
14
from
feet
at
brow
curve,
of
southerly
erly
hill, 5 feet on hillside and 6 feet nntier R. R. tracks.
Again beginning at a point in centre of Orchard
St. 47 feet westerly from west line of Fletcher St.,
thence through centre of Orchard St. 428.5 feet to
ast line of Vaughan St., thence on a curve to left 36.5
feet to a point in Vaugnan St. 26 feet westerly from
east line'of Vaughan St., thence through Vaughan
St. 201.5 feet to a point on north line of Danforth
St,, this point being 23 feet westerly from northeasterty corner of Danforth and Vaughan Sts.,
thence with a slight angle to left 61.6 feet to Danforth and “K” Sts. sewer. Total length 718.0 feet.
The first section of 116 feet is 10 in. cement pipe,
ihen 323 feet 12 in. eminent pipe, then 273 teet 15
in. cement pipe and the remaining 6 feet is 18 in.
glazed pipe; laid 9 feet deep at point of beginning,
9 feet at a point 228 feet from point of beginning,
8.6 feet 247 feet from point of beginning, 8 feet at
north line of Danforth St. and 9 feet at terminus.
Total length of Danforth, “K,” Vaughan and Orchard bts. sewer 2164 feet.
Cost of Sewer.§2966.06
988.69
City’s proportion.
Sum to be assessed.$1977.37

pipe,

beginning.

Area assessed, 370,712 sq. ft.
34-100.
ft.,

Amount

rea_Rate

Edward Fox.36612 $0.63 34-100 $195 29
410 69

Theophilus C.Hersey.76995
Theophilus C Hersey

and als.10815
Th iophilus C HerBey
and als. ....10815
Theophilus C Hersey

57 69
57 69

and als.10017

Henry Bullard.10332

63 43
55 10
13 33

J B Brown, Est.
Theophilus C Hersey..12350
2690
Cyrus S King

31 98
65 87
13 82

Memory. oton
Emeline 0 Kumery... 15564
Edward A Noyes. 16263
7664
Harrison B Brown
Jonathan H Fletcher.16397
Davis W Coolidge_20850
Theophilus C Hersey
and als. 6000

44

uo

83
86
40
87
111

88
46
21

2500
6995

..

EPPS’S

COCOA

HRE AKFAST.

thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion aud
nutrition, and b» a careful application of the fine
prooerties of well selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored
beverage which may save us many heavy doctor’s
hills. It is by tbe judicious use of such articles of
diet that a c msti ution may be gradually built up
nnti strong enongh to resist every tendency to
“By

o

disease.

Hundreds of subtle maladies

are

floating

around os ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keepblood and a
ing ourselves well fortified with pure
properly nourished frame.”— Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in
tins only (%-fo and lb), labeled.
JAMES EPPS ACO., HoUKroptUbic
Chemists, London, England.
Tu,S&wlyr49
nov29

G. N. FRESHMAN A BROS.

Adrertising Agents,
UM W.

02

75

32 00

6000

32 00

Theophilus C Hersey
and als.,. 5000
Theophilus C Hersey

26 67

and als.

als.10200

and

F0CBTH;ST.) CINCINNATI,

..,.$136.81

als..10479

55 90

Theophilus C Hersey

als.10510
Theophilus C Hersey
and als.10020
Theophilus C Hersey
and als...4718
Theophilus C Hersey
and als. 4810
Theophilus C Hersey
and

56 06

Sum to be assessed.
Area assessed, 17029 *q. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft. $0.53 66-100.
Rate
Area
Names

$91.21

••

Amount
J. D. & F. Fessenden. .4760 $0.53 56-100 $25 44
28 49
Mary A. P. Tucker..,.5320
10 60
Harriet Z. Talbot.1959
26 78
Henry Deering & als. .5000

Washington

Sewer, Northerly to

Street

Fox Street.
centre of Washington
Beginning at a point infrom
south line of Fox
street 85.5 feet southerly
street produced; thence northerly through centre
of Washington street 73 feet to a point; thence
with a curve to left 47 feet to west liue of Washington street, where it enters Fox street sewer.
Total leng .h 120 feet.
Sewer is of 10 in. cement pipe, laid 7.2 ft. deep at
point of beginning, 8.7 ft. at point of curve and 9ft.
at terminus.
Cost of sewer...$38.56

City’s proportion. 29.52^

Sum to be assessed...$59.04

Area assessed, 18,944 square feet.
Rate per 100 square feet, $0.31 165-1000.
RATE.
AMOt/JfT.
ARIA.
XAMES.

Thomas Towle.7.3718
Daniel Strong Heirs. .7976
John

$0 31165 1000 $11 69
24 86
22 69

Dunphy.7250

Built Under Appropriation for Health.
Sewer from passage rear of Newbury street. Beginning in a passage way from Hampshire street
between Newbury and Middle streets, in rear of

thence running six feet to
a trapped cesspool in the corner of the lot owned
by C. v|. Plummer; thence southerly across land of
said Plummer 5 feet and of John Walsh 100 feet
land of heirs of A.

Cook;

through Middle street to sewer in said street, entering the same on the westerly side Hue of said
Walsh’s land produced. Total length 147.5 feet.

Sewer Is of 10 in. cement pipe laid 4 feet deep at
point of beginning and 9.5 feet at old sewer.
Cjst of sewer..... $164.27

51.42
Sum to be assessed ......•.$102.85
Area assessed, 19025 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft., $0.54 06-100.
Rate.
Amount.
Names.

City’s proportion.

_Area.
Portland

of

right of way..4778 $0.54 06-100 $25,083
11.64

M. E. McDuftee.2135
A. Cook heirs Vt t
2250

12 17

J.W.RileyVa
M. A. Cushing.2244
D. Pettengill .3809
E.

12.18
20.59

20.69

W. Johnson.3809

WM. A. GOODWIN,
City Civil Engineer.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Board of Mayor and Aldermen, \
January 3d, 1882. j
That the assessments contained in
the foregoing report of the City Civil Engineer
be made ui>on the lots adjacent to the sewers therein described towards defrayiug the expense of const meting and completing the same, and that tbe
City Clerk give legal notice of such assessments returnable at tbe Aldermen’s room in the City building on tbe 6th day of February next, A. D. 1882,
at 7Ya o’clock P. M., an
certify the same to the
City Treasurer for collection, and it is hereby determined that the lots assessed as aforesaid are
benefited by such sewers, in pioportion to the rate
of such asses-ments, and that Slid assessments do
not exceed such benefits, nor do they exceed in the
whole two-:birds of the cost of said sewers, and
we deem them just and reasonable.
In

ORDERED

Read and passed.
Attest:
A true copy.
Attest:

H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Clerk’s Office, \
January 4, 1882. j

that

is

will be

a

at
on

a

FOR

PRESSES and DIES
at

SALE.

low prices, suitable for Corn

Apply

at

Portland Packing Co.’s Office,
FOR

SALE.

duce store.
STOCK
Market St.

a

wholesale Fruit and Pro
Enquire at No. 12

Low rent.

jan7dlw»

~

NAMES.

AREA.

RATE.

Logue.

FOR SALE.

Prices

Suit

to

the

Times.

anl Newbary Sts. Sewer from
Federal to Pearl Bt««
Beginning at a point in centre of Market 81. Si
feet easterly from east line of Federal St., theneo
southeasterly throngh center of Market St. 120.6
feet to line of Newbury St., tbenee on a curve to
left 42 feet to line of Market St., thence nertheaeterly through centre of Newbury 8t. 223.6 feet to
a line of Pearl St., thence with a curve to right
31 feet to sewer in Pearl St. Total length, 417
fe«t.
Sewer is of 12 in. glazed pipe, laid 9.0 feetdeep at

LOST AND

John C Schwartz.....11027 $1.60 14-100 $176 69

Drown. 193$
Joseph H. Sawyer.... 3476
Oliver Y. Deake, Hrs. 3312
Joseph Drown. 3697
Portland Savings Bank
including $22 03 due
former
assess
on
..6159
ment
Joseph Drown... 6880
Susan H Smith. .1818
John E Donnell Va

•Joseph

Daniel F Emery V2-.. 5985

3104
65 66
53 04
57 60

120 66
110 18
2911

7th insfc.

street

on

near

a

gray blanketing.

was seen to

and ride down High str-et. He will be suitably rewarded by leaving same at stables 697 Congress street. FERNALI) & SAWYER. janQdlw

*arae

WANTED.
situation with

young man,
hardware
BY house,
grocery
Press Office.
dress H.
a

or

D.,

Rosamond 0. Caldwell 3225 $0.61640-1000 $19 85

22 15
22 26
21 29
21 91
21 72

21 66
21
22
21
43
10
21
21
21

66
01

Cooperage stock
BARRELS
E. S. HAMLEN. 140 Com’l St. St 210 Fore
and

a

wholesale

preferred. Adjan7 dlw*

sell

Salesman Wanted.
Groceries and Flour, on Grand Trunk,

TO from Bethel to Island Pond.
UbUcU H»UO

piClCiiCU,

auvucoo

One with
kuu,

estah-

a .............

dec20dtl

.REAL

ESTATE.
''-■■■---—.jZ-=—

11

For Sale in Yarmouth.
propertv at the Lower Village,
consisting of Saw Shingle and Planing Mill
2 dwelling houses, large bay barn, and building occupied as a carriage paint shop. Lumber and W< od
Yard with shed stocked with a variety of lumber,
and 4% acres of land on which the above buildings
are situated. Horses, Carts, Ac., Ac. now used in
the business, will be sold with the above property.
Buildings in good repair. Owing to ill health of the
owner the property must he sold. A bargain is afforded. Apply at once to JOHN L. CRAiGE, YarJanlldlw
mouth, Me.

ADESIRAB1JE

BOILER
St
Stationery and Room Papers.
BOOKS,
BALLEY & NOYES, 68,70 St 72 Exohange St
Stationery A- Room Papers.
BOOKS,
LORING, SHORT & HARMON, 208 Middle St
Blank Rook, and Stationery,
BOOKS,
DRESSER. McLELLAN ft CO, 47 Exohange
Town Good, and N, S. Supplies
BOOKS,
HOYT. FOGG & DONHAM, 193 Middle st.
Paint, IV'liittmiHh, Ac.
D. WHITE & SONS, 127 Middle St
HRUSK MFRS.,

08
42

3-J80
8529

^

i»b■

b inuou

JL>

v.v uiiruhhh. c%:c*«

isic.c*

TRUK BROTHERS, 190 Fore St.
Mahers.

Fine Furniture.
DEANE BROS. A SANBORN, 183 Middle St.
CABINET

STARPETINGS and Paper Hangings.
V7 MARRETT, BAILEY & CO.. 190 A 192 Middle
A Sleigh Mfrs. A Dealers.
MARTIN. PENNELL A CC., Elm A Cumberland
and Sleigh Mfrs. A' Dealers
ZfcNAS THOMPSON. JR., 34 to 38 Union St
and Saddlery Hardware,
JAMES BAILEY A CO.. 204 Middle 3

CARRIAGE

CARRIAGE

auu

u.uv

■■ wi

Uii

p.

II

<_>. -r

viin,

a.

North Berand 3.30 p. m. (See note.) For
wick, Salmon Falls, Great Fall«, Dover,
Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell,
at 3.45 a. m., 1.10 and 3.30 p. m. For New
For
Market, at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m.
Rochester, and Farmington, N. 31., at 8.46
For Alton Ray,
1.10 and 3.30 p. m.
a. ra.
at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. For Manchester
and Concord, N. II., (via Lawrence.) at 8.45
a tn.;
(via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p. m.
Moaning Train will leave Kennebouk for
Portlan*! at 7.25.
ggf“NOTE—The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland. will not stop at Scarborough Beach, Pine
Point, Old Orchard Beach. Kennebouk or Wells,
except to take passengers for Boston.
Parlor €<*rs on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
a. m. 12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8.45 a. m. and
1.10 p. m.
Parlor Car Heat* secured in advance at
Depot Tickef Office.
jyp-Tha 1.10 p. m. train from Portland connect!
with Wound Line Steamers for New York
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m.
train connects with all Rail Lines for New
York and the South and West.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Portland for
Boston and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
Boston
for Portland at 6.00 p. m.
m.

Train* leave Portland.
At 3 a. m. Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
A special
at 6.30a. m.
Sleeping Car will be
ready tor occupancy in Portland station, »i 0.00
train for Boston,
is
to
this
attached
p m. and
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill 11
p. m.
At 8 45

a. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Ke'-nebunk Wells, North and South
Berwick, (Jonway .Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
kockport,
Newburyport, Salnm, Gloucester,
Lynn, Chelsea apd Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 1.10 p m. for Cape Elizabeth, >carboro, Saco,
Bi deford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem. Gloucester, Rock port, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p m. connecting with
Bound and Rail Lines for all Southern ana Western points.
Trains leave fronton.
At 8.110 a. in. and arrive in Portland at 12 30 p.
m. At 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. ra. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive m Portland

at 11.00 p. m.
Tulltuan

On trains leaving Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00p.ra. and traiiis leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
in. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. ana
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through tickets to all points West and
Mouth may be had of J, M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Scats
Pullman Car Tickets (or
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Office.

erd

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and T »c*et Agent
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.
W
dec5

STEAMERS.

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.

on

-atahM*

on

£i

JOHN F.

m.

..

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,
From

Halifax, 8.15

m., 2.45

a.

John, 8.15

a. m., 9.00 p. m.;
St. Stephen, 9.45 a.

p.

m.;

Honlton,

St*
9.00

ttucksport,
m.;
5.30 a. m.. 6. p. m.; Bangor, 7.16 a. m., f7.45
p,m.; Dexter, 7.05 a. m..4.40 p. m.; Belfast,
б. 36 a. m., 2.50 p. m.; Skov* began, 8 20 a. m.
2.40 p. m.; Waterville, 9.22 a.m. 1.66, tlO.OO
p. m.; and 6.10 a. m (Mondays only) Augusta,
6.00 a.m 10.10 a. m., 2.45 p m., 110,65 p. m.;
eGardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.27 a. m„ 3.07 p. m.,
111.14 p. m Bath, 6.o5 a. m., 11.15 a. m., 4.10
p. m., Brunswick, 7.25 a. in., 11.48 a. m.,
4.35 p. m., 112.35 a. m., (night.)
Kockland,
8.20 a. m., 1.35 p. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m.,
11;28 a. m., 4.15 p. m. Phillips, 6.40 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 a. m.: Winthrop 10.25
as
follows: The
a. m. being due in Portland
morning trains from Augusta and Bath,
The day trains
8.35 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40.
from Bangor, and all intermediate stations and
1.05 p.
1.00
and
connecting roads at
trains from
The afternoon
in.
Waterville,
and
Lewiston
at 6.40
Rockland
Augu3ta, Bath,
p. ni. The Night Pullman Kxpross tr?in at 1.50
а.

uoguB

Dry and Pickled, Dealers in Still.

DANA A CO., 124 Commercial St
FISH,
Dry, Pickled and Sutokcd.
A CO. GOommercial Wuaf
GEO.TUEFETHEN
FISH,

FLOUR,
FURNITURE
Manfrs. Flue A Common
WALTER COREY A Co., 23 Free S
tlfURNITURF
IRON, Gutters A Cornices.
W. H. SCOTT. Mira., 29, 81 A 33 Uulau Si
GALVANIZED
Flour and Provisions.
W. A C. R. MiUikcu 107 A 109 Commercial St.
GROCERIES,
Flour and Provisious.
COUSENS A TOMLINSON, 217 A 219 Com’
GROCERS.
Spico Grinders A Coliee Roasters
GROCERS,
TWITCHELL, CHAMPLIN A CO., 175 Com’

"""*

Knageley Lake, Rtonmouth, Wiuthrop,
lifadfleld. West Waterville and North
Anson, 12.45 p. m.,
Farmington via
Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.

HAND, 96 Crons SI

VAIOITI aad Groceries,
f WILLIAMS, PULSIFER & CO.. 59 Com’l St
Groceries and Provisions.
E. C. HF.USEY & CO.. 93 £ 95 Com'l st.
of Every
Description.
PORTLAND FURNITURE CO., 4U Exchange

?

a. m.

_

m.:

a. m.

f Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central R. R.
only.
t Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday
morning.
Limited Tickets first and second class for
y-.John and
rates*

Halifax

on

sale

at

reduced

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.

Portland, Dec. Eth,

dec2

1881.

■_;atf

Mnchiaaporl.
leaves Maehiasport, every Man
at 4.30 o’clock, touching as above,
Morning,
day
arriving in Portland about midnight, connecting
with Pullman night train for Boston and the West.
Rockland with Sanford S. S.
at
Connects
Bangor and River
Co. steamers for Belfast,
Landings; also with steamer for Green’s Landing,
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harbvr with
steamer for Lamolne and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
with stage for Blue Hill.
Coming Weal,
ounects at Rockland Monday with Sanford S. S.
Co. from Bangor and River Landings for Portland.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Tiaket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager,
nov23-dtf
Nov. 23,1881.
and

Returning,

Baltimore, Norfolk

GROCERIES

ROCERS and Dealers in Flour.
SMITH, GAGE A CO., 92 Commercial

&

Washington

Steamship Line,
will sail
JOHN HOPKINS,
WM.

LAWRENCE,

one

of their

first-class

Bound Brook Route.
-BETWEEN-

New York, Trenton &

Philadelphia*

STATION IN NEW YORK
Most Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia & Reading: R. R.
NINTH AN© CBJEKN STREETS,
AND THIHD AND BEHKS BTh.

St

The steamers of this Line will
during the winter season
fortnightly between this port and
Liverpool. The vessels are Cly de
bui t. ful' powertil and have superior accommodation for cabin and steerage passengers. Prepaid
tickets are issued at reduced rates to those desirous
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
-njrlrc

flL

1

Ui IllOUU

IV

»run
—r

DOMINION, C-pt. Keid.2d Feb.
BROOKLYN, Capt. Lindall....16th Feb.
ONTARIO, Capt Williams.6tb Jan.
TORONTO,tCapt. Gibson .18th Jan

or

KTKJM'W

A IT©

........

..

.........

ARK'ltfl’i;

are

a

on

or

Mf’r.ofali kinds of Spruce

fdlT.BRRT flnTTT.K

A art..

P/imM. foot;

nt

Purlt.

Kiln-dried Hardwood FloorLEGltOW BEOS., 24 Prebio St
ing,
Mich. Pine A Hard Wood.
WLDBER A BACON, 220 (Jom’l St.
siemn, Gn«, a water
Piping. DANIEL WINSLOW A SON.
and Bailer Makers.
PORTLAND COMP AN Y, East r.nu, bore St
and Millinery Goods.
BIBBER, MORRILL A MoMANN, 1)2 Cross st
nnd Straw Goods, Mfrs.
G.D. HILLMAN A CO., OS and 100 Cross St.

LUMBER,

LUMBER.
Machinists,
MACHINISTS

MIU1.INEBY
MIU.1.INKRY

Petroleum, Uigonin nnd
Water White Oils. PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL CO., 104 Fore St.
Planters und Shippers.
TIMMONS A HAWES, 1II) Commercial St

OIL.—Helloed
OYSTEKi.

Oils,
PERKINS
JOHN
PAINTS,

Varnishes A Supplies.
A CO., 74 A 76 Com’l

Hangings, Books A Stationery
LORING, SHORT A HARMON, 208 Middle St

PAPER

nnd

BAILEY A

J. D. DEXTER A

[Until

480

s

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11 .on a. m.—From Fabyan’s and Bartlett.
6.BO p. m.—From Burlington and Swantcn.
d. HAMILTON Sup’t.
decodtf
Portland. Dec. 3, 1881.

Grand Trunk

ns

Railway of Canada.

Steamers!

MONDAY, OCT.
1881, trains will ran as follows:
DEPARTURE**:
For Anburu nnd Eevrihton, 7.10

ON

a.

12.36 and 6.16 p. m.
For (worhftm, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 5.15 p.
For <*orham, 4 CM p. m., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago, 1.
p. m.

ni.,
m.

30

ABRITAIiH.

From

Auburn, 8.30

nnd

LewiNton

12.30. 3.16 and 6.00 p. m.
From laorbrnn, 8.30, 9.40
p.

a.

m.,

a. m

and 12.30

m.

From Chicago,
12.30 p. m.

Montreal

FARE $1.00.

17th,

after

and

Thu *avcnte Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this iine are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
a ad inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
gar" Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S. 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to Now York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. tO¥LE,Jr., General Agent.
^

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, ft. B., Halifax, N. §.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

oor.

Prices reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.
je2
dly

Cordage, Chandlery
KELSEY.
OommereialSt
SHIP BROKERS,
and

DHIPSNITHS, Chains,

IO

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY.

Accountant and Notary Public,
GEO. C. COWMAN, Office No. 184 Middle
Street, Portland.
tfeb2G

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer.
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Mirees.

Pattern and Model Maker.
1. BA HOUR, 3*4 Cro*. Ht., Portland
Me.

J.

RYAN A

Stores.

161

Anchors,

Blocks

Pumps, Ac. G.M.StanwoodACo. 171 -3 Com’i
CASES of every

SHOW
STEAM

Description.

g

CHARLES H. BLaKE, 78 Cross St
II FATING and Plumbing.
W. H. PENNELL A CO., 17 and 19 Union St.
A Molasses Importers.
GEO. S. HUNT A Co., Agts Eagle Refinery
Blocks Gnlvnnized Boat Trimmings. T.LAUGHL1NA SON, Center St
Coffees, Spices and Grocers’ Sundries.
G. W. 81MONTON A CO.. Mfrs., 13 A 16 Union
WARE, Mfg’s. nnd Dealers.
TENNEY A LEIGHTON, 202 Fore St.
BaetAc., Mfrs. and Dealers,
G. B. BROAD A CO., 162 KxchangeKt
Dealers in Sawed Wood nnd
Kindling MOUSE A PICKETT 19 Plum

SUGAR
TACKI.E
TEAS,
TIN

TRUNKS,
WOOD.

at which the Daily

may always be found.

ALFRED.
ALTKED HOUSE—ft. H. Coding, Proprietor.
AUBURN.
ELM HOUSE, Court St.—W. 8. A A. Young, Proprietors.
AUGUSTA.

AUGUSTA HOUSE, State St.—Charles MUliken

Proprietor.

BATH.

SHANNON’S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon. Proprietor
BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BOLSTER’S HILL,.

HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Pfoprietor.
BOSTON.
PARKER HOUSE, School St.—H. D. Parker * Oo
Proprietors.
CRAWFORD HOUSE, Court St.—Stumcke * Good-

BRUNSWICK.
P. A K. DINING ROOMS-W. R. Field, Proprieto
CORNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.
DANVILLE JUNCTION,
nr.ARK’S DINING HALL, Grand Trunk Railway
Depot—M. W. Clark, Proprietor.
DEXTER.
MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE HOTEL—W. G Mor
Proprietor.
rill,
EAST BROWNFIELD.
UBEBTY HOUSE—W. H. Stickney, Proprietor.
EASTPORT.
PASSAMAQUODDY house—T. H. Bucknam,

v

Proprietor.

■II HAITI.
Mt. CUTLER HOUSE—Hiram Baston, Proprieto

tIACHIAS.
EASTER HOTEL— E. E. Stoddard, Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
AMERICAN HOUSE, Cor. of Middle and Inala St.
C. H. Wilkins, Proprietor.
CITY HOTEL, Corner of Congress and Green St*.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Union
Sts.—O. M. Shaw & Son Proprietors.
INTERNATIONAL HOTEL, Commercial St., Cor.
India—Geo. W. March, Proprietor.
PERRY’S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.—J. G. Perry

Proprietor.

PKEBLE HOUSE, Congress St.—J. Lindsey * Son

proprietors.

U S. HOTEL, .Inaction of Congress and Federal Sts
--McDonald* New begin, Proprietors.
ROCK POJBT.

CARLTON HOUSE—J. A. Nutter, Prop.
BAYHOND VILLAGE.
CENTRAL HOUSE, Wm. H. Smith, 1 «vrietor.
SACCARAPPA
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE.—W. S. Prstt, Propriete
SKDWHKGAN.
ELM HOUSE—Robert W. Haines, Proprietor
TURNER HOUSE,—W. G. Heeelton, Proprieto
PHILLIPS.
ELMWOOD HOUSE—T. L. Page, Proprietor.
mw v oilf/k nnnn

AMERICAN HOUSE—A. I. Saunders, Prop.
HOCI.TON.
SNELL HOUSE tD. O. Floyd, Proprietor.
LEWISTON.
Dr WITT HOUSE—Qninby & Mnrcb, Proprietor
NOBRIDGEWO€K.
DANFORTH BOOST—D. Danfortb, Proprietor.
NORTH

^
^

ANSON.

SOMEES HOUSE, Brown b Hilton, Proprietor

Brier Extracts from Testimonials
-FOR—

MANN’S

REACTIONARY HEALTH -LIFT
from

prominent Professional Men,

Oliver Weadell Holmes, TO. 1L,
Harvard University.
It famishes a concentrated form nf exercise which
I have found salutary, agreeable and exhi arating.
The particular apparatus you nse, The Reactionary
Lifter,” is a most ingenious, convenient, compact,
and serviceable arrangement.
AdrianJ. Ebell, M. D.,
Berlin.
It is the best means of physiological exercise of
It merits
the entire system I have ever met with.
Clayton Keith, HI. D.,
St. Louis.
It hardens the muscles, steadies the nerves, and
tones up the whole physical system, thus enabling
it to resist disease.
R. C, Moffat, M. D.j

Brooklyn.
It is the most perfect compendium of exercise imaginable. It is particularly adapted to ladies suff-

ering

from uterine and kindred weaknesses.

I

am

Horatio Gmcz, M. !».,
New York.
fully satisfied with yonr machine

aw,

Denver,

Han

and all

Francisco,

points

in the

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEF?: HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER aptrintendont,
oet!7dtf

IMPORTED

WINES &
of

LIQUORS

all kinds, in Ike

ORIGINAL

PACKAGFS,

—FOB SAL*

BY—

R. STANLEY & SON,

Importers,

193 FORE ST., PORTLAND ME.

t

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
TWO

TRIPS

PER

WEEK.

ON AND AFTER MOND XV, NOV. !*8th, Steamof
thi. Line will
er.
I Leave Railroad Wharf,
of
Stato
foot
every
street,
Monday,
for Eastport and
at 6 p. in.,
and Thursday,
St. John, with connections for Calais, Kobbinston,
St. Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Grand Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Piotou, Shediao, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Charlottetown, Port Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswiok and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any in^"Freight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
ForCirotUais, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
Slate Rooms and farther information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St., T. C. HERnovlMtltf
SEY, President, and Manager

aim

.»

its ef

fects.

Lavraon A, Long, M. D.,

Buffalo.
astonished at the wonderful potency of cumnlative exercise in reaobiug and relieving chronic
infirmities or long standing. It has been u new revelation to me and other medical friends.
David Wooster, M. D.,
San Francisco.
I donot hesitate to unqualifiedly commend the
Reactionary Lifter to all pe sons suffering fro n dyspeptic or rheumatic affections, and to every person
of sedentary employments.
C. Peckbam Eiuh, M. D.,
New York.
It Is almost indispensable for the maintenacc of
health: it develops the entire muscular structure
and inmarts tone and vitality to the whole organism
Robert Hamilton, 91. f> ,
1

was

Saratoga Springs.
It is entirely satisfactory to me, and possesses all
the merits claimed for it.
Caroline B.Winslow, 91. D.,
Washington, D. C.
With three months* use of the Reactionary Lifter,
Its effect
I am a physically regenerated woman.
has been magical. 1 esteem it a blessing which can
not be over-estimated.
Wm. W TIorland 91. D.,
Boston Mass.
Every one who gives tho Reactionary Lifte.- a
fair trial becomes fascinated with it.

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS
V

201 MIDDLE STREET.
dtf

novb

CHAISGEOF TIME.
and

uehec,
PICKI.ES,
BERRY,
POHK,
PASSENGER OFFICES
and
(gald ffidniei, PORK
<Jfcok, Ji>b
74 EXCHANGE STREET
No. 37 Plum Street.
-ANDPRODUCE,
GOODS—Hall Rubber Co.
DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.
Middle A Union sts.
Portland Branch,
KlIBBER
JOST & MORTON,
Importers A Dealers.
Tickets Sold at Rednced Rates !
A PUR ISH, Head of Union Wharf
EMERY
SAI.T.
FRESCO PAINTERS.
To Cannda, Detroit, Chicago, Millwanlife
BROKERS, Stores A Chandlery.
Cincinnati, 8t. Loni», Omaha. Sagin1£ market Sqcnn Portland.
SHIPJ. S. WINSLOW A CO., 3 A 4 Centra! Wh»
8f. Paul, Salt Labe City,

STEPHEN

Tickets and State Rooms can he obtained at 32
Exenange Street. From Deo. 1 to May 1, no pasdec fid*'
senger. will be taken by this line.

tions.

190 A 192 Middle

Vinegar. Cider, Ketchup At
E. D. PETTENG1LL A Co. Mfrs., 8 A 10 Market
CARD, Hams, Sausages. Ac
THOMPSON, FOWLER A CO., 80Portland St.
PACKERS.
TRUE A LEIGHTON, 13 A 16 Silver St
Wholesale and Commission.
THOMPSON A HALL, 163 Commeieial St.

run

S.25 a. m.—For all stations, through to DarMontreal and Ogdcnylington, Swanfon,
*
burg.
‘1.45 p. m.—For Fabyan’s and intermediate sta-

Carpetings,

CO.,
MARKET!',
i PAPER-HANGINGS
Materials.
Photographic GO., Congress

Embracingthe leading Hotels

U*IV»^VV4.

a

UMBER.

DIRECTORY.

success.

DOMINION UNE.

Cutlery and Farm Tools
Double Track, Stone Balias
HARDWARE,
SMITH, TIBBETTS A CO., 131 Middle St
Express Trains, tickets
BATES OF PASSAGE.
Agenta for Oriental Powder Mills'
He
(loanbuy
(at any railroad
$50.00 Gold.
Cab'ii.....
N. M. PERKINS A CO., No. 2 Free St. Bl’k
Hardware.
boat oifloa In Netr England) .is
Cabin return...$90.00 Gold.
mui supplies, Agts. wmiama
For passage, &c.. apply to DAVID TORRANCE
BROOK
ROUTK.
BOUND
KING A DEXTER, 269 Middle St
& CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight OffiHardware,
Belting.
decSdtmayl
ces, foot of India street.
Caps, Furs, Robes and Gloves.
ISYiiON UREENOUGH A CO., 231 Middle St
HATS,
FARE,
Steel, Heavy Hardware Ac.
Maine Steamship Company.
A. E. STEVENS A CO.. 146 A 150 Commercial
IRON,
811(1 rMadolpnu
{*4;«S
Hardware
Ac.
Carriage
Serai-Wesfcly Line to New York,
COREY A CO- 125 A 127 Commercial St
IRON,E. Steel,
Skip Knees and Skip Hit-1<I
*219 Washington Street, Boston. Steamers Eleanors and Franconia
1 S
LUMBER,
ins. W. H. S1M0NTON, 314 Com
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
H. P. BALDWIN,
Southern Pine Timber, Plank and
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY .at «
Gen. Pae*. Agent 0. R. R. ot N. J.
mhSGdtf
Beams.
J. W. I (BERING, 210 Commercial
LUMBER.
f, M., and leave Pier 37, East River, New York,
all ki nds. Black Walnut
ape
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P, M.
fitted up with fine accommoda&
194
Com
LA
SUABLE
These steamers
W.
LUMBER,
SON,
ciaity. S.
very convenient
tions for passengers, making this
At
Lund
Plnstci
nud
Cal.
Cement,
for travelers between New
route
and comfortable
Hair. C. A. B. MORSE A CO., 5 Com’l Wbf
LIME,
months these
York and Maine. During tlje
CHANGE OF TIHE.
their pasSpruce, Pine and Short.
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven
RUMER Y, B1RN1E A CO.. 332 Commercial St
LUMBER,
On and after Monday, December 5lfa, 1881,
sage to and from New York. Passage, including
destined
floods
meals
extra
“Manufr’s.’
beyond
of III Kinds,
State Room, SB;
New York forwarded to destination at
Portland
EDWIN CLEMENT ACC., 272 Commercial St
further notice passenger trains
LUMBER
onch. For further information apply to
as follows:
will
Eastern, Westerndk Southern
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
S. H. A A. R. DOTEN. 256 to 264 Fore St
LUMBER,
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38. E. R. New York.
LEAVING PORTLAND

T

HOTEL

steamships
WM. CRANE,
D. H. MILLER,
BERKSHIRE.

ALLEGH AN •• Y.
every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
at 3 o’clock, P. M., from Central Wharf, Boaton,
direct to Norfolk and Baltimore.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to all parts of
CAROLINAS,
TENNESSEE,
VIRGINIA,
ALABAMA,
FLORIDA,
GEORGIA,
and ARKANSAS,
LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI,
By Va., Tenn A «n. Air Line. Bills of Lading given by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Washington st.
By Atlantic Coast Line and Ncaboard A*r
1 sine. Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,
Aaent, No. 22$ Washington st.
By Inland & Seaboard I’oasting Co and
M. Co to Washington, D. C., and
Potomac
Alexandria. Bills of lading given at the wharf,
TICKET!* to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Throntsb T icketa to all parts of the South and
Southwest, for sale at the Wharf, and 240 and
306 Washington St. Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
$9 00 first class; $7.00-second class, including meals
and berths.
»41TIPf*ON, Gen. Agent, 53 Central
nov2-atf
Wharf, Bo»fon.

BOOERNi

chas. McLaughlin a co,. coatrai st.
ROCERS,
T SAWYER, FOSS ADEERING.l Centra IVhri
and Provisions.
CON ANT A RAND, 163 Commercial St

fsh«

Proprietors.

run as

_

'and water L1uh3.
Through Rate4 named and Bills of Lading 'iver
from any point in New England to PhiladelphJ «
For rates of Freight, and ether information, arply
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
108 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
Ac
General Managers,
PCe.,
Was.
Clyde
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave.. Philadelphia.

win, Proprietors.

or

3-incoln It. IS., 7.00 a. m., 12.55 p.
m.:
Auburn and Lewiston, 12.45 p. m.,
5,0.5 p. m. Lewiston via Hrnnswick 7.00
a. m., tll.15 p. m.;
Farmington, Phillips,

COLONY KAIL.
ROAD.
TO
THE
SOUTH,
BOSTON
Heni-Weeblt
Time* Lew
ine, Qnicb
Kate., Freqoenf Departure*.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FAIJ.
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Mteamera. nailing ewery WeDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia
direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Char leaN.
©., Wanhingten, D. ©., CJeerneten,
and all Bai
town, D. €., Alexandria, Vn.,
OLD

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. Rio# & Son.

or

3r

BOSTON

connection with

Press

or

Hallowell, Gardiner, Richmond. n»d BruDMwick 7.00 a. m., 12.55 p.
5.16 p. m., tll.15 p m.; Bath 7.00 a. m.
m., cc
c ic..
n_I. ■_a
-» mr_

For freight or passage ates and the fullest infer
mat ion, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
©. L. BARTLFTT At CO.,
115 Slate Street, co>. Ilroad Sb, Beaton.
or to W. IX UTILS A 00.,
81 Exchange 8t„ Portland.
Jo38d*J

Parlor Cars.

a. m.

Augusta,

only

Panama

.Jan. 30 | S. S. City of Para, Jan. 20

FROM

m.

JTROCKERY, Glass and Plated Ware.
V, HAYES A DOUGLASS, 242 Middle St.
PIPE, Garden Border, Emery
Wheels, Ao.
J. W. SXOCKWELL.
Windows, Rlinds and Fixtures
LEG ROW BROS., 24 Preble S

Jan. 10.
S. ». Colon,...

in

oor.

over

as below.
S. S. Acapulco, for Isthmus of

Fnglaud

on

in

CHINA,

Zealand and
New
Australia.
The new an
splendid steamer* sail from New
Fork on the 10th, 2«tJ» and 30th of each mouth
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
Iulanda,

Maadwicb

STEAMSHIP LINES

CARRIAGE
Leaves eacli Port Every Wednesday and
Saturday.
Meals, Fish and Vegetables.
Boston A Maine road connect with all
Trains
PORTLAND PACKING CO., 221 Commercif!
CANNED
steamers roning between Portland and Bangor,
Manufacturer and Importer
Wharfage.
Mt.
St.
Desert, Maehias, Eastport, Calais,
Rockland,
From Lena Wharf, Boston, 8 p.
ERNESTO PONCE,
CIGARS.
Exchange and Middle John and Halifax. Also conneet with Grand Trunk
From Pine Street Wharf,
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine* Central
Tobaccos, Canned Good*, Ac
Philadelphia, at 10
and Portland & Qgton&Tirg trains at Transfer StaG. W. SIM ON TON A CO., 13 and 16 Union St
CIGARS,
one-half the rate of
Insurance
tion.
and
Furnishing Goods
_'sailing vessel.
All trams stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshJ. T. LEWIS A CO., 147 Middle St
CLOTHING
the
Penn.
West
for
the
B.B., and Sonlb
by
Rooms
at
Freight
ments. First olass Dining
Portland,
Manufacturers A Jobbers
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
by connecting iinea, forwarded free of commission.
Knnml
Dollars.
6
Trip 819,
ALLEN
A
229
Middle
and
Eight
St*
TICKETS
to
all
West
and
CLOTHINGCO.,
Passage
THROUGH
Temple
points
Meals and Room included,
South may be had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Wholesale, by Cargoor Carload.
to
apply
For
Passage
A
Maine
and
Freight
Boston
at
Union
Depot,
Agent,
RANDALL A MCALLISTER; 60 Commercial St
COAL,
S. B. HAMPTON, Agent,
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
Ton.
by the Cargo, Carload
JAS. T. FUBBEJi, Gen. Supt,
COAL, S. ROUNDS A SON, 36 Commercial St r*. H. STEVENS, Gan- Agent, Portland.
Dealer in Special Coals.
dec2dtf
267 Commercial S
COAL,HENRY L. PAINE.
Portland, Bangor & Machias
Lehigh, White Ash and Cumberland.
COAL. WARREN A KING, 162 Commercial St MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
STEAMBOAT CO.
Wholesale
Carload
Ton.
and after Monday, Dec. 5th, Passenger
COAL. CHARLES H byO’BlilON, 236 Com’l St OnTrains
Wmtei* Arrangements.
will
follows: Leave Portland
Roasters and Spice Grinders.
for St. John, Halifax and the Provinces,
Commencing November 25th.
CTOFFEE
J
H. U NEVENS A CO., 184 A 186 Fore St
&
E.
N. A. Railway,
and all stations
ONE TRIP PER WEEK.
Spires, Cream Tartar. Ac
12.55, and tll.15 p m.; 8t. Andrews, St. SteROLLINS A KUMEEY, 184 A 186 Com. St.
COFFEES,
phen, Fredericton, Aroostook Countv,
The Steamer LEWISTON,
B. A
FECTIONAR Y. Plain A Fancy Mfr
Moosehend Lake, and all stations
MasKi
■CHARLES DEERING,
L. J. PERKINS, 489 Congress St.
CON
Pixcataqnu R R.« 111.15 p. m., (or 12.55 p.
ter, will leave Railroad Wharf,
and remain
for
noon,
Bangor
night);
m,,
STOCK Exporters.
Friday
every
I
*'■"
Portland,
Bangor, Bucksport, Dexter, Belfast and
GEO. S. HUNT A 00., Ill Commercial St
COOPERAGE
CanSkowhegnn, 18.45 p.m., 12.55 p. m.,$11.15p. eveniuts.nl 11.13o’clock,far Rockland,
China and Glass Ware.
7.00
12.45 p. m,, 12.55
sine, Riser l«le, Sedtrwiek Ho. We»« HarWatervilie,
0. E. JOSE A CO., 140 A 142 Middle St
CROCKERY,
and 6.15 p.
bor, Hur Harbor, Millbrirtge, Joneaporl
Saturdays only,
p. m., 11.15 p.

W.

59

42 44
21 42
2114

w, y.U''

St.

Maker, and Blacksmith..
QUINN & CO. Office, 35 Commercial

"

CALIFORNIA,

CLYDE'S
Philadelphia & New

summer

79
77
77

-ON-

MONDAV, DECEMBER 5th, 1881.

mere

St.

John Blake.

a. in.

95 84

Beginning at a point in center of Melbourne St. 91
feet easterly from east litt<* of North St., thence
earner y through center of Melbourne St., a distance
of 958.6 feet to line of Promenade thence with a
curve to right 76 feet, to a point 60 feet at right
angles from west line of Promenade: thence zu4
feet to a point 4 feet, northerly from the northerly
line of Quebec St. produced and 109 feet on a para lei line to Quebec St., from westerly line of Promenade; thence with an angle to lett 50 feet to Quebec
St. sewer.
Total length 1287.5 feet.
The first section of 878.5 feet is 12 in., glazed
pipe 2d section of 759 ft. 15 in., glazed pipe. 3d
section of 15t) ft. 18 in., glazed pipe; laid $.0 feet
at point of beginning, 9.0 feet at line of Promenade,
6.0 feet at southerly end of curve and 7.8 feet at
terminus.
Cost of sewer.$1378.98
457.99
Citv’u proportion
8um to be assessed. .$915.99
Area assessed, 148842 sq. ft.
Rate per 10 0 sq. ft., $0.61 641-1000
RATE. AMOUNT
AREA.
NAMES.

m..

a.m.

VEIIX-

WANTS.

BUSINESSCARDS.

3600
3612
Eliphalet Clark
3469
Geo. P. Wescott.
Erastus Boo hbay. 8562
Orlow Fullman. 3530
Harriet E. Curtis.8620
3520
3576
Edwin Dow.
3542
Eliphalet Clark.
Cbas. W. Smith. 7084
1760
Jame* R. Lowell......
3440
Abel Bowie
8425
Abbie D Kelly, est....
Wm Evans. 8480
Martha W. Davis. 6896
Horaee A. Hallet.. u..
Cath. D. Alexander... 3436

a. m

Winter Arrangement will go into effect

in.

sure la

Congress
Saturday,
ON High,
large plaid horse blanket, lined with
A boy
pick up the

Eastern Railroad.

or*.

Cljr

From North St.
Melbourne fit. Sewer.
to JKoHtcrn Promenade thence to Quebec

..

in.

Flour and Provisions.

LiOST.

City’s proportion Vs, plus $86.26
previously assessed on

Savings Bank lot. 481.74
Sum to be assessed.$707.69
Area assessed, 44192 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft. $1.60 14-100.
Kate
Area
Amount
Names

New York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
via Springfield, also with N. *. Ar N. E. R.
R, (‘‘Steamer Maryland Route”) for JPhiladeland the
him, Baltimore, Washington,
outh and with Boston A Albany R. R. for

__

FLETCHER A CO., 159 Commercial St
STREET. GROCERIES,
GREENdec23dtf
Flour and Provisions,
H. S. MELCHEK A CO., 147 Commercial St
GROCERIES,
Provisions and Flour.
W. P CHASE A CO. 167 Commercial St
GROCERS.
FOUND

Zlarkct

point or Deponing. ¥.v reel a*, a poms n.u ieit
westerly of east line of Market 8t., 10.4 feet at line
of Market St., 9.o feet at line ©f Pearl.St., and 8.7
feet at terminus.
Cost of Sewer.$1189.43

K.

ment..

BEATII

C. E. WHITHEV,

3833

23 47

piag at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.05 p. m.
For Rochester, Spring vale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco Rirer.7.30 a. m., 1.05
in,, and (mixed) at 0.30 n. m. Returning
11.24
ave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m..
a.m.. and 3 36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
and
6.45
m.
9.36
a.
p. m.
m., .1.26 p.
(mixed)
For Gorham,
Snrcaruppa* Cumberland
Woodford^,
and
Westbrook
Mills,
at 7 30 a. mM
8.05, 0.‘JO and (mixed)
*6410 p. m.
The 1.05 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer June, with Hoosac Tunnel Konte for
the West, and at Union Repot, Worcester, for

A—STEEL
St.
implement., need. 8
KENDALL
&
Market
Agricultural
WHITNEY,
Square
the West.
and Oniry ImpleClose connections made at Westbrook June
GEO. BLANCHARD A BRO. 46 Union
lion with through trains of Me. Central R. R-, and
AGRICULTURAL
at
Grand Trunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
Material., Picture. Frame.*
trains of Grand Trunk It. R.
Art Good.. CYRUS F. DAVIS, 593 Cong. St
4BTI.TN’
to all points South and West, at
tickets
Through
M’fr>„. Bc.t 0»h Tannrd.
Depot offices and at Rollins & Adams’ No. ?? ExJ. K. FuY & VO., 135 Middle St.
BELTING
Street
change
Does not stop at Woodford’s.
Oomrstic and Chicago Dreed.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Tieke*. Agent.
JOHN L. BEST & CO, 289 Comercial St,
BEEF.
r. ftupt
q«o P. wedec3dtf
Eerlilixrr* and Menl, Lime. Ac
0. W. BELKNAP & SON, 142 Commercial St
BONE
&
MAINE
RAILROAD
BOSTON
Shoe, nod Moeca.in..
BOOTH,LOUD, HASKELL & 00., 135 Middle St
WINTER- ARRANGEMENT.
and Hhoe., Leather A Finding.
BOOTH A. F. COX & SON, Manufacturers
and after Monday* Dec.
Ou
and Shoes. Leather A Finding*.
pwaeaMt&SSi 5, INN I, Passenger Trains
0. J. WALKER & CO, 153 and 155 Middle St
BOOTH
PORTLAND
rw ^wiU LEAVE
nnd Hhoe*, Manfr*. and Jobber*,
-a-“-FOB BOSTON at 8.46 a.m. 1.10
BOOTH
CHASE, KNIGHT & CO.. 62 and 64 Union St
(Express.) and 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at
Hhoe., Leather and Findings.
Returning, leave Bos
1.16, 6.10, and 8.00 p.
B. B. FARNSWORTH & CO, 133 Middle St
BOOTH,
ton at 8.30
(Express), 12.30, 3.30 p.
at
Portland
at
12.30
5.00, and 8.00
arriving
a His
Mfrs. Ladies’ & Mimes
Portland for Scarborough Beach,
p,
Fine Shoe..
BOOTH
SHAW, GODING & CO.
Pine Point,Old Orchard Beach, and Ken.
ALeather A Findings.
3.30 and 6.30 p.m. (See
ncbank,at 8.46
BOOTH B. F.Hhoe.,
WHITNEY & CO, 222 Middle St.
Note.) For Saco and Biddeford, at 8.45

CI

17 17
17 08
34 90
21 79
97
88
36
34

conren

AMU IBO. FLAWS.
JOHN J. FRYE. Mf’r., Ill Green.

SIEIGHS!

$22 21

16
33
14
45

and Manufacturer will here find

iently classified and iudexed, general
merchandise and supplies of every description, which are offered to the
Trade by firms whose facilities, experience ana enterprise have given this City
an honored position among the Wholeale Markets of the country.

br

At

OTIS HAYFORD, Supt.
dec3 dtl
Portland, Dec., 6th, 1881.

For

This circular is presented by the undersigned, Wholesale Healers and ManuThe Merchant
facturers of Portland.

FIBNT CLASS FANCY AND BUSINESS

AMOUNT

3120 $0.7117-100
Clarence Oxnard, hrs.. 2413
Clarence Oxnard, hrs.. 2400
Dominions & Abrina Garrity 4905
Wm. Gormley. 3061
T. McEwaa Co •••*.... 5386
Clarence Oxnard, hrs.. 2384
.4760
Mary A. Flannery
2017
Dennis Madigan.
Clarence Oxnard, hrs : 6370
Mathew Cook, hrs. 3297
James

PORTLAND, ME.

1

220 Commercial St.

dec IBeod 1m

R!K5?S!!!ElLewiaton.

Clinton, Ayer Jane., Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Ep-

room

SALE_

and
Canton for Portland
4.00 and 9.20 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 1.30
^
T ,f
Leave Lewiston at 1.57 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dixfleld,
Peru, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
Leave

_

For

L'ilinttUtUeiMJD.", CiUVr-H, CUHCJ

and fixtures of

Sum to be assessed,.$286 50
Area assessed, 40.113 sqr. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft., $0.7117-100.

'li^PorilBad

OF

FOR

RAXldROAR.

JAPAN,

On and after Monday, Dec. 5,
****?** I NS 1, Passenger Trains will leave
and
at 7.30 a. m.,
**""1.03 p. «n., arriving at Worcester
leave
m.
and
7730
at 2.16 p. m.
p.
Returning
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
6.46 p.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and

same

or

handed,
and Fish Packers.
SECOND

Beginning at a point in center of Everett St. 41.5
feet westerly from the west line of Winthrop St.
thence westerly through center of Everett St.. 4.60
feet '0 east line of Fremont 8t., thence with a
curve to right 29.0 feet to sewer in Fremont St.
Total length 479 feet.
Sewer is of 12 in. glazed pipe laid 9.0 feet deep at
point of beginning, 9.0 ft. at a point 116 ft. easterly
froa> east line of Fremont St, 4.2 ft. at line of
Fremont St. and 4.0 ft, at terminus.
Cost of sewer.$428 25
Citj’s proportion,......142 76

aktb

Rumford Falls & Bucfefleld PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER
__

hearing
hereby given
had by the'Municipal Officers of the City;of
NOTICE
DRAIN
upon the subject matter of the above asthe Aldermen’s Room in the City
sessments
DOORS,
A.
Butt ling
Monday, the 6th day of February,
Painters A Mfrs. Supplies
D. 1882, at 7Vs o’clock P. M., then and there any
W. F. PHILLIPS A CO..184 to 138 Middle St
may apDRUGGISTS,
persons dissatisfied with the
person
pear and object thereto.
Chemicals A Drug’ts Sundries.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Per order,
J. W. PERKINS A CO.. 74 A 76 Commercial St
DRUGS,
dlaw3wF
jauG
Paints, Oils, Ac.
E. L. STANW0OD A CO., Market at
DRUGS, Chemicals,
Medicines, Paints and Oils.
TO LET.
W. W. WHIPPLE A CO 21 Muket Square.
DRUGS,
Medicines Paints and Oils
C. A. PARSONS A CO., 117 and 119 Middle 8
DRUGS,
To Let.
Goods, Woolens,and Fancy Goods
to let No. 23 Market Square. InDRY'
DEERING, MILLIKEN A CO., 166 Middle St
WINDOW
quire of W. D. AMES, No. 22 Market Square,
Goods, Woolens and
Goods
deu29dtf
Portland, Me.
A 66 Middle St
DRY STOKER BROS. A CO, 64Fancy
goods and woolens.
A Nice Room to Rent
Dry
WOODMAN. TRUE A CO., 7 to 141 Middle St
at 22
144% Exchange St., and
woolens, Ac.
AT Wilmot. Two good 2d-hand stores for sale— Dry goods,
A. LITTLE A CO., 236 A 238 Middle St
at W. P. Hastings’ Piano Warerooms, 144% ExGoods, Woolens and Fancy Goods.
deol4-d4w
change St.
DRY
TWITCHELL, CHAPMAN A CO.. 169 Mobile

2517

to

WHOLESALE

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

m.

City

FOR

WinlUiop

Portland and Worcester Line.

m.

37 4<j
50 30
119 48

and als. 7111
Henry L. Paine. 9460
City of Portland.22400

FOR 1882.

*

53 45

25 66

From
Evcrctl St. Sewer.
Fremont St.

46.60

Clty’e proportion.

54 41

Theophilus C Hersey
and

throughout.

Portland,

Rate per 100 sq.
$0.53
Namesi

Theophilus C Hersey

*

thence westerly through centre of Sherman St. 122
feet to line of Stats St., thence on a curve to right
43 feet to sewer in State St. Total length 166.0
feet.
sewer is of 12 in, glazed pipe, laid 9.0 feet deep

City

Beginning at a point in centre of Danforth St.,
11 feet westerly from west line of Storer St., produced; thence through centre of Danforth St. 923
feet to east line of Vaughan St., thence on a curve
to left 28 feet; thence 15 feet to a point on south
line of Danforth St., this point being 20 feet weeterly from east line of “K” St reservation; thence on
same course 135 feet through "K” St. to top of
slope; thence with an angle to right of fifteen degrees and forty minutes (160400 345 feet to high
water mark. Total length 1446 feet.

JamesC Jordan..

3390

Sherman St. Sewer, Westerly to State St.
Beginning at a point in centre of 8herman St.
122.0 feet easterly from east line of State St.,

3967

...

El a D Milliken.
Willis G Pafker.
Olive G Skillings.
City of Portland.
Benj. W Stover,.
Eliza Pennell.

....

Cost of Sewer...

ft.
647-1000.

3976
3090

*

$2 Board.

Rhymes aud Tunes.
($1.50).

GENTLEMEN’S
Narrow Overshoes.

Beauties of Sacred Soug.

Best

Fine New York Boots are second to no Boot sold
in Portland.
Boyd’sBoots, in French Kid, Button.

The fl-st section of 226 feet is 12 in. cement pipe,
2d. section of 920 feet of 15 in. cement pipe, and
the remaining 636 feet of 18 in. cement pipe, laid 9
feet deep except on carve at junction of Portland
and Weymouth Sts. where It is 8 feet deep, bends at

...

Neuralgia, Sprains,

8612
3162
3029
3862
3680
8625
3550
3676
3612
3860
2981
8560
»
"
3560
EUphalet Clark. 3560
Merchants Bank. 3560
3245
3577
_

f

oauiei v

uWiutifttisM

22 15
2225
19 46
18 64
23 77
22 08
22 31
21 86
22 62
22 28
23 75
18 35
21 91
21 91
21 91
21 91
19 97
22 00
24 46
19 02
20 86

Hrs. of E. P. Nason...
I. P. Farrington
Mathew Adams.
John C. Leighton
Josiah
est—
Chas. A. B. Morse
Alfred Roberts,.
NathT Purrington. est
Rosamond C. Caldwell
Lewis L. Thurston....
Samuel Thui ston.

STEAMERS._

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

CIRCULAR

.J'"'

2166

Dudley,

Congress, Weymouth and Portland at*.
Sewer, from Vaughun to Carter Sts.
Beginning at a point in oentre ot Congress St., 67
feet north-westerly from north-wsst line of Vaughsn
St., thenoe northwesterly through centre of Congress
St. 694.5 feet to Weymouth St., thenoe with an anle to rieht 67.5 feet to a point 27 feet westerly
rom east line of Weymouth St., thenoe 200 feet to
a point 25 feet westerly from esst line of Weymouth St., thence with an angle to lsft, passing under
water pipe 18 feet to a point 29 feet easterly from
west line of Weymouth St., thenoe 112 feet to a
point 30 feet from west line of Weymouth St.,
measuring on southerly line of Portland St., thence
with a curve to left 76 feet to centre of Portland
St., thenoe through centre of Portland St. 600 feet;
thence with an angle to right 14 feet to Alms House
Sewer. Total leug h 1782 feet.

man.

E.

Wm. K. Neal. 3320
John H. Dennison— 3599

...

••

Tiger:”

bearing the

SEWEE ASSESSMENTS.

Cost of Sewer.$2,065 63
685.18
City’s proportion.

Boiling

nervousness,

CITY OF PORTLAND

L..

.-

»

Bret Harte.

TRADE

MISCELLANEOUS

lit Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
January 0th, A. D. 1882.
In case of BERNARD C. DONAHUE, Insolvent
Debtor.
f|9HIS is to give notice that on tho Fifth day
A. D. 1882, a Warrant in insolJ. of
vency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said

January,

BERNARD C. DONAHUE, (ft Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, individually and
as a member of the late tirm of Donahue A Brady,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
said debtor, which petition was filed on the Fifth
day of January. A. D. 1882, to which date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by
him are forbidden by law;
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will bo held at a Court of Insolvency
holden at Probate Court room in
to be
said Portland, on the sixteenth clay of January,
A. f>. 1882. at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
GEO. W. PARKER,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

janG&13

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

S. II. PETTENOILL dfc CO.’S

Advertising Agency,
to Stnte SI.,

(31 Park B.w,
NEW YOKE.

1

BOSTON.}

Estimated

Newspapers

{

furnished gratis for Advertising in
the United States and British Prov

in

nees.
__

T.

C.

EVANS’

Advertising Agency and
Warehouse,
lOti WASHINGTON Rk,

Printers*
BOSTON.

Dealer in Wood and Meta) Type, and all kinds of
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in all
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices Send for estimates.

^

